
Seoul, Korea

U.S. Legation

January 5, 1893 Horace N. Allen

Dr. F.F. Ellinwood, 53 Fifth Avenue, New York City

My dear Doctor:

I expect to leave here on the 25
th
and hope to see you in New York. Am very busy

packing, etc. now, but I was so startled by a remark made by Mr. Moore that I felt I must write

lest I should be too late. Mr. Moore strikes me as an excellent man but as he says himself, he is

so new and all is so strange that he cannot get his bearings. He said: “We are thinking of selling

out all of this property, as Dr. Vinton says the ground is saturated with the sewage of centuries

and is very unhealthy. Also we are too close to the Methodists.”

I was dumbfounded and asked him what he thought of it. He said that it seemed to him

the most healthy place he had ever lived in - and as for the Methodists, he understood we were

here first, anyway. I tried to tell him how the Mission was founded and how if the Methodists

outstripped us it was our own fault.

How absurd it would be to run away from the very choicest place in town for such a

reason. As to the sanitary matter, I simply asked him to look around. At the rear of the hill on

which your property is, there is a very extensive enclosure of vacant land with a few store houses

on it where, since the city was built, the lumber and other materials for royal funerals, coffins,

etc. have been kept. There has been no sewage there. Also this hill is near the West Wall. And

the prevailing winds in summer come to us fresh from the country. If perchance the wind

changes in the summer and comes to us over the city we almost suffocate with the vile odors.

This section was once the abode of members of the Royal Family and the English and

American Legations were the homes of these persons. Visitors always praised [?] General Foote

for his wise choice of a location for foreigners.

Your property has the large open enclosure at the back, the street and Methodist places in

front. On the East the U.S. Legation with the Russians on the West, these last two places have

been largely open since the founding of the city being park-like enclosures of noblemen, their

great forest trees growing there. Our own place was of the same nature their great trees and an

old orchard standing. What could be more free from sewage than such a hill, but further, the

ground is granite sand three feet below the surface, making a simply perfect base. I said that I

would like to meet Dr. Vinton’s statement with a committee of competent medical men. That he

was utterly wrong, and I begged Moore to use his influence to have nothing done till

Underwood’s return. Moffett is a splendid fellow, but I think he devotes himself almost entirely

to the country and lets Vinton and Gifford run Seoul. Gifford is putty, Vinton has shown such a

spirit that were he in the employ of commercial people he would be prosecuted for ruining the

work he came to take charge of. I believe Mr. Heard has told you how, after spending the whole

summer away, in October he said he was refusing all operations till next year because cold

weather was coming on. I can tell you from Koreans that they are letting the hospital die,

freezing him out. They see through him as well as we do and have had quite enough of him.

But this suicidal move he now contemplates is too bad and I cannot help sending you my
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prompt and urgent protest. Don’t grant this request. You will regret it. There is one thing more
that these new people pooh pooh at. And that is the idea of any necessity of protection. They
have not seen an emeute and think it cannot come. I have seen it and this very day I am in receipt
ot news reliably from the Palace that if I told to Vinton he would be in Chemulpo with his wife
in 24 hours for fear. I don’t expect the matter to culminate at all, but ‘tis only a matter of time,
and when it comes they will know that I was not the old baggy they thought me in advocating
their remaining within protecting distance of the legation.

I fully understand all this business Dr. Vinton is down on - Korean houses - he wants a

foreign one. Notwithstanding the fact that our old residents pronounce the Korean house warmer
than their flimsy brick ones like Giffords. He wants one and even insists on having the Hospital

bricked up - a most absurd idea, since Koreans must have the kang floors to sleep on. Vinton
thinks that by moving to a place where there are no houses all will get new foreign houses, and as

the leading medical member, will get his pick.

Underwood ought to have a new good house, but Vinton’s house (Herons) is a very

pretty, warm, large house, better than the French and German Legations and as good as the new
U.S. Legation. Some of the new people seem extravagant in their wants. None, though, compare

with the Vintons. They have never been suited with anything.

Now I have nothing against him -
- personally we are friendly, but I cannot keep still in

such an emergency.

I went over to offer my house to them for $2000. It cost me $2850 and was cheap at that,

but as there are no buyers I thought I would put it so low that they couldn’t refuse. When I heard

the I decided to sell at auction and say nothing to them. You need this place and it is a

rare bargain, but you have no one here able to see it.

Yours truly,

H.N. Allen

(from the Presbyterian Historical Society records of the Board of Foreign Missions, microfilm

reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #1, 1893)



Seoul, Korea Tuesday, January 17, 1893 C.C. Vinton, Secretary

Annual Meeting. Presbyterian Mission, Presbyterian Church U.S.A.

First Day, Tuesday, Jan. 17, 1893

Evening Session: 7:30 P.M.

The meeting was held at the house of Mr. [S.F.] Moore. There were in attendance Rev.

W.M. Baird and Dr. H.M. Brown from Fusan; Mr. J.S. Gale from Gensan [Wonsan]; Miss V.C.

Arbuckle, Miss S.A. Doty, Rev. and Mrs. D.L. Gifford, Rev. G[raham] Lee, Rev. and Mrs. F.S.

Miller, Rev. S.A. Moffett, Rev. and Mrs. S.F. Moore, Miss E. Strong, Rev. and Mrs. W.L.

Swallen, and Dr. and Mrs. C.C. Vinton. Also, as invited guests, Miss S. Davis, Rev. and Mrs.

W.M. Junkin, Rev. and Mrs. W.D. Reynolds, Rev. L.B. Tate, and Miss M.S. Tate, of the Korea

Mission of the Southern Presbyterian Church of America; Miss Jean Perry, of the Victorian

Presbyterian Mission at Fusan; and Rev. Cameron Johnson.

The meeting was opened with devotional exercises conducted by the Chairman with the

assistance of Mr. Gale in prayer. The minutes of the last Annual Meeting were read. The

following officers were elected:

Chairman, Rev. W.M. Baird

Secretary, Dr. C.C. Vinton

Treasurer, Rev. F.S. Miller

The Committee on Arrangements for the Annual Meeting reported, announcing the

programme for the meeting. The report was adopted with a provision that the morning sessions

close at 12 M. and the afternoon sessions at 5 P.M.

Upon motion the thanks of the Mission were expressed by a rising vote to Mr. Gifford,

the retiring treasurer, for the faithfulness and efficiency with which he had so long administered

his office.

The session adjourned with prayer by Mr. Lee.

C.C. Vinton, Secretary

Second Day. Wednesday. January 18, 1893

Morning Session: 9:30 A.M

The Communion was celebrated by the Mission, the service being conducted by Rev.

W.M. Baird, the Chairman, with the assistance of Rev. S.A. Moffett and Rev. L.B. Tate.

The meeting was called to order by the chairman and the minutes of the previous

evening’s session were read and approved. The Standing Committees for the current year were
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then announced by the chairman, as follows:

1. On Records: Dr. Brown, Mr. Gale

2. On Appropriations: Dr. Brown, Mr. Gifford, Mr. Moffett

3. On Apportionment of Sub-Stations and Work: Mr. Moffett, Mr. Gale, Mr. Lee

4. On Narrative: Mr. Gifford

5. On Arrangements for Annual Meeting: Miss Doty, Mr. Moore, Mr. Miller

6. On Examination: Mr. Gale, Mr. Moffett, Mrs. Gifford

7. On Finance: Dr. Brown, Dr. Vinton, Mr. Swallen

The consideration of amendments to the Board Manual was taken up and a

communication read from Dr. Gillespie, requesting such consideration: also the amendments

suggested by the Western India Mission, as well as an overture moved by that Mission to the

General Assembly. It was voted to take up the Manual seriatum by sections. The following

amendments were adopted for recommendation to the Board:

Insert after Section 12: “In case of severance of relations with the Board on the part of

any missionary by resignation, recall, or otherwise, no reappointment shall be made by the Board

without conference with the Mission.

In Section 30, for “The women of the Mission who are actively engaged in mission work

(the Mission to determine when this condition is met) are entitled to vote on what is known as

“Women’s Work” substitute “The single women of the Mission are entitled to a vote.”

The session adjourned with prayer by Rev. Mr. Ohlinger of the Methodist Mission, who

was present with Dr. Hall of the same Mission.

Afternoon Session: 2 P.M.

The session was opened with singing and with a prayer by Mr. Moore. Revision of Rules

and By-Laws being in order, a discussion immediately arose regarding the definition and

financial status of a Station. It was moved to refer to a committee of three, the duty of preparing

and reporting at a future session suitable amendments upon this subject to the Rules and By-

Laws. Mr. Moffett, Mr. Gale, and Dr. Brown were appointed as such committee.

Section C, article I, was amended by substituting “shall” for “may” in the clause

“superintendents of individual schools may consult”. Section C, article XI, was amended so as to

read- “As a rule boys should not be received under ten years of age, nor girls under five .

Section G article I, was amended by inserting, between “Mission” and “At”, “All reports called

for in the programme shall be submitted in writing in duplicate, one copy for transmission to the

Board and one for preservation by the Mission Secretary.” The same article was also amended

hv substituting “October” for “January”. Section G, article IV, was amended by adding The

Chairman and Secretary shall take office at the opening of the second session, and the Treasurer

at the close of the fiscal year or at such other time as the Mission shall appoint.
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A question being here raised as to the custodianship and preservation of unoccupied

property, the matter was referred for advice to the chairman and secretary as a committee.

Section G, article XV, was amended by substituting “September” for “December”. The

following was enacted as Section G, article XVI. “Each station, through a committee, shall send

a written narrative to the Committee on Narrative at least two weeks prior to Annual Meeting.

The

consideration of the article on amendments was postponed by vote to the last session of the

meeting.

The Committee on Examinations have made a report consisting of suggestions on the

study of the language. It was resolved that the main points of this report be typewritten for

distribution among those in attendance.

Section F, article II, was amended by adding “and shall arrange for quarterly

examinations during the first two years”. Section F, article IV, was amended by making the

second paragraph read “Read and translate, with careful analysis the first chapter of the Gospel of

Mark, noticing structure of sentences, meaning of words and their relation one to another
,
also,

by making the fourth paragraph read: “Learn two-hundred Chinese characters . Also, by

repealing the clause, “Elective - Korean part [?] of Mencius”, also, by making the seventh

paragraph read “Read and analyze exercises 17-33 in the Grammaire Corienne’ . The following

was added as Section F, article V: “Every missionary shall be expected during the first year to

read Nevius’Methods ofMission Work and Griffis’s Korea - the Hermit Nation.

The session adjourned with song and with a prayer by Mr. Reynolds. During the session

Rev. G[eorge Hjeber] Jones of the Methodist Mission was present.

C.C. Vinton, secretary

Third Day. Thursday, January 19,

1893

Morning Session: 9:30 a.m.

Devotional exercises were conducted by the chairman. The minutes of the second day’s

sessions were read and corrected by the chairman. The minutes of the second day’ s s

J
ss *ons

were read and corrected. The Evangelistic Report of the Fusan Station was read bj Mr Baird

iSee Report A) This was followed by the general Fusan Report by Mr. Baird (See Report B)

These reports were accepted by vote and the former referred to the Evangelistic Committee and

the reciue

P

sts for appropriations to the Committee on Appropriations. After some questions upon

matters of interest in connection with evangelistic work at Fusan the Medical Report was read y

Sr Brown that of Mrs. Brown being incorporated (See Report C). The report was accepted and

referred to the Medical Committee and its requests for appropriations to the appropriate
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committee. The Report on Work for Women at Fusan was read for Mrs. Baird by Mr. Baird (See
Report D). The report was accepted and referred to the Evangelistic Committee.

By resolution the order of the afternoon was now taken up and Mr. Gale read the

Evangelistic Report for the Gensan Station (See Report E). The report was accepted and its

evangelistic portion referred to the Evangelistic Committee, its literary portion to the Editorial

Committee, and its recommendations to the Committee on Appropriations. The meeting voted to

refer the question of purchasing property and of building at Gensan and of our authority to decide
this matter without further Board sanction, to the Building Committee.

A communication was here read from Dr. Scranton of the Methodist Mission concerning

uniformity in translation into Korean, which was referred to the Editorial Committee.

The session adjourned with prayer by Dr. Brown. During the session Mr. Ohlinger was
present.

The session was opened with singing and with prayer by Mr. Gale. The overture of the

Western India Mission to the General Assembly regarding emeritus secretaries was brought up

and was laid upon the table.

The committee appointed yesterday upon the custodianship and preservation of

unoccupied property, here reported. The report was adopted with emendations. The following

amendments to the Rules and By-Laws were by this action adopted. In Section G, article VI,

paragraph 7, repeal the clause “see that the property of the Mission is kept intact”. Amend
Section G, article VII, paragraph I, so as to read: “This committee shall have supervision of and

shall act as custodians of all the property of the Mission. No new buildings shall be erected

without the consent of this committee, and all plans shall be submitted to them for approval.

House repairs involving an expense of more than $5 shall be undertaken only after consultation

with the local members of this committee, and none involving an expense of more than $25,

without the approval of the station. If possible, each station shall be represented on this

committee.”

The following resolution was passed: The newly elected treasurer shall take office at the

beginning of the approaching fiscal year. Dr. Vinton requested the decision of the chairman

whether this resolution were in order and whether the newly elected treasurer had not already

taken office in accordance with the precedent of last year and of previous years, when the officers

began their duties on the morning following their election. The Chairman decided in the

negative and Dr. Vinton appealed from the decision, but failing to receive a second, asked

permission to record his appeal in the minutes.

The Mission then adopted this motion: Whereas the Seoul Station has requested of the

Board “an appropriation of $300 gold for the purchase of such piece of property as may be

approved by the Annual Meeting for use as a preaching station and dispensary in or near Seoul,

therefore resolved, that we approve the purchase of the house on the East Gate road selected by
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Mr. Moffett and Dr. Vinton or such substitute for it as the Seoul Station may approve.”

The following resolution was hereupon passed - Resolved, that in requesting this year an

appropriation for Health Changes, the Board be asked to make the sum available either in the

purchase or rental of property, and that the Medical Committee be instructed to seek out a

desirable sanitarium within the limits of Korea.

It was also resolved that it be made the duty of the Editorial Committee to secure readable

articles and brief items respecting the work in Korea and to forward them to the editors of the

Church periodicals, making special provision for the month of August and that the committee

shall report annually upon its discharge of this duty.

By resolution the reports of the Seoul Station were here taken up, and Reports upon

Evangelistic Work were presented by Mr. Gifford and Mr. Moffett (the Reports F and G). These

reports were accepted and referred to the Evangelistic Committee, the financial requests going to

the Committee on appropriations. After much discussion of these reports the Medical Report

was read by Dr. Vinton (See Report H). The report was referred to the Medical Committee and

the Committee on Appropriations. The Report on Work for Women was offered b y Mrs.

Gifford (See Report I). The report was referred to the Evangelistic Committee.

On motion the order of exercises for the morning session of the sixth day was made the

order for tomorrow morning. The session adjourned on motion with song and with prayer by Mr.

Miller.

Mr. Ohlinger and Dr. McGill of the Methodist Mission were present during the session.

C.C. Vinton, secretary

1893

Fourth Dav. Friday, January 20,

Morning Session: 9:30 a.m.

The chairman led in devotions and called on Dr. Vinton for prayer. The minutes of the

third day’s sessions were read and accepted. The committee appointed to consider the definition

and financial status of a station reported.

Reports from new missionaries being in order, the secretary was instructed to call upon

them alphabetically for brief verbal reports. Such reports were then made by Miss VJC

Arbuckle, Rev. G[raham] Lee, Rev. F.S. Miller, Mrs. Miller, Rev. S.F. Moore, Mrs. Moore, Miss

E Strong, Rev. W.L. Swallen and Mrs. Swallen.

The Committee on Plan of Union with the Australian Presbyterian Mission, being called
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on, made a partial report, which was accepted and the committee instructed to report in full at

10:30 o’clock on the morning of the sixth day: their powers were also increased by vote to

include a plan of union with the Mission of the Southern Presbyterian Board in Korea.

The report of the committee appointed to consider the definition and financial status of a

station was taken up for consideration and it was agreed to consider the amendments seriatim.

After discussion and emendation the amendments were adopted as follows: “Section A, article I -

A new station shall remain part of the parent station until the beginning of the fiscal year for

which regular separate estimates are made for it by the Mission at the Annual Meeting, but the

Mission may plan certain appropriations at the disposal of the new station before it becomes

independent of the parent station. Article II - The Mission Treasurer shall act as treasurer of each

station until such time as a station treasurer is appointed by the Mission. Article III - Any station

having a question to bring before the Mission shall present it in writing to the Mission Secretary,

who will then make it known to the members of the Mission by circular letter and receive their

recorded votes.” The numbers of the subsequent articles under section A were so changed as to

run from IV to XV, instead of from I to XII.

Discussion of the formation of a Presbytery being in order, remarks were made by many

present, but no motion was made or decision arrived at.

The session adjourned with song and a prayer by Mr. Junkin. Mr. Ohlinger was present

part of the time.

Afternoon Session: 2 P.M.

The session opened with devotions conducted by the chairman. The report on the Boys

School was made by Mr. Moffett (See Report J). The report was received and referred to the

Educational Committee and the financial recommendations to the Committee on Appropriations.

The report on the Girls’ School was read by Miss Doty (See Report K). The report was referred

to the Educational Committee and to that on Appropriations. The report on the Winter

Theological Class was read by Mr. Gifford (See Report I). The report was referred to the

Evangelistic Committee ~

and the Committee on Appropriations. Prolonged discussion ensued, after which the report o

the Church Session was presented by Mr. Moffett (see Report M), followed by the Mission

Statistics by Mr. Moffett (see Report N). These were accepted and the report of the Session

referred to the Evangelistic Committee.

On motion the chairman appointed Mr. Gifford and Mr. Lee to reply to the addresses of

the fraternal delegates from other Missions to be welcomed tomorrow morning.

The Treasurer’s report was now read by Mr. Gifford (see Report O). The report was

received and referred to the Finance Committee.

Upon motion it was decided to hear now the report of the Committee on Comity with the
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Methodist Mission (see Report P). After reading, it was voted to take up the rules recommended

in order. Rule 1
st was adopted. Rule 2

nd was recommitted to a special committee consisting of

Mr. Gale and Dr. Vinton, to be more carefully considered. Rule 3
rd was adopted. Rule 4 was

adopted. Rule 5
th was adopted.

The hour for adjournment having arrived, it was voted to resume consideration of this

report immediately after devotional exercises on Monday morning. The session then adjourned

after song and a prayer by Mr. Moffett. Mr. and Mrs. Ohlinger were present.

C.C. Vinton

Fifth Dav. Saturday, January 2K 1893

Morning Session: 9:30 a.m.

Devotional exercises were led by the chairman, and Mr. Moore led in prayer. The

minutes of the previous day’s sessions were read and accepted. A communication was read from

Mrs HH Fry secretary of the Board for specific work, requesting fuller information in regard to

the estimates. On motion the Report of the Medical Committee was here taken up out of the

regular order (See Report Q). The report was adopted.

Reception of delegates from other missions being in order, Dr. Scranton, of the Methodist

Mission in Korea, made an address of fellowship in Christian work. Dr. Hall, of the same

Mission, followed, and a reply was made by Mr. Lee, after whrch Mr. Grfford spoke an address

of greeting to the members of the Southern Presbyterian Mission in Korea To this Mr.

Refolds of that Mission replied. Upon request of the chairman Dr. Hall led in prayer for

universal missionary unity. Upon motion the Committee on Arrangements i’or our ticxt Annu

Meeting was instructed to arrange if possible, a joint conference upon missionary work with the

Methodist Mission should their Annual Meeting fall at about the same time as ours.

The report of the Special Bible Committee was now read by Mr. Gale (see Report R).

The report was adopted and abundantly discussed.

The report of the Building Committee was presented by Dr. Vinton (see Report S). The

. ado
P

nted subject to the approval of the Board and with the provision that plans for the

house recommended at Gensan [Wonsan] should accompany the transmission of the report to t e

Board.

On motion the session adjourned with song and a prayer by Dr. Scranton. During the

session Dr."and Mrs. Scran,on. Dr. and Mrs. Hall and Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Noble, all of the

Methodist Mission, were present.
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Afternoon Session: 2 P.M.

The session was opened with song and with a prayer by Mr. [Cameron] Johnson. The

report of the Evangelistic Committee was read by Mr. Gifford (see Report T). It was accepted

and the items taken up item by item. The recommendation that Mr. Moffett give attention to the

work in Whang Hai and Pyeng An To [
c> °ll and o rather than take the trip to the

Korean valleys was adopted. The recommendation for the employment of Mr. Han and Mr. Kim

as helpers elicited much discussion, which was not concluded when the time assigned expired.

On motion, the further consideration of this report was made the order for eleven o clock on

Monday morning.

The report of the Editorial Committee was read by Mr. Gale (See Report U). The report

was adopted. The Report of the Educational Committee was read by Dr. Vinton (see Report V).

By motion the recommendation for a course in natural science to be taught in the schools was

stricken from the report. The portions advising the appointment of Rev. T.S. Miller as

superintendent of the Boys School and the teaching of kindergarten methods in the Girls’ School

by Miss Strong were referred to the Committee on Apportionment of the sub-stations and work.

The recommendation in reference to the removal of the Girls’ School was referred to a special

committee to consist of the same members as the committee of the Seoul Station on the same

subject. The remainder of the report was adopted.

The Report of the Finance Committee was read by Dr. Brown (See Report W). The

report was adopted. The Committee on Narrative was excused from reporting on the ground

that the repeal of the article in the Rules and By-Laws requiring reports to be transmitted from

the stations to this committee rendered its preparation impossible.

By vote the consideration of the Evangelistic Committee’s report was taken from the

order of Monday morning and now resumed. The employment of Mr. Han and Mr. Kim as

helpers was authorized. The employment of Mr. Hong as a helper was authonzed. The

recommendation of Mr. Gifford’s trip to the south was referred to the Committee on

Apportionment of Sub-stations and Work. The paragraph in reference to theological classes was

adopted, striking out the last clause. The employment of Mr. Sau Kiong Jo as a helper was

authorized The recommendation as to Mr. Baird’s trips was referred to the Committee on

Apportionment of Sub-stations and Work. With these provisions, the report was adopted. On

motion the session adjourned. The chairman offered the prayer.

C.C. Vinton, Secretary
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Sixth Day. Monday, January 23, 1893

Morning Session: 9:30 A.M.

After devotional exercises led by the chairman and prayer by Mr. Lee, the minutes of the

fifth day’s sessions were read and accepted. The consideration of the Rules of Comity was now

taken up and the special committee on Rule 2
nd reported the following substitute, which was

adopted: “When a town of less than 5000 inhabitants has been established as a sub-station by the

missionary in charge of the district (a substation being understood to be a place where inquirers

or Christians regularly assemble for worship on the Lord’s Day), it shall be considered as

occupied, and we deem it inadvisable for another Mission to begin work there; but the

discontinuance of work for six months shall leave it an open field. The rule was next considered

and the Methodist substitute adopted in the following form: “We advise that helpers, students in

attendance upon school, teachers, and assistants in any department of the work shall not be

received in any capacity whatever by another Mission without previous consultation with the

person with whom they were last connected.” The 7
lh
rule was adopted. The 8 rule was adopted

with the Methodist amendment. Upon motion the rules as amended were adopted as a whole and

referred to a committee, to be considered in conference with the committee from the Methodist

Mission, and, if agreed to by that committee, to be so reported to the Secretary of our Mission

and then to go into force; if not agreed to, the matter to be reported again to the next Annual

Meeting.

The Report of the Committee on Plan of Union with the Australian Presbyterian Mission

was read by Mr. Moffett (see Report X). The report was adopted and the chairman and secretary

instructed to issue an invitation to the male members of the vanous Presbyterian Missions in

Korea and to Rev. Cameron Johnson to attend the first meeting of the council recommended.

The consideration of the schedule of salaries of native helpers and teachers was

postponed by vote and the Report of the Committee on Apportionment of Sub-stations and Work

read by Mr. Moffett (See Report Y). The report was adopted.

Upon motion the Mission proceeded to the election of a Church Session. Mr. Moffett,

Mr. Gifford, and Dr. Vinton were chosen.

On motion, Mr. Gale and Dr. Vinton were appointed a committee to formulate an

amendment to the Rules and By-Laws defining the functions of the Session, to report at a future

session of this meeting.

On motion Mr. Gifford, Mr. Swallen, and Mr. Moore were appointed the committee to

confer with the representatives of the Methodist Mission regarding the Rules of Comity.

The consideration of the Schedule of Salaries of native Helpers and Teachers was now

entered into and the schedule adopted.
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The report was here listened to of a committee appointed by the Seoul Station to consider

and report to the Annual Meeting upon the question of removing the Girls’ School. The

committee recommended the removal of the school if possible to a site selected on the slope of

Nam San, and a request of the Board for an appropriation of $4500 gold for the purchase of the

property, the erection of the necessary buildings and the necessary expenses of removal. Further,

that the property at present occupied by the school be retained for a time longer by the Mission.

After some discussion the consideration of the report was made the order of the day for the time

immediately after the report of the Committee on Records of Stations and Mission this afternoon

The session adjourned with song and a prayer by Dr. Brown. Mrs. [Annie Ellers] Bunker was

present during the session.

Afternoon Session: 2 p.m.

The session was opened with song, reading of Scripture, and a prayer by the chairman.

The Report of the Committee on Records of Stations and Mission was read by Dr. Brown (see

Report Z). The report was accepted.

So much of the report of the Committee on the Girls’ School as favors the removal was

adopted. The financial recommendation was referred to the Committee on Appropriations, and

the Building Committee directed to consider the building plans at an early date and report

suitable plans to the Board with the request for an appropriation.

By vote, the Report of the Committee on Appropriations was read now by Dr. Brown (see

Report AA). It was resolved to take up the estimates by classes and the report was subsequently

adopted with amendments.

It was decided to take up now the election of members of Permanent Committees, and a

motion was earned to amend Section G, art.de VII, of the Rules and By-Laws by making three

or six” read “from three to six”. It was decided to elect now three members of the Bull mg

Committee, two to serve three years and one two years. Mr. Lee and Mr. Gale were elected for

three years and Miss Doty for two years. Mr. Moore was elected to serve three years; on the

Evangelistic Committee, Mr. Miller on the Medical Committee, Mr. Moffett on the Editorial

Committee, and Mrs. Gifford on the Educational Committee. Mr. Gale and Mr. Moffett were

reelected members of the Special Bible Committee.

A communication was read from Dr. Scranton, secretary of the Permanent Bible

Committee of Korea presenting articles VII and VIII of the constitution of î c^tteefor

ratification by our Mission, as follows: - “Article VII: When any translation shall have been

completed by any committee to whom it has been assigned, it shall be fonvarded to the

Permanent Bible Committee and by that committee placed in the hands of the General Revisi g

Committee who shall so far revise names and renderings as shall make the translation uniform.

No manuscript shall pass against which two votes have been cast in either the General Reviewing

criee cr in the Permanent Bible Committee. Article VIII: When a manuscript has been

duly passed and published it shall be considered the authorized version for three years and shall
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so ong remain the property of the Permanent Bible Committee. At the expiration of this term it

shall be recommitted to the General Revising Committee, and if not more than one vote is cast
against it in either the General Revising Committee or in the Permanent Committee, it shall be
considered the standing authorized version and other societies shall be permitted to print and
publish such editions as the agents may deem advisable, provided that the text of the authorized
version be not departed from, it being distinctly understood that any translations put forth by the
Permanent Committee are the common property of the Protestant Missionaries” The articles were
ratified.

Mr. Gifford moved a reconsideration of the Report of the Editorial Committee, which
was carried. Mr. Gifford made a motion which was not seconded, and the report was readopted.

On motion by Dr. Brown, the Report of the Building Committee was reconsidered. A
motion by Dr. Brown was carried to the effect that the Board be requested to send out a practical

builder to supervise the future building operations of this Mission. The report was then

readopted.

The session adjourned with a song and a prayer by Mr. Gifford. Mrs. Bunker and Mr.

Ohlinger were present a part of the session.

C.C. Vinton, secretary

Seventh Day. Tuesday, January 24. 1893

Morning Session: 9:30 A.M.

The chairman led in the devotional exercises and called upon Mr. Gale for prayer. The

minutes of the last day’s sessions were read and corrected. The special committee on Church

Session reported the following amendment, which was adopted: “Section A, article XVI - Until

its organization in accordance with Presbyterian usage the native Church shall be administered by

a Session of three members, to be elected annually by the Mission. The Pastor of the Church

shall be ex-officio a member of the Session. All candidates shall be examined by the Session or

by some one empowered by it, and no baptism shall be administered except by its sanction.

When deemed expedient, a similar session may be created by the Mission in any station.”

The following was then adopted as Section G, article XVII. “No change can be made in

these Rules and By-Laws excepting at the Annual Meeting of the Mission, and then only by a

two-thirds vote of all the voting members present. Amendments must be presented in writing.”

On motion the secretary was instructed to prepare a corrected copy of the Rules and By-

Laws, remembering the sections and articles so far as necessary, and each member of the Mission

to prepare for his or her own use a corresponding copy.
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A motion was carried to appoint a committee to convey the fraternal greetings of the

Mission to the Methodist Mission at their next Annual Meeting. Mr. Moffett, Mr. Gale, and Dr.

Brown were on motion appointed a committee to consider the subject of moving expenses of

those transferred from one station to another, and to report at the next Annual Meeting. Mr.

Gifford, Miss Doty, and Mr. Moore were appointed the Committee on Fraternal Greetings.

The Finance Committee here asked permission to make a supplementary report (See

Report W), which was adopted.

The order of business of the afternoon being taken up, the session turned its attention to

the discussion of the question, “By what means can we most rapidly and most effectively

evangelize Korea?” Under this division of the programme the following propositions were

discussed:

1 . It is better to aim at the conversion of the working classes than at that of the higher

classes.

2. The conversion of women and the training up of Christian girls should be an especial

aim, since mothers exercise so important an influence over future generations.

3. Much could be effected in Christian Education by maintaining elementary schools in

country towns: therefore we should aim to qualify young men in our Boys’ School and to

send them out as teachers.

4. Our hope for an educated native ministry lies in the same quarter and should be

constantly held in view.

5. The Word of God converts where man is without resources: therefore, it is most

important that we make every effort to place a clear translation of the Bible before this

people as soon as possible.

6. In all literary work a pure Korean, free from Sinicisma [Chinese influence ], should be

our aim.

7. An aggressive church must be a self-supporting church, and we must aim to diminish

the proportion of dependents among our membership and to increase that of self-

supporting and therefore contributing individuals.

8. The mass of Koreans must be led to Christ by their own fellow-countrymen: therefore

we shall do well to thoroughly train a few as evangelists rather than to preach to a

multitude ourselves.

9. The services of our physicians can be turned to best account when it is possible to

keep the same patient long under treatment either in a hospital ward or in the patient’s

home, thus giving opportunity for instruction and example to sink deeply into the mind.

Dispensary work is of comparatively little profit.

10. Patients from the country who have undergone a season of treatment ought to be

followed up by visitation in their native villages, since their experience of compassionate

dealing is likely to open a wide door for the evangelist.

The session adjourned at noon with a song and a prayer by Miss [Susan A.] Doty. Mrs.
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[Annie Ellers] Bunker was present during the session.

Afternoon Session: 2 p.m.

The session opened with song and Scripture reading and Dr. Vinton was called upon for

prayer. The propositions discussed during the morning were adopted by the Mission as an

expression of their opinion as to the best means to most rapidly and effectively evangelize Korea.

Question papers were now distributed and several queries answered in reference to the

work.

The minutes of the meeting were read through and adopted after correction.

The meeting then adjourned after prayer by Mr. Moffett and a general praise and

consecration service. Mrs. Bunker was present at the concluding session.

W.M. Baird, chairman,

C.C. Vinton, secretary

(from the Presbyterian Historical Society records of the Board of Foreign Missions, microfilm

reel #177, Vol. 4, item #4, 1893)



Seoul, Korea January 20, 1893 Samuel A. Moffett

The Bovs’ School Report. 1892-
t

93. Presbyterian Annual Meeting

In reporting the work and condition of the Boys School I can tell you but little beyond

what I reported last year. Prolonged absence in the country and more urgently important work in

connection with the native church and theological class have prevented me from giving to the

school the time needed to bring it into a condition with which either your superintendent or the

Mission can rest satisfied. I can report progress in the process of reconstruction into a Boys

School in which the partial support shall be provided, there having been enrolled 29 boys of

whom 18 remained at the close of the year. Of these but 8 were entirely supported, while of

those remaining at close of year, but 7 are receiving their entire support.

The number of day scholars has largely increased but their attendance has been quite

irregular. Three promising day scholars have removed to the country but have taken Christian

textbooks with the desire to continue their study in the country schools. Could more

in the character of the work done. Examinations were held in February, May

and December. The two older boys have read three to five volumes of Mencius and will soon be

ready for the Confucian Classics. They have at the same time read an equal amount of Scripture,

viz - Ephesians and Galatians and most of Genesis. Others of the larger boys are still reading the

Historical Annals which form the groundwork in Chinese before taking up the Classics. They

have also at the same time read the Gospels of Matthew and John in the Chinese.

These larger boys under my instruction completed the Geographical History (Sa Won Pal

Chi) in En Mun (Korean character) and have been examined in it. I have also given them an

hour’s instruction a week in arithmetic using the Arabic numerals but all instruction has been in

the vernacular, using both the native and Chinese characters. During the summer, according to

native methods of instruction, considerable time was given to writing and composition and one

hour a day is so spent throughout the year.

The smallest boys have been reading the elementary Chinese books, writing Chinese and

En Mun and under my instruction have been reading the “Peep of Day" and “Conversation with a

Temple Keeper", two Christian tracts, the object of their use being to teach them to read well and

to teach the principles of Christianity. In Chinese they have also a class in the Catechism [which]

has been held.

At the beginning of the year the Chinese teacher was changed and the present one has

given good satisfaction? He receives a salary of $8.00 a month and spends 6 hours a day in the

school. One of the older boys who for several years has been receiving entire support has been

employed to teach the smaller boys while he continues his own studies. For this he receives

$2.00 a month and furnishes part of his support. This is with a view to training him for the

position of teacher and to train him in independence.

The native superintendent who is also instructor in the Chinese Scriptures and Christian

textbooks, under the new financial plans receives food for himself and wife and $4.00 a month.
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In the fall, upon receipt of news from the Board in the reduction of the appropriation for

the school, the financial affairs presented a most serious problem. A complete readjustment was

made and the expenses heroically cut down. Even with this, the expenses up to the present time,

including wood for the year, have exhausted the appropriation of $1229.41 silver, and $250.00

more will be needed to carry us through the fiscal year. I do not ask for a new appropriation to

meet this, as it can be provided for from private funds.

For the ensuing year under the financial readjustment, I think the following sums will

probably suffice for the school.

Teachers 175.00 Mexican [dollars]

Repairs - 75.00

[Several lines of report unclear in printout but is probably readable on microfilm]

the discontinuance of the school as a Boarding School. (During the year two of the

boys have been received into the Church so that of the number, six are now in the Church while

others have asked to be received.)

The way has not been opened for the beginning of an industrial department, but with the

promise of garden and carpenter tools from America, I look for great advantage to the boys as

they are taught to use them.

Since Mr. Moore’s arrival he has been rendering valuable assistance by giving some time

each day to overseeing the boys in work designed to keep the grounds and the buildings clean

and in good repair. I trust the Mission will either place him or someone beside myself in charge

of the school or relieve me from other work so that the school shall become the main work of

someone who shall give to its affairs his thoughts and energy.

My idea of the school has been that it should not be a large one but a thorough one which

shall have as its chief aim the preparation and training of those who will eventually become

assistants, helpers and evangelists in our work and teachers to be placed in charge ot primary

schools throughout the country in which Christian textbooks shall be used. I do not believe that

we are ready for the introduction of an advanced course in Western subjects of study.

Instruction in the vernacular has given the very best satisfaction and I should like to have

the Mission commit itself to the policy of requiring all instruction to be given in the vernacular.

[remainder of report did not print out but is undoubtedly readable on the microfilm]

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven. Report J)



New York, New York January 27, 1893 Frank Field Ellinwood

Rev. Graham Lee,

Dear Brother:

-

I was especially pleased to get your letter of December 22
nd

. It is cheerful and full of hope

and that is all the more valuable as you had already looked also upon the darker side. I think that

missionaries may be divided into three classes. First, those who are optimistic first and last, only

because they do not carefully weigh things. Second, those who are hopelessly pessimistic and

third, those who have their ideas somewhat disenchanted at first and are a little depressed, but upon

considering all sides of the question and remembering what poor human nature is and always has

been, settle down upon a solid basis of trust which places itself not in the goodness of humanity,

but upon the Power of God to overcome all obstacles, and the certainty that His promises will be

fulfilled, if not in our way, at least in His. From not having heard from you I had had a little fear

that you might be discouraged and perhaps would be inclined to be a little more sober from the fact

that you had left your heart behind, or at least a part of it. That, I can conceive is not an easy ordeal

to pass and yet the best manhood of our age supports it even when not sustained by the higher

methods of God’s grace and kingdom, and the Christian missionary ought to be the manliest of

men. I like very much your ideas of actual work and the account which you give of Pyeng Yang.

Your estimate of Moffett is the estimate of all. He is a grand specimen of a man and a missionary.

There is only one voice in regard to him from whatever source. I am glad you and he take to each

other.

As for the domestic question two years hence or a year and a half hence, that will I am sure,

be adjusted to the necessities of the case. Because you go to the North as a single man now it does

not necessarily follow that you will always be at that station. That is a question that will have to be

settled by circumstances though of course it is better to build upon a permanent foundation. With

the same appliances of comfort I should think Pyeng Yang might be made as salubnous as Seoul

which from all I know of it, is not a model place to live in. But as you say in your letter God wi

direct and you can trust Him.

Last night I attended a farewell reception given by Mr. and Mrs. Underwood in

Brooklyn. They are going out with all hope notwithstanding the drawbacks of sickness. We are

about appointing Dr. Avison of Toronto as medical missionary to Korea. It looks as though he

might be the right sort of a man to place in charge of the hospital in Seoul as I think he would take

to that work and that he would be a good man to train up native doctors. He has already had a

a00d deal of experience in connection with a Medical College in Toronto. He seems an excellent

man in spirit and in every way very genial and sunny. One more doctor we must find if possible.

With kind regards to your chum and to all the mission,

F.F. Ellinwood

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #224, Vol. letter #148)



Seoul, Korea January 28, 1893 William L. Swallen

Dr. Ellinwood -

Dear Dr.

Encumbered by many delays and unexpected annoyances so common in mission fields I have

as yet failed to write you the letter I expected to write you on reaching my destination at Seoul.

Tonight I wish, in few words, to tell you of our safe arrival on the 14
th of November and

notwithstanding the many unexpected and surprising scenes in Seoul have been more than pleased

with our happy lot.

I think God has prepared out hearts for these people. Although in many respects so ungainly,

we have even already learned to love them. And our hearts go out daily for these noble hearted

people that know not Jesus Christ, the Saviour. Their almost daily visits to our home (now that we

have one of our own) makes me more and more anxious to speak the Korean language so I may tell

them this message of love. We came expecting to have many hardships to face. Many trials ahead,

many inconveniences to put up with. But I am glad to say that it might be much worse . Indeed, I

cannot think that we shall count it a costly, but the greatest privilege possible to labor in this field.

Mrs. Swallen and myself have enjoyed the best of health since our arrival, and the climate is

such that we have every reason to hope for the continuance of the same.

This has been a very important day to us in Korea. For today I was appointed by the Mission

in conjunction with Mr. Moffett and Mr. Lee to open Pyung Yang as a new Station. Of the

importance of this station I have heard much since reaching Seoul. I hope the Lord will give us an

opening here - and money as well wherewith to establish the Mission. And we are all praying most

earnestly that the physician for this Station may soon be forthcoming. Besides the part assigned me in

opening Pyung Yang, I was given charge of the evangelistic work in Hwang Hai Do province with an

evangelist, together with my language study which is to command most ofmy attention.

In coming to Korea, we have fallen into the hands of good brethren. They have spared no

efforts to make us comfortable for the winter and gave us much needed assistance in beginning this

difficult language. And the recent Annual Meeting showed to us that they were all filled with the

Master’s Spirit. Our daily prayer is that we may be filled with the Holy Ghost - and power from on

high given us to learn this language and direct wisely our steps in all our work for the Master inj this

field.

Yours in the Master’s Service,

W.L. Swallen

(from the Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #5)



Seoul Korea February 1, 1893 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

In beginning my third annual letter to you I wish first of all to thank you for your kind and
appreciative letters and also to again assure you that you and we have every reason to feel encouraged
and hopeful in view of the past year's work in Korea. We have closed one Annual Meeting, one

which was a delight to us all chiefly because of the evident presence of the Spirit of God giving us

the greatest harmony of action notwithstanding very divergent views on some questions as they first

presented themselves.

You would be delighted could you see the evident desire on the part of all to get at the real

work which we came to do and could you see the spirit which animates our discussions and the

determination to plan only for a solid and enduring work.

We had hard problems to solve this year and questions which affect the future lives and work

of most of us but they were met with much prayer and with a willingness to do whatever the Lord

seemed to indicate through the Mission was His will.

It was a responsible place in which we older ones were placed and we gave the questions most

thorough discussion and thought and much prayer that we might assign the new people to such places

and work and place them in such relations with the older missionaries as would promise most for the

advancement of the work and at the same time maintain the excellent spirit of harmony in the

Mission.

Messrs. Gale & Lee and myself were the Com. on apportionment of sub-stations & work and

we had the active counsel & co-operation of Mr. Baird as we were all at my house during the

meeting. We thoroughly canvassed the situation and the personal preferences of all and then

assigned work. When the report was submitted not an objection was raised and all stand ready to go

ahead with the work assigned them.

You will see from the reports what was done during the year and how we regard the work. I

have nothing further to report except to speak of the proposed work for the coming year and to seek

to emphasize the desirability, I should almost say the necessity, of an endorsement of some of our

plans.

Personally the opening and occupation of Pyeng Yang affect me most and I shall be greatly

disappointed and feel that we have lost ground should the Board fail to approve and appropriate the

$1000.00 asked for discretionary use in purchase of property, nevertheless I look upon another

question as of prime importance. I refer to that of moving the Girls' School. We recognize the fact

that we are proposing a great change and one involving considerable expense from which the Board

may shrink should the receipts for this year prove to be no larger than last. However, I feel sure that

a special appeal to the Women and to Children's Bands would raise the funds and our work is now

getting in such a shape that to my mind such a move is imperative if it be at all possible to

accomplish it. We have for a long time been agreed upon two points, viz., the hindrance to our work

which arises from residence in the foreign settlement and the desirability of opening work in another
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section of this large city where more direct access to Koreans can be obtained and where they will

feel more free to visit us.

The Girls' School ought to be the center of a large work among the women and I feel that it

will be a shame to shut up the ladies of the school in this foreign settlement when they will be able to

accomplish so much more elsewhere. We hope some day to have a lady physician in connection with

the school and women's work, and a women's dispensary and hospital on such a scale as is possible.

Whatever is done a change is necessary, for the present building is not at all adequate to the

needs of the Girls' School, of Women's Work, and of the dwellings of the three ladies. In addition to

this it is just across the street from an exactly similar work of the M.E. Mission so that from the point

of view of economy in the distribution of Mission forces the move is a good one.

The site selected is a most healthful one on a knoll ofNam San (South Mountain) inside the

city wall just beyond the Korean houses along the main street leading to one of the city gates. It is 2

miles from here and will give access to a large population of the humbler classes and will allow for

contact with Koreans. I cannot give you an idea of how residence in the foreign settlement here

interferes with our work. Most of us have been thoroughly unwilling to remain here, Mr. Gale, Mr.

Baird & myself each & all having repeatedly said that should we be stationed in Seoul we would

object to staying in this foreign settlement. We have all been located out of Seoul but all our reasons

apply to this question of removing the Girls' School.

I have seen the plans for the Korean building for school purposes and that one for the ladies'

residence which meets the approval of Messrs Baird & Lee and Miss Doty of the Building Com. and

they seem to me well adapted to the work. I certainly prefer a one-story building in Korea. The

buildings which we have had here with the exception of that used for the Boys' School have never

been well built nor well adapted to our work. The plans which we now present for buildings,

location, work, etc., I feel like urging with all the earnestness possible. The work among the women

is so pre-eminently important that we have given it most careful attention in our plans and we long to

see the school and the ladies with it so situated that that work may tell most effectively in

evangelizing the land.

To Miss Strong we look for the development of this work and she is just such an one as we

have been praying for.

You may feel that we are asking for an enlargement in our equipment without showing very

large results from what we have already received, but when you bear in mind that 4 years marks the

longest stay of anyone now here you will realize that these years could not be otherwise than very

largely years of preparation and foundation laying. With the arrival of new forces and the transfer of

the older men to our three new stations (Fusan, Gensan [Wonsan] & Pyeng Yang) another year of

preparation and of planning for enlarged work is necessary. We want to plan wisely for future results

and to lay a solid foundation in the language so that we may build up a work which shall endure and

gain strength as it advances. Notwithstanding all that has been written about the ease of acquiring the

language and the simplicity of its alphabet, with but one exception those who have made most
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progress in it are agreed that it is the most difficult of languages. A smattering is easily acquired but
more than a smattering is required if one will do thorough work.

We too are apt to grow impatient for large results but undue haste always brings failure and
regret. Our Evangelist said to me yesterday - "We are stronger today than ever and our work is in far

better shape. As a result of the earnest, steady, thorough work of the past few years there are men all

through the country who are seriously pondering the truth of Christianity and we are ready to push
ahead."

I want also to assure you that in our Annual Meeting every effort was made to secure the

strictest economy in the use of funds. You will notice in the estimates that a number of items have

been reduced as experience has shown us that we did not use all that has heretofore been granted.

We want to make a reputation for asking for as small amounts as injustice to our work we can

possibly get along with and we are not asking on the principal that you will cut us down whatever we
ask.

Concerning our requests for work in Gensan, the purchase of the lot bought by Mr. Gale and

the continuance of appropriation for building. This was one of the important questions which

demanded attention. The presence of Mr. Gale from Gensan and of both Mr. Ohlinger of the M.E.

Mission and myself who had visited the port enabled us to act intelligently. Had I been in Seoul last

summer when the first action was taken, the objection that the proposed site was near the Japanese

quarters would never have been raised for I had seen the place and knew that it was far enough away

to offset that objection. When Mr. Ohlinger was in Gensan he saw that the lot which Mr. Gale has

bought was the best and only really good site obtainable and so advised them to buy it at once.

When the question came before us we referred it to the Building Com. and upon their

favorable report we have asked for the purchase of this lot rather than the Knott property.

The Building Com. have since asked Mr. Lee to go from Pyeng Yang this summer and give

Mr. Gale some assistance in building.

Will it not be possible for the Board to give its sanction to the plans for Gensan and also

continue this year's appropriations for land & building before it meets to make the new appropriations

for the whole year? If this can be done then work can be begun and the house made ready for

occupation this coming winter - thus saving $35.00 a month for rent.

We are also eager to have Mr. Gale settled as soon as possible in order that he may pursue his

literary work for we feel that he has a more accurate knowledge of and better command of the

language than any foreigner except the French priest who has been in Korea.

The Mission has assigned Mr. Lee, Mr. Swallen and myself to open & occupy Pyeng Yang

and with the Board's approval, that problem for a year or more will occupy our almost undivided

attention. We purpose going up there next month and after a short stay in which we hope to buy a

native house which we can occupy for a year or two, Mr. Swallen will leave for a tour through

Whang Hai province with Evangelist Choi, I will go on to Eui Ju & Kou Syeng to oversee the work
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of Evangelist Paik and Helper Kim while Lee will remain in Pyeng Yang. After a stay in Eui Ju I

will return to Pyeng Yang and Lee & I will stay there some time until he goes to help Gale in Gensan

and I will return to Seoul or hunt up some place in which to pass the rainy season.

We shall again go up in the Fall and if the way be clear to do so will take some of our

household goods and stay all winter in the hope that Mr. & Mrs. Swallen will be able to join us in the

following Spring.

I hope to do far more this year in the way of direct preaching of the gospel - since I feel as tho

I had sufficient knowledge of this difficult language to enable me to go ahead. Just what experiences

await us in seeking to live in Pyeng Yang we know not but believing that the Lord says, Abide

there", we will go ahead trusting in Him to open the way and prepare the hearts of the people to

welcome our presence. I shall send you a report of our trip in the summer. But one other topic and I

shall finish this long letter. We hope that no effort will be spared to secure the two doctors promised

us but yet we want none rather than fail to get consecrated and able men whose whole hearts are in

the work of saving souls.

We are grateful for the new men and women sent us and are more than pleased with them and

the way they are taking hold of the language and work.

Hoping that this year will bring you increased joy in your personal life and in the Master s

service.

Sincerely yours in His work,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #28)



Seoul, Korea February 2, 1893 Graham Lee

Dear Mother:

-

Since I last wrote the Mission has had its Annual Meeting and has decided some questions

that bear upon my future. I have been appointed to Pyeng Yang as my field of labor. There are no

missionaries living there now. The Mission decided that the place should be opened and has

appointed Mr. Moffett, Mr. Swallen and me to do the opening. Moffett has been here three years and

knows the language pretty well. Swallen and I are new men and have everything to learn. Moffett

will do the opening work and Swallen and I will go along and learn. We have no house there and

will have to buy a native one and fit it up.

About March 1
st we expect to leave for there and when I’ll get back to Seoul again I don t

know. If it were possible we would go right in and settle down now but that we will not be able to

do for some time. We expect to go up and stay two or three months then come back to Seoul, then

go back in the fall and perhaps stay all winter. Perhaps by that time things will be in shape so that

we can stay there permanently.

This time Moffett, Swallen and I will go to Pyeng Yang together and when we get there will

separate. Moffett will go on up to Eui Chu (
pronounced like We Jew). Swallen will take a tnp

down southwest of Pyeng Yang and I will stay in the city alone with my teacher. I want to be alone

this way so that I can have a good chance at the language. The only way to get this language is to be

out alone among Koreans where no English can be heard and where a fellow has just got to talk. It I

should stay here in Seoul in the mission compound I don’t think I ever would learn to talk. I expect

to remain in Pyeng Yang until June 1
st and then go across the country to Gensan and spend the rainy

season at Mr. Gale’s house. Am planning now to get back to Seoul about September l
bt

,
stay here a

few days and then go on up to Pyeng Yang again.

Next year we have our Annual Meeting in (or this year, rather) in October instead of January.

So during the last of October I would have to come to Seoul again to attend that meeting.

What I am going to do about my mail while in Pyeng Yang this time I don’t know. Korea has

no postal system so it isn’t an easy matter to have letters sent into the interior. Government couriers

run between Seoul and Pyeng Yang, but if you trust mail to them you are not at all sure of its

reaching its destination.

[remainder of letter missing]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea February 24, 1893 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

The Medical Committee of the Mission of which I am a member has instructed me to

write to you on two matters relating to our medical work.

The first concerns plans for the securing of a hospital. We all feel the great importance

of our having a well equipped, well supported hospital here and the Mission has for several years

emphasized this but we are apparently no nearer to securing one than we were years ago. Dr.

Vinton felt sure that he could raise funds outside of the supporters of the Board by making

personal appeals but you wrote him objecting to that method. We at present see no way of

securing what we so greatly desire and in our recent consideration of the subject we decided to

appeal to you for counsel and advice. Can you not propose to us some plan or suggest the means

which shall lead to our securing such a hospital as we should have. I think you will recognize

the fact that the Government Hospital is only such in name and that we have no place where in-

patients can be treated and at the same time be brought under the influence of the gospel.

I notice in Women *s Work for January that last year hospitals were secured by the

Mission at Lakawan and Tripoli. Can we not have one for Korea either this or next year? We

are ready to follow up any scheme proposed or to co-operate in any plan. However we are

hoping to make a beginning in hospital work on a very simple scale and it is with reference to

this that I am also to write you.

At the Annual Meeting the Mission directed that dispensary & hospital work on such a

scale as is possible be begun in the outbuildings at Kou Tong Kul. Following out these

instructions the Medical Com. with Dr. Vinton have arranged for the use of certain rooms there -

but it is necessary to put them in condition for work at a small expense.

Dr Vinton reports on hand some $80.00 as his receipts for nearly two years - the

accumulation of small sums received now & then from Korean & Japanese patients^ Under the

rule this must be reported to the Treasurer which has been done. Now the Medical Com has

taken the following action. With the approval of the Station we have decided to use this $80.00

in beginning Hospital work there - subject of course to the sanction of the Board and I am now

writing for this sanction. The Medical Com. feels that it could very materially advance the

medical work without very troublesome delays could it have the permission of the Board to

expend such small sums received by the physicians from native (not foreign) practice - subject

only to Mission or station approval without the necessity of writing to New York.

Kindly let me know the decision of the Board with reference to this $80.00 for we are

more than eager to see some Christian hospital work inaugurated by our Mission.

Bv this mail or next there will also go Mission request for permission to sell the Koan No

Mo Kol property used for women's work. Mrs. Gifford, whose work deserves the most thorough

commendations and hearty co-operation greatly desires to obtain a place better situated for er
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work and her plan has long ago met the approval of the station & Mission - but the last request

was by mistake sent in name of station instead of the Mission.

Kindly give the enclosed note to Mrs. Fuy.

Lee, Swallen & I leave in 10 days for Pyeng Yang. Word from Mr. Underwood makes
us think he will be here sometime in April or May. He will be most heartily welcomed.

Very sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #29)



New York, New York March 11, 1893 Frank Field Ellinwood

My dear Mr. Moffett:-

I have received today an immense mail from Korea which lay the whole work out before me.

I have read with peculiar interest your letters, and I want, ere it slips my mind, to express my ea y

approval of the sentiment expressed in regard to the Boys’s School, namely that tie great o y o

instruction should be in the vernacular and not in English. We have done, I hope, wit training le

heathen in the English language, denationalizing them, educating them aw ay from t ieir own peop e

and the interest of their own work. I am more and more in favor of using the anguages o

country.

We are at work upon the estimates but it is too soon to give you any definite conclusions. It

is not an easy task to take the estimated expenditures as they come m from the many fields compare

them weigh their respective claims and then out of a piece of cloth which is always too small cut

many garments with thorough justice to all. Every year when the estimates come they show a large

advance. The work grows mom rapidly than the benevolence of the churches, and then eveiy year a

swarm of outside objects, each with its peculiar type of importunity, increases in number and

persuasive power.

I am writing to the Mission concerning the Week ofPrayer which we are to observe between

the 19
th and 26

th of this month. I send you herewith some of the little circulars which show you what

is proposed Allow me to suggest as I have done with our other Missions, that, although the

Erl!l observe thesame dare «,h us, they appoint a similar date -

so that prayer may ascend from all our missions for the out-pounng of God s spirit upon Mission

work upon the Board, churches and the native churches. The forms of missionary work the

established lines of duty have been set, and we have been moving on therein but could there be an

out-pounng of the Spirit of God upon all our work it would be like a plentiful shower upon a fertile

land The interest would spnng into new life, there would be more earnest prayer, there would

wiser planning in the Board, and in the Mission. There would be a more restless yearning

spiritual fruits on the mission fields, but I must close and turn my attention to the estimates and

reports.

With kind regards to all the members of the Mission,

Sincerely yours,

F.F. Ellinwood

(Presbyterian H.storical Society, Philadelphta, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Conespondence, microfilm reel #224, Vol. , letter #1 52)



Pyeng Yang, Korea

Dear Mother:-

March 19, 1893 Graham Lee

Tomorrow we send mail by courier and I take the opportunity to tell you something of our

trip. At present we are at a Korean inn here in the city. Four of us live in a little room eight feet by

sixteen. There is Moffett, Swallen and I, also our evangelist, Mr. Saw [Suh Sang-Yun]. Besides

ourselves in this room we have all our stuff, which took eight horses to bring it. We are packed in

like sardines and at night when our beds are made up, there is little spare room. Swallen and I

sleep on camp cots and Moffett and Mr. Saw sleep on the floor. Moffett has to wait until Swallen

and I are in bed before he retires for when he gets his bed in place there is no place for us to stand

to undress.

Our room is just opposite the horse stable only about thirty feet away, the only occupant of

which, for the last few days, has been a very lonesome donkey, who about once every half hour

expressed his feelings in a sorrowful bray. Beside the donkey there are two dogs and three ducks

who inhabit the court in front of our door and help the donkey in the chorus with barks and quacks.

Twice I’ve had to get up at night and yell at a dog barking in front of the door before I could go to

sleep. To help the donkey, dogs and ducks in making life miserable, we have fleas and bed bugs

who seem to know their business as well as their American cousins. Notwithstanding these things

we are all well and happy with the exception of our evangelist, Mr. Saw, who has worms. This

disease is quite prevalent among these people due, doubtless, to the horrible food they eat.

Tomorrow we expect to move into other quarters. The Methodist mission has lately bought

a house and they have given us the privilege of living in it until we can buy ours. At present we

have in mind a good house in a splendid location and at present it looks as if it could be had. If we

can get it we will be nicely fixed for work here. When I was here before I didn’t have a chance to

go around much and so didn’t see what a beautiful spot this city is located in. I’m sure I couldn’t

ask for a more beautiful place in which to live when the hills and fields are all in green. The house

we are trying to buy is outside the west wall of the city near the foot of a beautiful little hill. We

are going to try and buy in the hill and if we do, some of these days we are going to have a gem of

a place in which to live. For a few years we will have to put up with things and take them as they

come until we can get our houses built. In our station here there will be Moffett, Swallen, and I

and also a doctor as soon as the Board can find one to send out, and in the Methodist station there

will be two and perhaps three families, so you see we will have quite a little community. Wait a

few years and you will see the model mission station in Pyeng Yang.

Coming up we had some rather interesting experiences. Spent Sunday at a place about

forty miles from here, in two dirty little rooms which were not nearly as clean as many a horse

stable I’ve seen. I have my guitar with me and so after getting in at night I took it out for I was

hungry for a little music. I had hardly begun to play when in came a woman pretending to look for

something but in reality to get a “look see” at the new instrument. She was followed by another

and then another until the little room was fairly packed with white figures, men, women and

children, while the door was filled with dark faces looking through holes in the paper. I had been

singing a little and they asked for another song. I complied and that was followed by another

request for “just one more” - and it was “just one more” until I thought they would never get

enough.
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To go back a little, when we came we tried to buy some eggs. We wanted twenty and the

landlord would only sell us four or five. No amount of entreaty could get any more. I don’t know
whether he wouldn’t or couldn’t get them. After I had sung a few songs I concluded to try and find

out something about the egg business so I told Moffett to tell them I wouldn’t sing again until they

got us some eggs. Sitting near me was a man who had some position at the official’s house and he

told me to go on and he would see that we got some eggs. I sang again and he kept his word, for in

a few minutes a fellow came in with eight. We wanted to pay for them but he wouldn’t hear of it,

but made us accept them as a present. I’ve sung in public for more than one purpose but I never

before sang for eggs. They kept on calling for just one more until at last I had to beg off on the

score of being very tired from the day’s journey. They agreed to let me off on condition that I

would sing again on the morrow. Did ever Patti have a more appreciative audience!

Sunday afternoon they gathered a greater crowd than before. Moffett and our evangelist

preached to them for a while and then they began to ask for the guitar. I couldn’t find any excuse

so the concert began. It was the same old story of “just one more” until they about tired me out.

After a time my official servant friend sent out and had refreshments bro’t in. There was a dish of

Korean bread - white-looking stuff made from rice, which tasted something like dough and was

about as digestible. Also a dish of meat cakes made from eggs and meat which were fairly good.

And to wash down the whole was a bottle of Korean wine. We sampled the bread and meat cakes

but let the wine severely alone. This seemed to surprise the Koreans and we had to tell them that

we didn’t believe in wine drinking because we believed in the ‘Jesus doctrine”. After the

refreshments I sang once more and then the crowd dispersed. That night we had some more

interesting experiences. Just as we were getting ready to retire several women came to the door

and asked to come in that they might have a “look see”. We weren’t for show just then and so

politely told them to “get out” but they wouldn’t get, but still demanded an entrance. We couldn’t

see them but we knew that at every crack and hole in the door was a female eye looking for all it

was worth. They wouldn’t go so we had to resort to the only means available - we put out the light

and went to bed in the dark. This did the business and our feminine visitors soon departed and left

us in peace. I was just nicely settled in bed when another visitor came and this time it was a man.

He demanded entrance and wouldn’t “get out” any more than the women would, but grabbed the

door and jerked it open. It took me about one second to jump from my bed to that door, slam it in

the man’s face and tell him to “get”, in the most vigorous Korean I could muster. This last was

effectual and he went off muttering to himself. I had my mad up a little and was somewhat

tempted to give him a taste of an American fist but fortunately restrained myself. As we were in a

public inn I suppose the fellow thought he had a perfect right to come in if he wanted to. Strange

people these are - and they try a fellow’s patience dreadfully. I’m learning day by day to be a little

more patient with them.

Now I must say good-night. With ever so much love to all -

Your loving son,

Graham Lee

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Gensan, Korea, April 13, 1893 (Rec’d May 26, ‘93) Graham Lee

My Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Your kind helpful letter reached me at Pyeng Yang forwarded overland. My plans for the

summer were changed suddenly and now, instead of being in Pyeng Yang I am at the home of

Mr. Gale in Gensan [Wonsan]. I wish to give you a full account of our attempt to open work at

Pyeng Yang and to give you a better understanding of everything. I must say something about

my first trip to that city last fall. As I told you I went up in company with Dr. Hall of the

Methodist mission. Dr. Hall was doing medical work there, and for an interpreter and helper he

had a Korean who I feel sure is a rice Christian and who has no more true religion about him

than a stone. In fact this man was bad morally, and he did much to hinder the work.

Dr. Hall and I lived in the house of a man whose young son the Dr. had cured sometime

before. This man appeared very grateful and friendly, so unsuspecting Dr. Hall took him into his

confidence, told him he wanted to come to Pyeng Yang to live and asked him if he could find a

house that was for sale. The man, Mr. Song by name, went out to look for houses and came back

with the report that none were to be had, but that he was willing to sell his house if the Dr.

wanted to buy it.

The matter was talked over and Dr. Hall agreed to take the house at the man’s price,

which was about eight hundred dollars, at least three or four times as much as a Korean would

have paid for it.

In all his transaction Dr. Hall let it be known that he was coming to Pyeng Yang

immediately to live, which was certainly a mistake as we discovered to our sorrow afterwards.

Another thing that worked against us was the fact that Dr. Hall’s “rice” Christian told around

among the people that the foreigners were coming up to Pyeng Yang, that they were going to

buy up all the fine sites, put up big houses and change the whole city. This was another thing

that worked against us.

As soon as Dr. Hall and Mr. Song came to an agreement about the house we started back

for Seoul. Dr. Hall was to raise the money and as soon as possible return to Pyeng Yang and buy

that house.

The last week in February Dr. Hall had his arrangements completed, and in company

with Mr. Noble of their mission he returned to Pyeng Yang to buy the house.

Two weeks after Dr. Hall left, Moffett, Swallen and I left for Pyeng Yang, also all

prepared to have Mr. Han (one of our helpers) buy a house if a suitable one could be found.

When we reached Pyeng Yang we found Dr. Hall living in a house just inside the West Gate,

which he had purchased in the name of Mr. You, their chief helper. Dr. Hall had also bought

another house in Mr. You’s name, which I will call house #2. Mr. Song had raised the price on

his house and for that reason Dr. Hall refused to buy it.
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We found Hall and Noble in good spirits over their transaction. Dr. Hall told us that

when they first went into the house the people in the neighborhood were somewhat worked up

over the fact but that the governor had sent out a message which made everything quiet.

According to Dr. Hall’s story which he got from his helper, Mr. You, this message stated that the

foreigners were good people, that they cured the sick and helped the poor and that if anyone

molested them he was to be reported to the governor. Mr. You also stated to one of our helpers,

Mr. Saw, that the message said that this Christian religion was all over Seoul, implying that if

such was the case it would make no difference if it did come to Pyeng Yang. This put us all in

fine spirits for we all thought “surely if the Governor has taken such a stand, there will be no

opposition to our gaining an entrance.”

On the following Monday Hall and Noble were to leave for Eui Ju. Before going they

urged us very warmly to go into their house #2 and live there until Mr. Han our helper had

succeeded in buying one. Moffett demurred at first for he was afraid we might be going a little

too fast to move up into that house and give the appearance that we were living there. We talked

the matter over and came to the conclusion that since the governor had sent out that message

there would be no trouble about our going into the house. On Monday Hall and Noble left for

Eui Ju and on Tuesday morning we moved up into house #2. Here we were quite comfortably

fixed and all seemed quiet and serene. All this time Mr. Saw and Mr. Han, our helpers, had been

working to buy a piece of property lying outside of the wall west of the city. About the middle

of the week the transaction was made and for three hundred and thirty dollars ($330.00) (silver)

they bought the side and top of a small hill which was beautifully situated. It was near enough to

have plenty of access to the people and far enough away to be rid of all the horrid smells of the

city. There was one Korean house on the property and there was land enough on which to build

all the houses we would ever need and plenty more for garden purposes. We were all on the

mountain top over our delightful prospects.

On the following Monday Swallen left for Seoul. Soon after his leaving our troubles

began. First the men who had sold the houses to Dr. Hall were arrested and imprisoned. You

understand that Dr. Hall bought nothing in his own name but all the transactions were in the

name of Mr. You, their helper. These men who sold the houses were arrested we heard because

they had sold their houses to a foreigner. When we heard the men were to be arrested, Moffett

tried to see the governor in their behalf and tell him that no foreigner had bought a house.

Nothing had been done in violation of treaty or Korean law. The governor refused to see

Moffett. We could only wait to see what would happen next. Something happened soon

enough. Mr. You, who was still living in the first house Dr. Hall bought was ordered by the

governor to return the deeds for both houses. Here was a pretty mess for the deeds were in Dr.

Hall’s possession and Dr. Hall was in Eui Ju. Mr. You couldn’t get the deeds so to save himself

he made out false ones and these were returned to the men.

Up to this time nothing had been said about the purchase our helpers had made and we

were hoping that nothing would be said: but it was a vain hope, for before long came the order

that the deeds in our possession must be returned. Returned they were and right glad were we

that no false deeds had to be made out by our helpers. We still remained in the house awaiting
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eve opments. They came fast enough. The next report was that a crowd had gathered in front

o the house where Mr. You was, and demanded of him to leave. He promised to go out the next
morning. We suspected our turn would come next and sure enough it did. That evening about
twenty men gathered before our door and began calling to us to go out, enforcing their remarks
with a somewhat vigorous pounding on the door. We held a council of war and Moffett decided
to go out and speak to them, which he immediately did. He found the men friendly enough.
They said they had nothing against us, but that the magistrate had commanded them to put us out
and they were afraid to disobey. Moffett told them that if such was the case we would go out for
we didn’t want them to get into trouble on our account. This satisfied the crowd and they left.

Next morning Moffett went down to see the Magistrate and wanted to know if he had given any
such order to the people. He denied point blank that he gave such an order - but we believe he
lied. Moffett told him that we had done nothing contrary to the treaty and asked that the men
who had been imprisoned on our account should be released. This the magistrate promised to do
as soon as we left. Moffett then said that we would leave the next morning. Next morning we
did leave for Eui Ju. We were to go to Eui Ju, from there up to Kang Kyei then back to Pyeng
Yang and across to Gensan. Our plans didn’t carry out for that night I was taken with an attack

of dysentery which rendered it impossible for me to go on. Next day we came back to Pyeng
Yang and then hired a good four-man chair to bring me across to Gensan. The trip was made
safely and before reaching here I was much better. Am now about well again. Moffett has gone
to Seoul to meet Hall and see if our ministers can do anything to influence the governor and have
that property returned to the men who bought it.

Now let me tell you in a few words where we think the mistakes were made which
caused our plans to so miscarry.

1st - We think Dr. Hall made a mistake in letting it be known on his first trip that he intended to

come to Pyeng Yang to live.

2nd - In Dr. Hall having as a helper a bad man who circulated a lot of false reports.

3rd - In counting too much on the governor’ message to the people which didn’t mean at all

what Dr. Hall thought and told us it did. Had it not been for the message which someone so

sadly misinterpreted, we would never have consented to go into that house but would have

remained quietly in the inn.

In regard to that message of the governor’s, instead of meaning what we were told it did,

it simply told the people not to move away because the foreigners were in that part of the city.

You see that this is not at all what we were told at first.

This looks as if I was trying to cast all the blame on our Methodist brethren. I have

simply tried to give the facts and this is the way they appear to both Moffett and me. Dr. Hall is

a lovely Christian man and one with whom it is a delight to work and I would say nothing to

disparage him, but facts compel me to say that I think he made some fatal errors in judgment.
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[

nat 1 have said in regard to our Methodist brethren please to consider is strictly
con idential. I only write this because I want to give you what I think a true statement of the
case.

^°W 3 W°rC* a *30ut myself and 1 am done this somewhat lengthy epistle. In coming over
Moffett and I talked over my affairs and came to the conclusion that for some time to come I

would not be able to fix a place for Miss Webb and her mother in Pyeng Yang. As you know, I
am under promise to go or send for them in two years. We had both worked out the same
solution to my problem in the same way before talking it over. That solution is this: ask the
Mission to send me to Gensan for the present and when Mr. Gale gets into his own house I am to
get married and occupy the house he is now in. This seems to be the only solution to my
problem as this seems to be the only house that will be available. As I said, Moffett favors this
and both Mr. & Mrs. Gale think it would be the best plan. The Mission could send me here for a
few years and then when it was possible if they saw fit, I could be changed to Pyeng Yang. I

should hate to give up the idea of working with Moffett for he and I agree beautifully, however
the future can only decide that. Mr. Gale thinks there ought to be another man here and if that is

the case for the present, why should not I be the man? I am perfectly willing to abide by any
decision of the Mission but I do sincerely hope that they will see the way clear to send me here
for the present.

In a few days I intend to set up bachelor’s hall in the cholera hospital. Here I will be
alone and will have a fine opportunity to get down to some solid work on the language.

This little building is very well suited to my wants and in a few days I shall be
comfortably situated. I may say that the use of the building has been given me free of rent by
Mr. Lie sen [?], the Chinese Commissioner of Customs.

Now, I intend living there until our next Annual Meeting in October. What the future

will be, the Mission must decide.

I trust the above is clear enough to give you some idea of our attempt to open Pyeng
Yang.

Very sincerely,

Graham Lee

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #30)



Gensan, Korea April 21, 1893 Graham Lee

Dear Mother:-

You are perhaps surprised to hear from me at this place when you expected me to be up

in north Korea. My plans were unexpectedly changed and here I am instead of being on the way
to Kang Kyei. We went to Pyeng Yang as you know to try and open work there. To give you an

understanding of the situation I must tell you that Pyeng Yang is not an open port and in

consequence foreigners have no rights there except those given by passport. On a passport a man

can live in an inland town eleven months in a year if he wants to but he cannot buy property. Our

plan was to have one of our helpers buy a house and ground and then we would go up and live in

that house for a few months and go back to Seoul, then go again for a few months and back

again. We expected to do this until we had gained the confidence of the people and when that

was gained, if there was no opposition from the government we would move in and settle

permanently. Moffett and I expected to be able to do this as we were single men and could go

and come easily. Places have been entered this way in China and entered successfully. Such was

our plan, now let me tell you how it worked out. We didn’t intend telling the people that we

were coming there to live, for we didn’t intend to go there to live permanently for some time.

When we reached Pyeng Yang we found Dr. Hall of the Methodist mission living in a

house he had purchased in the name of a Korean, one of their helpers, Mr. You, by name. He

told us that when he first moved into the house that he was in that the people of the neighborhood

were somewhat worked up over the matter but that the governor had sent out a message which

had settled things and now all was quiet. This message, according to Dr. Hall, stated that the

foreigners were good people, that they healed the sick and helped the poor, and that if anyone

molested them he was to be reported to the governor. We also heard that the message stated that

this religion of ours was all over Seoul, implying that it would be all right if it did come to Pyeng

Yang. This message said nothing of the kind. Dr. Hall must have been badly duped by someone.

All the message said was that no one was to move out of that district of the city because the

foreigners were there. A vast difference between this last and Dr. Hall’s report to us.

On the Monday after we arrived, Dr. Hall was to leave for Eui Ju. Before leaving he

prevailed upon us to go into one of the houses he had bought and live there until our helpers had

been able to get a place. We demurred at first for we were a little afraid it might make trouble if

we went into a house and gave the appearance of living there. But we thought “surely if the

governor has sent out such a message there can be no trouble”, so we concluded to move.

Another thing influenced us and that was a desire to get out of that horrid, stuffy inn where the

fleas were having a “high old time” at our expense.

On Monday Dr. Hall left, and on Tuesday we moved up into his second house. All went

well for a few days and our helpers succeeded in buying a beautiful site outside the city wall. It

was near enough to have plenty of access to the people and far enough away to be rid of all the

filth and horrid smells of the city. We were on the mountain top and had beautiful views of the

pleasant homes that some day were to crown the little hill our helpers had bought.
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On the following Monday Swallen left for Seoul. Soon after, our troubles began. First,

the men who sold the houses to Dr. Hall’s helper, Mr. You, were arrested and put in prison. This
the governor had no right to do for the men had done nothing contrary to Korean law and we had
done nothing contrary to treaty. But in this country where there is no justice and where might
makes right a heathen governor is expected to be influenced by nothing but his own sweet will.

He had determined to get us out of that house and he was going to do it by oppressing the people.

Moffett went down to see him in behalf of the imprisoned men but Mr. Governor would grant

him no audience.

The next act in this drama which was becoming decidedly interesting, was that Mr. You
had been ordered to return the deeds he had to the men from whom he had purchased the

property. Here was a pretty mess for those same deeds were in Dr. Hall’s pocket and Dr. Hall

was in Eui Ju. Mr. You, to speak figuratively, was “up a stump” so to save his own head he

made out some false deeds and returned these. Nice mess all around, wasn’t it! All this time

nothing had been said about the property our helpers had bought, and we were waiting in fear and

trembling for what would come next, hoping that nothing would be said. Vain hope for soon

came word that our deeds must be returned. They were returned and right glad were we that no

false ones had to be made out. We now had a little breathing spell and then came the end.

One afternoon we heard that a crowd had gathered before the house where Mr. You was

and had demanded that he should leave. He promised to do so on the following morning and the

crowd left. We expected our turn would come next and were not disappointed. About six

o’clock in the morning they gathered in the court before our door and began to demand that we

should go out - and enforced their demands with poundings on the door. We held a council of

war and Moffett decided to go out and speak to them which he immediately did. Instead of an

angry mob we found them very friendly. They said the magistrate had commanded them to put

us out and they were afraid to disobey. Moffett said if that was the case we would go out for we

didn’t want them to get into trouble. This satisfied the people and they left. Next morning

Moffett went down to see the magistrate and asked him if he gave any such order. He denied

doing so, point blank. I’m sure he lied. The people would never have come in the way they did

if they hadn’t received some such order. Moffett said we would leave the next day and the

magistrate promised to release the two men who were then in prison.

Next morning we left for Eui Ju. That afternoon and night I was taken sick with

dysentery. We concluded it best not to go on and next day went back to Pyeng Yang. Here we

hired a good four-man chair and started as soon as possible for Gensan. I was rather weak at

first, but rapidly got better and when we reached here was nearly well. Am now all right again.

It isn’t at all pleasant to be sick out in the country for their Korean inns are such horrid places.

Moffett has gone down to Seoul to present our case before the American Minister. We

think something can be done if the minister is willing to act. If not, I fear we are shut out of

Pyeng Yang for some time to come.

I intend to stay here until our meeting in October and then I am going to ask the Mission
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to send me here and if they do I shall make arrangements to get married as soon as possible. This

is a beautiful place situated on one of the finest harbors I have ever seen. Behind us, inland, are

beautiful hills which rise gradually until they end in a range some six thousand feet high. Mr.

Gale’s house is up on a hillside overlooking the harbor. I can now look out of the window and

see a Russian steamer lying there at anchor.

Mr. Gale intends to build a house this spring and summer and when he moves into his

house I want the Mission to allow me to rent this one. Next October will decide all these things.

In a few days I intend to move into the cholera hospital here and there set up bachelor’s hall.

Don’t be alarmed for this hospital never had but one case in it and that was years ago. Mr. and

Mrs. Gale would gladly board me but I want to get off by myself where I can have a good chance

to study.

Will send you a plan ofmy house when I get settled. My boy knows how to cook fairly

well so we expect to get along famously. Wait until we get started and I may send you a bill of

fare.

Now in regard to those stamps Miss Andrews spoke about. Korea has no postal system

and consequently no stamps. She had a postal system once which lasted I think for twenty four

hours and then died in a revolution. Since they have been here, foreigners have had to depend

upon the Japanese postal system. The Japanese government has established post offices in all the

open ports for the benefit of their own countrymen. This is a fine thing for us as it gives us the

benefit of regular mails.

Now I must say good-bye. With ever so much love to all -

Your loving son,

Graham Lee

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea May 6, 1893 D.L. Gifford

Dear Dr. Ellinwood,

There has recently come to my notice an article in the Independent written by Rev. H.B.

Hulbert, formerly a professor in the Royal Gov’t. School here, in which he pleads for a Christian

College for Korea. I cannot agree with the positions he takes.

In my judgment there is no call for the establishment of a Christian College in Korea just

now. A few years from now should the Lord bless us with a native church of considerable size,

and should there be a demand for higher education for the children of our adherents, then by all

means let the Christian College come - a college which shall be primarily for the children of

Christians & not for the heathen youth. I believe that our Boys’ School as at present conducted

amply fills our present needs. The instruction is Chino-Korean intermingled with a little

Western learning, the aim being to familiarize them with the Bible & make them learned in the

Korean sense: viz., thorough Chinese scholars. And that in my judgment is just the way it

should be conducted. Mr. Miller under the direction of Mr. Moffett is doing well in the conduct

of the school. Mr. Miller is a man of sound judgment & of strong educational bias, and I have

no doubt will make a thorough success of the school. As to the needs for theological training,

we have now our Winter Theological Class & this is supplemented by the training we

individually give the helpers connected with us in the work. This suits our present needs. A few

years from now there may be a call for a Theological Training School, but not now. And finally

we already have in the country the Royal Gov’t. School & the school of the Methodist Mission,

both of which aim at being colleges. So I hope there will be no attempt made at present on the

part of the Board to start a Presbyterian Christian College in Korea.

Am wanting to go down into Chulla Do soon with Mr. Tate. There are rumors of

political trouble brewing down in the region where we want to go. How much truth there is in

them it is hard to tell. The Underwood people have not yet arrived though a letter from Mrs.

Underwood mailed at Jerusalem has been received here. We are now holding the week of prayer

& self-denial suggested by the Board. With all kind wishes,

Yours most cordially,

D.L. Gifford

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol 4, letter #27)



Seoul Korea May 8, 1893 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dr. Ellinwood:

Enclosed please find a letter & pictures which I hope may be deemed what is wanted for

the August number of The Church at Home & Abroad.

I am hoping to leave this week for another visit to Pyeng Yang confident that our first

repulse was only temporary and due entirely to indiscretion in making known to unreliable

Koreans what were our plans. (This was done by others.) I am quite sure that had we been

allowed to carry out our plans we should have been as successful as we were at Eui Ju but I hope

the first failure will but prove to have been a blessing. I go this time expecting to stay a month

or so according to the development of affairs but I hope to be able to report very considerable

progress towards gaining an abiding place in Pyeng Yang. One thing our last trip proved to me

very much to my regret viz that Mr. Lee cannot yet endure the long country trips and that for a

year or two he must give them up. I hope he will be able to arrange to stay in Gensan until we

get Pyeng Yang ready for him and his wife and that one or two years there will but fit him for

work.

I am greatly disappointed, as he is, over this turn in his health for we had looked forward

with great satisfaction to working together in gaining our way into this interior city.

At present all sorts of rumors (largely false and exaggerated ones) are circulating

concerning a rebellion in the South. As usual Washington & London will probably hear a great

deal more alarming news than we who are here will ever know. If the rebellion does amount to

anything we have no fears for ourselves and I doubt not that any change in the country will but

open it the more freely to the gospel and that our positions here will be the stronger and our

privileges the greater.

The people are most abominably misgoverned - the officials being little more than

robbers and the officials are hated beyond all expression.

Although we have but few converts as yet the influence of the gospel truth is having a

great deal to do with the discontent and loud complaints of the people. Hatred of the Japanese is

strong but my travels in the country have given me every reason to think that the people are

friendly to westerners. The rebellion may take the form of opposition to all foreigners - merely

as an excuse to get the government into difficulties in order to overthrow it, but I expect no

serious outbreak against us.

Much to our joy we hear of Dr. Underwood's arrival in Fusan and look for him here

tomorrow. With kindest regards,

Very Sincerely yours,

S. A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #31)



New York, New York May 8, 1893

[incorrectly labeled “June 8", 1893 in index]

Frank Field Ellinwood

[Letter to Horace Grant Underwood, D.D., in Seoul, Korea]

My dear Dr. Underwood:-

Dr. Brooks, premillenarian of St. Louis is running a little magazine entitled Truth. He seems
to be zealous for the Bible but runs everything into premillenarian ideas. He has published some
utterances purporting to come from Mr. Fenwick of Korea in which the spiritual condition of our

mission is represented as little better than a fraud. He takes particular pains to dilate upon the

misrepresentations made by a missionary, a “D.D.” as to the glorious success in Korea. If his alleged

facts are furnished by Mr. Fenwick he ought to be trounced. There was a Mr. Sampson here last fall,

a man connected with the Presbyterian Church, South, who gave some sombre statements to me,

which he quoted from Dr. Vinton, which struck me very unfavorably at the time and I could not help

saying that it would be strange if the spiritual standard among the native Christians were very high at

a time when the Mission had virtually left the station and gone over in a body to Chefoo. I was a

little saddened and discouraged, but the explanations came afterwards which relieved the matter

somewhat. It is unfortunate that this article I refer to has gone through the country more or less and

especially among those who sympathize with premillenarian ideas.

We shall meet the statements on every hand, still we cannot afford to be easily discouraged

and perhaps we need sometimes a stimulus of this kind to lead us to take hold more earnestly of the

work, with dependence upon God or the outpouring of His Spirit.

Very sincerely yours,

F.F. Ellinwood

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #224, Vol^i^e’&er #159)



New York, New York May 8, 1893 Frank Field Ellinwood

To the Korea Mission:

Dear Brethren

These are some publications going the rounds, attributed to Mr. Fenwick, which seem highly

derogatory to the missionary work done in Korea. It is represented that the reports which have been

published from missionary sources are exceedingly misleading, that the work accomplished is very

little indeed, etc., etc. and I fear that great harm will be done in our churches which have been

expecting so much and are contributing so liberally toward the work. If even a tithe of what this

magazine states be true it shows the need of redoubled effort along spiritual lines both for the

advance of those already enrolled as professing Christians and for the enlargement of their numbers

by the accession of many more. As I have said in previous letters the great desideratum is no longer

in preliminaries, but in the actual work of gathering souls. Of course nothing can be done by unaided

human skill or effort, but there is always the resource of the Divine Spirit working in answer to

earnest prayer and earnest effort. When Mr. Sampson came here last summer and he is quoted in this

article as corroborating Mr. Fenwick, he gave a pitiful account of the spiritual condition of the

alleged converts in Korea as he had learned from Dr. Vinton. At the time that he made these

statements I had recently learned of the temporary abandonment of the Seoul Station by the

missionary force, and I could not help wondering if such an example had had anything to do with the

lowering of the moral earnestness of the native Christians. But of course I was greatly relieved when

later the explanations came in regard to the fact that the station was left alone, and especially that the

hospital was shut up.

We are just sending out Dr. Avison as an additional missionary in Korea, and it has been our

hope that in the division of labor he would be assigned to the care of the hospital, and for spiritual

work in which he would nave no restrictions placed upon him by Government authority. I judge that

this would be in accordance with his own wish and probably with the judgment of the Mission. I

think that Dr. Avison would take hold of the hospital con amore . We commend him to the mission

as one who will take hold of the work earnestly and who will be liked by your whole [mission

community].

Very sincerely yours,

F.F. Ellinwood

P.S. The publication referred to [several words are unreadable] and is edited by Rev. Dr. Brooks of

St. Louis in the interest of premillenarianism.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #224, Vol. jf'Tletter #158)



Seoul Korea May 15, 1893 Samuel Austin Moffett

Mr. Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Before getting off for Pyeng Yang today, I write with reference to the project for removal of the

Girls' School. Your letter to the Mission on that point has filled us with anxiety lest a failure to present

clearly to you the great importance and advantage of this move should cause its failure. I think I wrote

pretty clearly before and would ask that my letter again be read. I wish to make one more point. You
refer to the objection to building a residence for a clerical missionary in connection with the Girls' School

as tho our idea was to place such a man there as a mere necessary incidental connection of the school. On
the contrary our idea has been that planting the Girls' School far over on the other side of the city would

be almost equivalent to establishing a new station and that we could not put a minister in a better place for

effective and necessary work than to place him there. How I wish you could realize the advantage to be

gained by such a move. In this foreign settlement a man's time is eaten up by all sorts of social duties,

committee meetings, etc., and he does not gain that sympathy with & for Koreans & Korean life which is

such an element in one's success. Better far have but two ministers and a doctor here with the Boys'

School and let the rest get out of this neighborhood even tho it involves considerable expense.

With Dr. Underwood here - engaged in literary work and evangelistic work with chapels & in

connection with dispensaries through the city, this section of the city and a church here will be provided

for. Mr. Miller as Treasurer and superintendent of Boys' School can just as well be here. Beyond that

please do not insist upon bunching the ministers in Seoul in this foreign settlement when by putting Mr.

Moore in Kou Tong Kul as we have done and Mr. Gifford on the other side of the city with the Girls'

School (as I hope we shall do) we shall be able to meet in these sections of the city - entirely different

people, far more effectively.

Will this entail some outlay and an apparent loss in property already in hand? What if it does - if

the whole object of our coming to Korea is thereby the better attained, viz., to get into the life of Koreans

and plant the gospel in their hearts to their regeneration.

Nothing before us has been given more thorough & careful consideration - having been talked of

for three years - a discussion culminating in a fixed conclusion that it is by far the best move to make.

Grant us this and I feel sure the outcome will be satisfactory. If we fail to get this and we will I feel sure

feel that we have done what we could to get into the most efficient condition for good work but that we

have been hindered & crippled because of a failure on [the]part of [theJBoard to realize the situation. If

we cannot get this otherwise, cannot one of the Secretaries or members of the Board pay us a visit soon

and see the situation for yourselves?

We want the ladies in the School to have more direct access to the women of Korea and we want

a minister with them to build up a church as the result of their labors among the women - he to look

especially after work among the men of the families reached by the women.

With kind regards and prayers for blessings upon your work and ours,

Very sincerely,

S.A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel $179, Vol. 8, letter $32)



Seoul, Korea May 29, 1893 William L. Swallen

Dr. F.F. Ellinwood

Dear Dr.:

Both Mr. Lee and Me. Moffett have written you concerning our attempt to open Phyeng Yang. It

would seem useless almost for me also to write, but perhaps you would like to hear a word from all three

of us. I am sorry indeed that we are not able to write a more encouraging word but at present things look

a little uncertain. While I was in Phyeng Yang things looked very auspicious. We had even secured, in

the name of a Korean, several lots and were just closing the contract for the last piece when I left for

Whang Hai Do Province. I was happy all the way, feeling that the opening work of this new station was,

for the most part, accomplished. When I reached Seoul I first learned that all our efforts at opening had

been in vain; the deeds returned and the money given back. Of the particulars I think you have been

informed fully. There is just a word or two I wish to say about it. It is in connection with the principle

upon which we acted.

In the first place, no foreigner can hold property here outside of the treaty limits. Therefore, we

could not buy the property in our own name. In order to overcome the difficulty we sought to purchase

the property in the name of one of our Christian Koreans, we selecting the ground and providing the

money, the Korean doing the business and signing the articles of agreement, etc., etc. The attempt was

made through it all, to keep from the Koreans the fact that we had anything at all to do with the

transaction, hoping that in this way we might effect an entrance quietly by living in the property which

our Korean brother had purchased in his name with our money. No sooner was the fact known to the

Koreans than the men who sold the property were thrown into prison and Messrs. Moffett and Lee

requested to leave. Now the question arises in my mind: why did we fail?

From the start - 1 took issue with Mr. Moffett as to the principle. I believed, and still even more

strongly hold the same opinion, that to purchase property in that way is not to deal frankly with the

Koreans. It resolves itself into this: when we speak to each other we say we have bought property, but

when we speak to a Korean we say we did not purchase. It appears more evident when we notice our

own language. In reading the Board’s letter I notice the appropriation of $ 1000 to purchase property in

Phyang Yang. When I came home I remarked we had bought . We remarked to each other that we had

bought, while Mr. Moffett, when interrogated by the official, said that we had not purchased, but that the

Korean had purchased. Mr. Moffett is still sanguine, but I am not, along this line, and am unwilling

henceforth to try to open any new station in that way. Until the Koreans are willing to have us come and

live among them - which they are not now - 1 think there is no other way to evangelize Korea but to work

out from the open ports and strive even the more to teach a native ministry to do the work. In my trip

through Whang Hai Do by means ofmy evangelist, Mr. Choi, we spoke every day to people who seemed

glad to hear this new doctrine of salvation. Sometimes they would break the windows in their eagerness

to see and hear: but it was not always a religious zeal which characterized the leading motive. I still love

these people and have faith in them. I believe God will yet do great things for them through us in His

own time and way.

Yours in His Name,

W.L. Swallen

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #35)



Seoul, Korea June 2, 1893 Daniel L. Gifford

Dear Dr. Ellinwood, -

You will observe that my present address is Seoul, not some place down in the far south country.

My projected trip with Mr. Tate to Chulla Do had to be given up. As you know, there was a threatened

uprising in the country in that direction. While it is doubtful whether there would have been any real

danger to us, we thought it best to follow Mr. Heard’s advice to not go south this spring. Mr. Tate

thereupon packed his ponies and went up with Mr. Moffett upon his second trip to Pyeng Yang.

Everything now in the south, however, is as placid as a summer morning. A body of troops with cannon

went south a couple of weeks ago but have since returned, reporting everything quiet. Almost every

spring there is a little excitement here as the result of disturbing rumors, which subsides as soon as the

barley comes in; only this year the popular unrest would seem to have been manipulated by some of the

official class for the furtherance of certain political purposes. The placarding of our Mission compounds

would seem to have been an entirely different matter. We have reason for believing that it was the work

of a malicious person who had been discharged from mission employ.

In your letter to the Mission of March 30
th

,
you express the questions in your mind with regard to

the advisability of removing the Girls School to the other side of the city. Although we have just passed

through what you might term a “case of public emotion”, yet there is this to be said: the three young

ladies feel just as strongly as ever that they want the school moved to the point designated. If it were

necessary for them to go without a mission family moving with them, they would still say “go . We all

feel that eventually we want to have, in addition to our Chong Dong work, just as many centers of work

scattered over the city as is practicable, whether as in the case of the ladies who desire to move in person,

or by the opening of chapels and dispensaries. In a “proper distribution of our missionary force”, I am

led to believe that Seoul ought always to have a larger proportion of workers than any other place in the

country. The reasons for thinking so are that Seoul is two or three times larger than any other place; and

being in every sense the center of the country, visited by men from everywhere, it is pre-eminently the

place for seed sowing .

With regard to Pyeng Yang, our first attempt to enter that city having been blocked, Mr. Moffett

has gone up a second time to try again. It is a matter of patience and faith. Dr. Underwood and family

are now on the field. We have every prospect of a strong, united work. Personally I am revelling in the

opportunity to study the language afforded by my release from the Treasurership. I am working with my

wife’s fine old teacher, centering my attention upon the spoken forms, with the view to getting myself in

hand for my preaching work.

I have noticed your name in the Council of the World’s Fair Congress ofReligions. We shall

watch the proceedings of that body with considerable interest.

With kindest regards,

Yours in the Work,

D.L. Gifford

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #40 - or between #40 & #41)



Pyeng Yang, Korea June 6, 1893 Samuel Austin Moffett

My Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

I came up here from Seoul two weeks ago during the midst of all sorts of rumors about a

rebellion in the South and numerous troubles in the North. Knowing that in Korea rumor is

always 1 00 times as large as the facts, I did not expect any serious trouble and so things have

turned out. However, I found the country and the people here very restless and anxious and our

helper here Mr. Han told me the governor had sent out word to arrest all people found studying

strange doctrines. This was intended to apply to the "Tong Haks" a sort of secret political

religious society which was giving all the trouble in the South but we did not know what effect it

would have upon the attitude of the people towards our books and teachings.

We are feeling our way here seeking to let it be known very plainly what our mission is

but at the same time avoiding any such moves as will create suspicion or give any cause for

disturbance.

The first thing that impressed me as we walked on the streets was the frequent words of

abuse, not spoken to us, but about us and the changed attitude of the boys towards us They had

always heretofore been quiet and orderly but this time they were loud, noisy and insolent. I

wondered at this and am sorry to know that it was, as I found out in a short while, largely due as

I believe to the actions of two members of the S.P.G. Mission [Society for the Propagation oft e

Gospel] who were here at the time. They treated the people and especially the boys most rudely

and called forth threats of driving them out of the city. We were confounded with them and as

we passed along the street for several days a good many such remarks were made. The last tew

days I have heard none of that and everything has been very much as it used to be. I hope the

visit of the S.P.G.'s will be very infrequent until such time as we win our way in here.

Soon after I came Mr. Han, who had moved his family here, succeeded in quietly buying

a small house where I shall expect to spend a great part of the fall and winter - breaking my stay

by return to Seoul for Annual Meeting and a visit to Eui Ju.

This is not located in a healthy region - and is only intended as a temporary move looking

forward to the purchase of suitable property when present officials have been replaced or

whenever our presence here causes no comment or objection. The mistake made in the Spring

renders great caution necessary but I feel sure that if we are left to ourselves to carry out our

plans we shall win our way in here before a great while.

t a™ tn.lv thankful that I have found such a good helper in Mr. Han [Han Suk-Jin]. He

some zu perbu

and mission isis becoming known. I wish it were so that I could pass the summer here but our
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surroundings in this area are so thoroughly unhealthy and this weather is becoming so hot that it

would not be safe even tho I thought it advisable to stay a long time at this stage of our work. I

am anxious to get off this time before any question is raised about Han’s house or his right here,

feeling it to be safe for me to go at once to his house as to an inn on my next visit - when it is

known that my stay here now was only a temporary one.

I sincerely hope that during August, Korea's month [in the PCUSA Prayer Calendar], that

our work in Pyeng Yang may be specially remembered in the prayers of the church. I often feel

like crying out, "Who is sufficient for these things?" as perplexing question succeeds question

and I have so little to guide me in decisions which must be made. However, I hope I have faith

to take the Lord at His word and I try to realize that it is not our wisdom but His guidance which

will open this city to us and that he will overrule our mistakes. Pyeng Yang is a desperately

wicked city, thoroughly given over to immorality. The things I have learned of it on this trip are

simply horrible beyond all description. If it becomes my privilege - as I hope it will, to see it

changed under the preaching of the gospel, I shall be thankful indeed.

We shall return to Seoul in a few days in time to arrange with Mr. Miller for the closing

of the Boys' School during the summer - if that is feasible and I expect to return here the 1st of

September after arranging for the re-opening of the School in the fall. After our Annual Meeting

which this year meets in October, I doubt not the School will be placed entirely in Mr. Miller s

hands and my work in Seoul will have ceased.

With kindest regards,

Very sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel $179, Vol. 8, letter $33)



New York, New York June 8, 1893 Frank Field Ellinwood

Rev. H.G. Underwood, Seoul, Korea

Dear Dr. Underwood:-

I enclose some pages cut from a recent number of The Truth ,
referring to alleged

misrepresentations as to missionary results in Korea. Dr. Ellinwood has written to you and also to

the Mission referring to this article, but was unable at the time to forward a copy. I now forward the

article itself for your perusal, but I am requested to say by the officers of the Board, that they

particularly desire to have any reply sent here so that the Board may have the first reading, and it may

then be used with the authority of the Board and its endorsement. The meaning of this request is not

that a reply is not wished for, but simply that it may pass through this office as we should be

interested in it and should desire to use it to the best advantage.

The magazine is published in the interest of the premillenarian view of Christ’s coming, and I

think there is a tendency in the periodical to depreciate missionary results in the interest of the theory

that the world is going to grow worse until Christ’s coming.

Dr. Ellinwood is at present absent from his desk and I am writing on his behalf. Dr. Labaree

of the Persia Mission [final paragraph illegible]

Yours very sincerely,

James S. Dennis

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #224, VoUj^Tfetter #159)



Seoul, Korea June 8, 1893 Lillias Horton Underwood

Dear Dr. Ellinwood,

We have been here just about a month and I intended writing to you long ere this, in fact had a letter all

written and then tore it up thinking I had perhaps better wait a while before writing anything about the missionaries

and the affairs of the mission. But tonight, I have a special reason for writing. This afternoon a copy of Truth ,

published by Dr. Brookes, was put in our hands. It contains an article by the editor, embodying a letter from Mr.

Tennick [Fenwick] (formerly of the Canadian Mission here) which is very wholesale in its denunciations of

missionaries all over the East, and which I hope I need hardly say to you is entirely false from beginning to end in

all that it says about Korea and Mr. Underwood. Yet, for the sake of churches and individuals who do not know

us, I want to state to you the real facts in the one instance referred to, where Mr. Underwood is spoken of as

baptizing men who didn’t know what he was about to do, and were baptized without a question being asked or his

ever having seen them before. You have probably seen the article.

Mr. Underwood went to that village at the urgent request of Mr. Suh, now one of our best helpers, who

had been converted under others and who came and told him that they were studying Christianity in his village and

wanting to become Christians. He had nothing to do with that place before this, but he went there and stayed a

week. He examined all the applicants for baptism very rigidly and carefully, and did not baptize all who applied,

only those who seemed to have an experimental as well as intellectual understanding of the truth. He baptized only

a few, all ofwhom, as far as we know, have been consistent Christians. Some of them are our best helpers, some

are in their distant country homes so that we do not know certainly whether they have remained true, but we know

nothing to the contrary. Mr. Underwood, neither at that time nor at any other, ever claimed to him to have baptized

125, or even 50 people during any one trip in the country. He did at one time, when I was with him, baptize some

30 people in We-Jir [Eui Ju?] out of nearly a hundred applicants. I saw him catechize each of these men on several

occasions, not satisfying himself with one interview, questioning and cross-questioning, carefully and earnestly,

considering the case of each one afterward and in solemn prayer. Certainly no one ever more conscientiously tried

to do the right. Where Mr. Tennick [Fenwick] obtained the story he puts in print we do not know. We can only

think that as he was not skilled in the language, he must have fallen into the hands of some malicious mischief-

making Korean, perhaps some Jesuit, who told him a tale so absolutely false that we cannot discover a thread of

truth on which it could hang. Mr. Underwood has never told large tales, as asserted in Truth about work

accomplished here. He has only spoken of open doors and possibilities, and [of] the fact that more has been

accomplished here in the first ten years than in Japan. Mr. Underwood in fact, for both Missions (M.E. and

Presbyterian together), [reported no] more than 125 baptized converts. Missionaries are but human; we know only

too well that we frequently make mistakes, but I hope we do not try to misrepresent, or to deceive our brethren at

home. We can only ask for charity and forbearance. If the church at home could follow all our hopes and plans,

all our discouragements and trials, the weary hours of what seems fruitless labor, I am sure they would seek to hide

rather than blazon abroad any of our disappointments or mistakes.

But I am sorry to have written so much on this matter. We are all well to a man and woman. We are very

sorry that the Board is unwilling to move the girls school. It can never grow where it is, opposite the M.E. school,

managed on the most expensive plan, unless we charge and treat our girls as theirs are treated, which none of us

think right The building known as Kon Dong Kol where Messrs Moore and Swallen now live, is about three-

quarters of a mile distant from the present school and next it is a good place for sale now, where at least the school

might be placed with probably only a little additional expense. The ladies would not be alone there, and the

stationing of them there would not be called for. Since we have returned, we have heard from various sources a

number of unpleasant things about Dr. Vinton as a missionary and physician. It is the verdict from foreigners and

Koreans that he is not getting the language. He is in debt, and they are rather extravagant in their way of living

number of servants etc. Dr. Brown, of Susson [Fusan?], said that Dr. Vinton’s methods and ideas were such, that

he as a physician could and would not work with him. He stated that the Dr. does not believe in antiseptic, and was

careless in his work. I heard the other day from an outsider that he diagnosed a case of nettle rash in an adult as

scarlet fever or measles on first seeing it, and that he gave a Korean woman Calomel without instructions, so that

i_ _ terriblv salivated, and gave a man santonin and calomel without directions how to take it. These are a tew

rrrktakes^ I h^etob^writing so much about a fellow worker, but I feel, and I think we all feel, the Board ought to

know these things. Personally we have nothing against the Dr., of course, he has been kind and considerate
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owar us, ut in his position on the building committee he has evidently made it most unpleasant and difficult for
some of the brethren.

Our house, after many delays is begun, our freight has reached here tolerably safe, but the expenses were
very leavy. I think it was $150 to Shanghai, and $100 from Shanghai to Chemulpo here. That does not include the
ort an Cement, etc. brought from England. It is overwhelming and humiliating to think of so much money spent

to make a place possible for me to live in. Our prayer only is that we may be able to serve the cause eventually,
aithfully and well enough to make it worth while. Surely it is our one most eager desire to be used. Mr.
Underwood has been made a member of the Bible translating committee and the committee for revising the same.
The appointments were Methodists, Scrantons and Appenzeller: Presbyterian, Underwood: S.P.G., Trollope. The
three [Bible] Societies, I believe, British and Foreign . Scottish and American , are to print the work.

Until our house is done, Mr. Underwood has only a tiny room for study where no systematic Bible
translation or Dictionary work can well go on. He is at present revising tracts and going over Mr. Calis’ ACTS

,

which is almost too free to be called a translation of the Bible. I am told there is considerable change of feeling
toward Dr. Gale and that the missionaries who wrote those joint letters in his favor knew nothing whatever of his

previous engagement till some months later.

For me, I feel that God has been most gracious. I expected not to be able to do any work, and he has put
some right in my hands. Dr. Vinton has been going once a week to a place where our women’s meetings are held
to dispense medicines, but few women would come to him. He asked me to take his place and now we have a little

dispensary fitted up and I am going there two or three times a week spending about two hours each time. I have a

lady missionary studying medicine with me to whom I give four hours a week and I have commenced again with a

Korean teacher two hours a day, so that I find a good deal of time is occupied, especially as I am studying medicine
diligently myself, having become rather rusty in my long sickness and vacations. Mr. Moore is getting on
marvelously well in the language and doing a great deal of earnest work. Mr. and Mrs. Miller are zealous workers
and liked by everyone. Miss Strong is most highly thought of. Miss Arbuckle is said to be getting the language

quickly. Mrs. Swallen is afraid and refuses to live in the interior at present. Our Southern Brothers and Sisters are

fine people, earnest, bright, good workers. Poor Mrs. Jenkins is very ill, her baby is some nine weeks old but she

cannot yet walk about. One of our little boys, Sam Pogi, a dear Christian boy of our school, died yesterday. Mr.

Underwood has been out with the funeral tonight. Poor Mr. and Mrs. Ohlinger of the Methodists have lost two
children last week from diphtheria. This is a very sickly season. Numbers of Koreans are dying of fever out by the

walls. We long for a house or some shelter for them. The sights of the noble hospitals fill us with admiration and

envy. We were most thankful to have been in Shanghai. Such examples of earnest self-sacrificing faithful zeal as

we saw there in the dear workers of our own and other Boards. I wish the editor of Truth could see them. There

are some people who seem to find a strange satisfaction in proclaiming abroad the faults and weaknesses of

Christ’s dear Church. I do not think it is pleasing to him, nor do we find these self-appointed judges in practice

better men like the Master, than those they decry. You know of course, Dr. Ellinwood, that what I have said with

regard to Dr. Vinton and Mr. Gale is strictly confidential. I hope this letter has not been too long to be read.

Yours in the work,

Lillias H. Underwood

The number of Truth referred to is the May (5
th

) for 1893. Mr. Underwood sends his regards to you, he hopes to

write this mail, as he has many important things to talk about but he is very busy overlooking the men in our house.

He wishes you could come out here yourself and see for yourself.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea Correspondence,

microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #41)



New York, New York June 27, 1893 Benjamin Labaree

Mr. Fred. S. Miller

Seoul, Korea

My dear Brother: -

I am very sorry that Dr. Ellinwood is not at his desk these days to send you a suitable

acknowledgment of the generous self-denial offering which you recently remitted to him, namely

$137.76. As having suggested the week of Self-denial, he would doubtless appreciate with peculiar

satisfaction your consecrated gift in response. So far as I can learn there has been no contribution to

the fund from any other of the Board’s missions but one. The participation of the native Christians

gives added value to the offering. May you all reap a full reward for this and every sacrifice made in

the dear Master’s name!

I enclose a receipt for the amount of your offering.

Very cordially yours,

Benj. Labaree

[Dr. Labaree of the Persia mission is filling in temporarily for Dr. Ellinwood]

(Presbyterian Hi

Correspondence

Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

lC e, microfilm reel #224, Vol:M
(
^letter number not included in index)



Oakland, California July 19, 1893 Lucia Hester. Fish

[written to Miss Hester Stephens Fish, Carpinteria, Santa Barbara county, California, oldest child ot Henry

and Juliette Walker Fish. Hester’s father, Henry, was the youngest of nine children ot John Berrien Fish. He

was a half-brother of Lucia Hull Fish, Edward Fowler Fish, Charles Hull Fish (father of Mary Alice Fish

Moffett) and Thomas Fletcher Fish, father of Lucia Hester Fish Moffett]

My dear cousin,

Thank you ever so much for the beautiful pin - it’s just as pretty as can be, but the idea ot your

sending it to me! Nobody could look at the other one without breaking it and every petal was off some time

ago. I couldn’t think what you meant at first. Ifmy own cousin can’t break anything I have and never dream

of making it up, why I’d better not have anything.

There has been an addition to Theo’s family lately, a brown-eyed daughter.[Theo was the 1
st

ot 7

children of Thomas Fletcher Fish, the writer’s father, and Hester Johnston. Theodore married Came Sears

and they had 7 children. They lived chiefly in Phoenix, Oregon. Their third child was Edith Mersereau who

married William Thompson & they had 2 children, Mary Jarvie and Patricia]

I wish I could go in bathing and do a good many other things too, with you. The last time I saw

Helen she said it was not decided about the school. [Helen might refer to Helen Howe, wife of Henry

Berrien Fish of Carpinteria. He was bom 7/20/1879). Helen was bom 10/10/79 and was thus just 2 years

younger than the writer of this letter and might have been a friend in the Oakland area who later married

Henry Fish.] Uncle Charley [Charles Hull Fish, the writer’s uncle] will let you know about it, though. 1 am

rather anxious about it, too. It will be the biggest shame if you don’t come but of course you will come to the

Fair.

The Oakland schools begin Monday and then hurrah for the High School. I am going to take the

Latin literary, and Greek from Uncle Edward [Edward Fowler Fish, 2
nd of nine children of John Berrien Fish,

bom Sept. 1828. He was a minister for a short time of the Presbyterian (?) Church of Carpinteria, California

and must have moved and taught at one time in the Oakland area].

Helen has a safety now and we were having such splendid times. We went out to Berkeley 5 miles

one morning and were not at all tired - when the old typhoid epidemic frightened them back to San Rafael.

I do hope you will come back. Thanks once more for the hat pin. Please give my love to Uncle

Henrv Aunt Juliet and the children. If Alice knew I was writing to you I know she would send love to all,

for every time I go there she talks of her Carpinteria visit. [Alice is the writer’s L‘ cousin, daughter o

Charles Hull Fish. Alice became the first wife of Samuel Austin Moffett. Lucia, the writer of this letter,

became his second wife.] Aunt Lute [Lucia Hull Fish] sends love to all.

With love,

Lucia H[ester] Fish

rnntf I ucia Hester Fish and Samuel A. Moffett were married in 1915. She became the mother of Samuel

Hnl Moffett! Howard Fergus Moffett and Thomas Fish Moffett. She was a first cousin of S.A.M. s first

wife, Mary Alice Fish, mother of James McKee Moffett and Charles Hull Moffett).

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Fusan, Korea August 2, 1893 Samuel Austin Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

The Board letter sending the Notice of Appropriations for the year took us pretty

generally by surprise as we had no idea we should ever be cut so heavily. The reduction of

$1442.00 ordered by the Board stared us in the face, however, and we met to give it careful

consideration. We knew at once that we could not cut the work and the question of cutting the

salaries raised a discussion. Some said they could not possibly stand a reduction this year in

view of certain arrangements they had made. Some said that the Mission could not reduce the

salary of any man without his consent as the salary was an agreement between the Board and the

missionary. All felt that the reduction ordered was excessive, necessitating the discontinuance ol

work which we felt thoroughly unwilling to discontinue if there were any other way out of the

difficulty. Finally a committee was appointed to report a plan and another meeting. A few days

after, this Com. reported as follows:

1st - Outside of three items,

Class IV Evangelistic - Special Work in Eui Ju $37.00

” " " Sunday School 11.25

" IX Mission & Station Expenses Health Charges 1 50.00

amounting in all to $198.75,

we deem it utterly impossible for us to make any reductions in the amounts appropriated for the

various branches of the work of the station. Unwilling to take the responsibility for cutting oft

the work, we must if the Board absolutely requires a further reduction, place the responsibility

for it upon the Board & the Church.

2nd - The Board's letter having stated: "There is an impression also that the salaries are unduly

high in proportion to those of other countries adjacent, Japan and especially China. An addition

was made to the Korean salaries 2 or 3 years ago with the understanding that it was temporary

and was only justified by certain extra expenditures which made the cost of living in Korea

greater than in China or Japan. The Board has made no definite reduction as yet in this

direction, it would prefer that as the reasons for increase diminish the reduction should be made

bv the Mission itself' -- we wish to call attention to the fact that 4 years ago the Korean salaries

were decreased from $1500.00 ($1200.00 + $300.00 for freight & duties) to $1400.00 (with

nothing for freight & duties) the present amount. We also refer to section 20 of the Board's

manual which says: "Salaries are determined bv the Board on the basis of correspondence with

the Missions." We, therefore, have not the power to officially reduce the salaries.

3rd - We request that the Mission at its Annual Meeting next October ascertain the views of the

missionaries on the subject of salaries and that these together with such information as may be

deemed advisable be clearly presented to the Board with the request that upon the basis of such

information the Board determine the amount of salary which shall be given after this year.

4th - In order to as far as possible meet the reduction ordered by the Board we move that an

nnnnrtiinitv be given to all members of the Mission to make a voluntary offering, the sum so

obtained to be placed to credit of the Board Treasurer and that whatever amount of the $1442.00

reduction which is not met by the above reduction of $198.75 and the voluntary offering be
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referred to the Board with the request that the action ordering the reduction be repealed.

5th - That a Committee be appointed to receive these contributions and report the amounts to the

Board together with the above action.

This report was satisfactory to all and as a member of the Com. appointed I am ready to

report to you that the contributions of the Mission to meet this reduction amount to the sum of

$835.00 which with the reduction of $198.75 makes $1033.75.

I need write nothing further on the subject. The case is before you. The contribution by

the Mission has been more than a generous one and in addition we cut off all the appropriation

for Health Charges.

We cannot cut the work and I am sure the Board will not do so.

Section 3 of the Com. report will insure the presentation of each one's view on the salary

question to the Board and as we have and do differ on that question the Board can judge as to

what is right. I have wished that instead of suggesting that we reduce the salary the Board had

asked for an expression of views on that subject.

I am writing this from Fusan. Quite tired out and a little unwell from the winter &

spring's hard work I concluded to spend a hot month here instead of in Seoul that I might get in

good shape for a hard winter's work in the North. Am finding plenty to do here studying,

preparing tracts, preaching and assisting Mr. Baird in his Evangelistic work. Am greatly pleased

with the prospect here and with the earnestness of purpose in the work that is being done. As yet

apparent results are small but small results that remain are no doubt more to your mind than

larger reports which cause disappointment later on. We are all greatly concerned here over the

condition of Dr. Brown who has been failing steadily and gives every evidence of having

consumption. We greatly fear lest he may have to leave for America but will still trust and pray

that he may recover. Dr. Brown's work here has been excellent and everything promised great
^

success. It will be a great disappointment and loss if we lose him. I do not understand the Lord s

dealings with us with reference to our physicians. We have lost one after another and are

continually deficient in our supply. Dr. Avison has arrived and is here with his family in Mr.

Baird's house. His expected little one has arrived and Mrs. Avison is well. Now would be a

good time for some "globe trotter" to see the "comforts" of missionaries - 6 children and 7 grown

people in one house fighting mosquitos.

I return to Seoul soon and as soon as the weather will permit will be off for Pyeng Yang.

Trusting that the rest which the Board has given you may result in your complete recuperation

and praying that you may be spared for many years of counsel and co-operation with the Korean

Mission,

Sincerely Yours in His Work,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #34)



Fusan, Korea August 15, 1893 William M. Baird

My Dear John,

I haven’t a chance for a letter now, just a line to let you know how we are. Moffett left

yesterday for Seoul and north Korea where he will spend the winter, taking a vacation at the time
of our Annual Meeting in October. Moffett’s country work has told on him some, but his spirits

are always bright and young. He is making an ideal missionary. There is no one in Korea who is

truer and heartier in the work. I wish that Underwood with all his fire and zeal were as true-

hearted and level-headed. I presume you know that Underwood is back in Korea.

Dr. Avison is still here. Will probably leave for Seoul by the next boat going up. Our
house is very and we are very busy.

Dr. Brown’s health got so poor that everyone urged him to go home. He thought he

would try a trip to Vladivostok first. He did not return yesterday as we expected, but we heard

from him. We fear very much and several doctors have confirmed us in the fear that Dr. Brown
is on the way to going down with consumption. But the Dr. will not believe it, and we wait for

the results.

We are a little worn with too many people about, but are all well.

Your brother,

W.M. Baird

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Fusan, Korea August 17, 1893 Fanny Hurd Brown

Rev. Benjamin Labaree

53 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Dear Dr. Labaree:

By request of the Station I now write the regular bi-monthly letter, though it were better called

the tri-monthly, as the crowded confused state of our household has delayed it much.

This you will understand is due to the temporary addition to our numbers of three adults and

four children, and the consequent use of Mr. Baird’s study, the reception and dining room all as

bedrooms. Dr. and Mrs. Avison, of Toronto, with the children arrived about the middle of July, having

endured the journey fairly well. For a little we were perplexed, whether to let them go on to Seoul

where larger and in every way more comfortable accommodations could be provided for them, or to

insist on exercising the hospitality we felt and do the best we could for their comfort in Mr. Baird’s

already full house. On learning that nearly all the mission were just then out of Seoul either on the

mountains or in Chemulpo, we decided that especially in Mrs. Avison’s condition they should not

attempt to go farther. We all had great reason to be thankful for this decision: for in less than a week

later, she gave birth quite comfortably to a fine baby boy. Both mother and little one did well and Mrs.

Avison is now nearly herself again.

Just two weeks later we had a double baptismal ceremony, in which the Baird baby was

baptized Nancy Rose and the new comer, Douglas Bray Avison. It was quite an impressive service,

the Australian Presbyterian Koreans and our Mission all present. At the close Mr. Moffett explained in

Korean the significance of the rite. He showed how that if we truly consecrated our babies to God

pledging ourselves to instruct, guide and pray with them: if we believed thoroughly His word we need

have no fear. Because we could rest assured that they would be saved and would love and serve the

Lord. While thus explaining our blessed faith Mrs. Baird’s amah listened with rapt attention, nodding

her head at the end with an emphasis that is of personal belief. We have much reason of late to hope

that this poor heavy-hearted woman has found peace in believing. She seems to have really taken in

the truth that it is even for her- There is a change in her whole bearing and actions, and she has a new

joyous light in her face.

We have enjoyed greatly a visit from Mr. Moffett of one month’s duration. He was quite worn

by his extensive travel and perplexing mission questions: but well rested when he left.

We desired greatly that our new house be finished when we could have accommodated all our

friends so comfortably. It is now nearly completed and so far seems quite satisfactory. We hope to be

able to move in less than a month’s time.

We are sorry to report Dr. Brown as ill and away at Vladivostok on a health trip. He had

splendid health all last winter, no cough and was apparently free from the trouble that he contracted

during his trip to Eui Ju a year ago. From March on during the sickness of our baby Donald, he slept

in the front Reception room which was plastered right on the brick wall. Whenever it rained the wall

was wet and the plaster became soaked and was constantly damp and moldy. Doctor Brown gradually

lost vigor and developed sore throat and cough again. He was troubled much, too, with malarial fever

until the rainy season when the whole house became damp and moldy. His health was badly run

down He lost appetite and digestive power and as a consequence his general strength and vigor was

also greatly reduced. For two months past he was obliged to drop his medical work, the oversight of

the house, needful business correspondence and a little study, being all he could attend to.
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When Dr. Avison came he gave him a thorough physical examination. He found an area of

decided dullness and flatness on the lower left side over the lung. This he thought was largely a sub-

acute pleurisy that resulted from an imperfect resolution (or cleaning up) of the pneumonia and

pleurisy that he had at Eui Ju a year ago. This spot had become inflamed afresh by the damp moldy

atmosphere. Dr. Avison said that whether or not there was actually disease of lung tissue no one could

then tell. But he advised strongly an immediate trip to some more favorable place to get out of the

dampness and changeable atmosphere of our rainy season. For if trouble were absent but there was a

weak point which under the irritating circumstance of prolonged damp and changing chill and heat, it

might soon form a nucleus for tubercular trouble.

Dr. Brown was inclined to doubt the possibility of grave trouble and felt that for the house and

work he must not leave just now, especially as the end of the rainy season was so near at hand, and

lessened the undesirability of remaining at home. But he got so reduced in a week or so that he

decided at once to try a little stay at Vladivostok. We sent a sample of his sputum to Dr. Dauthwaith

of Chefoo who has fine facilities for microscopical examination. He will thus determine whether or

not the Bacillus of Tuberculosis is present, which of course is the diagnostic point.

I myself do not think that there is as yet any serious or deep-seated trouble in connection with

the lungs. But that when the malaria is conquered and the general health built up by restored digestive

functions he will then be in good working order. There is, though, a little point of weakness left by

that former sickness which would not bear much severe exposure. Whatever is, has developed within

less than two years. For when we came out Doctor Brown was examined most thoroughly by an

excellent physician in Yokohama at the time he applied for a life insurance policy. His lungs were

then pronounced perfectly sound and strong and his risk excellent.

I mention all this so that if in the future anything should occur and if he were advised to go

elsewhere or return, you will understand all the circumstances preceding. News from Vladivostok

reports steady improvement in his health.

Just now as we are getting to the point where we shall be able to take up work in good earnest

and the start is made, the thought of the bare possibility of having to give it all up and return a failure is

most painful to contemplate. May we be spared such a great and disappointing trial. I trust firmly that

we shall be.

Doctor Brown will in all probability get well so that he can carry on his work well during three

fourths of the year at least. And I am sure, even if he found that he had to leave for a month or two to

escape the rainy season, that he would still consider it well worth while to keep on and do his best in

the work to which we have given our lives and hearts.

We were all grieved to leam of Dr. Ellinwood’s continued ill health. The burden of

responsibility and anxious care is too great for one with his impaired health to bear. We read with

pleasure the good letter of Dr. Labaree and are glad that if our esteemed Dr. Ellinwood must rest from

his labors for a time, his place is to be filled by one evidently so able and consecrated.

Yours respectfully,

(Mrs.) Fanny Hurd Brown

fPresbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #50)



New York, New York September 23, 1893 Frank Field Ellinwood

Rev. D.L. Gifford, Seoul, Korea

Dear Brother: -

I have read your letter in which you speak very much in the same tone as the letter received

from Mrs. Underwood sometime since. I do feel that the attack made by Truth ? is most

unwarrantable, and I suspect that it grows out of a premillenarian theory of which Truth seems to be

a sort of exponent, namely that the world is not to be converted but we are simply to preach that

prophecy may be fulfilled, and that Christ may speedily come. I have sometimes been told by those

who hold those beliefs that the world would only become worse and worse until Christ did come.

This is pessimism by all means. My belief is that we ought to receive men when they come earnestly

professing their faith, just as the Apostles did in their time. We read in no instance ot their holding

back men for a period, as much as to say: You don’t know what you do wish and believe. \ ou are

mistaken in regard to yourself. In other words it is simply throwing cold water on them to see how

much they will stand, and yet prove genuine. The Apostles were careful against receiving those who

were hypocrites, although it does seem that there was at least one, Simon Magus, and besides,

Ananias and Sapphira, and the Corinthian church certainly had a great deal of questionable matenal.

Dr. Brooks, who is supposed to be the editor of Truth ought to understand all this. I am thinking

seriously of making a reply through The Interior ,
although whenever I can take the matter up I

generally come to the conclusion that it is better to let the matter stand.

I have just returned from a somewhat protracted absence on account of health, and am feeling

pretty well. I have not yet fairly got hold of the work. Within a few days I shall have grappled more

broadly and thoroughly with matters in Korea, and shall write accordingly.

Very sincerely yours,

F.F. Ellinwood

fPresbvterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #224, Voljftrfetler #163)



Seoul, Korea October 19 [?] 1893

Report of the Committee on Narrative

D.L. Gifford

One conundrum has been regularly proposed and as regularly given up by the Mission at

our Annual Meetings thus far. Said conundrum being, What are the duties of the Committee on

Narrative? I would propose as a tentative answer that we let the Committee on Narrative stand

this year for a chronicler of events in the Mission.

If it be true that the happiest lives are the lives least eventful our friends at Gensan

[Wonsan] must have had a very happy time this year, for that station has filed no report on

Narrative with me. However, we all know that the record of Brother Gale is that of a year of

hard study and diligent literary work.

The narrative of the Fusan station is as follows: We were organized into a separate station

at the beginning of the year with the following officers: President, Dr. Hugh Brown, Secretary,

Mrs. W.M. Baird. Two native helpers and one teacher arrived in the latter part of March, Saw

Kiung-Jo as evangelist and temporary helper for Mr. Baird, Ko Hak-Yun as permanent helpei to

Dr. Brown, accompanied with his family, and An Sopang [Mr. An] as teacher. Mr. Baird made a

country trip northward 175 miles to Sang Ju with his helper Saw Sopang [Mr. Saw Kiung-Jo],

starting April 14 and returning May 20.

Dr. O.R. Avison and family arrived in Korea July 18
th and stayed temporarily at the house

of Mr. and Mrs. Baird. Nancy Rose Baird, aged one year and one month, together with Douglas

Avison were baptized Sunday, August 6
th by Rev. S.A. Moffett and Rev. W.M. Baird. On

account of prolonged ill health Dr. Brown was medically urged to take a sanitary trip to

Vladivostock, which he did, being absent about 4 weeks, and returned much improved. We were

refreshed by a visit of one month from Mr. Moffett, who returned August 15
th

. Saw Sopang

returned to his home about the middle of July.

Land for a dispensary was purchased at Korean Pusan July 1
st

. The dispensary contract

was made and building operations were begun the latter part of August. The second Mission

dwelling house in Fusan was completed under supervision of Dr. Brown about September 25

according to contract. The entire station [plan to] leave to attend the Annual Meeting held in

Seoul October 17
th

,
Mr. Baird going overland, the others by steamboat.

We come now to the events of the Seoul Station. Arrivals on the field. We have been

gladdened by the presence once more among us of Dr. Underwood, who arrived on the field May

9
th

in company with his wife and his young son, Horace. Mention has already been made of the

arrival in Fusan of Dr. O.R. Avison, with his wife and three children, July 18 . About the 1 of

September we Seoul people received them into our number and our hearts. Births. We h^ve also

welcomed the following little missionaries: Douglas Bray Avison, bom in Fusan, July 23
r

,
John

Elv Moore bom in Seoul August 8
th

;
and Olivette Ro-Anna Swallen, bom in the same city two

davs later August 10
,h

.
Itinerating trips . About the 1

st of March a band consisting of Brothers

Moffett Lee & Swallen, shot-gun in hand, in martial array, started for the taking of the city of

Pveng Yang. They evidently met a Tartar in the Governor of the place, for they returned

straggling in, one from one direction, another from another, and still a third never returned at all,
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or to be strictly accurate, did not return until the time of the Annual Meeting. However, it is but

just to say that they were only defeated, not vanquished.

Mr. Swallen, on his way back from Pyeng Yang, spent some time in Whang Hai Do, the

province assigned to him for work. Although the first effort to enter Pyeng Yang failed, the

attempt to do so has by no means been given up. Mr. Moffett, in company with Mr. Tate of the

Southern Mission, made a second trip to Pyeng Yang in May. At this time a small house was

bought for his helper, Mr. Han. And still a third trip was made by Mr. Moffett in September. On
his second and third trips no trouble whatever was experienced. His report of evangelistic work

in the north was encouraging. Mr. Swallen visited Whang Hai Do with a second trip just before

the Annual Meeting. A fall trip was also taken by Mr. Gifford to his Ansan district.

New work . Buildings have been bought with private funds, one by Dr. Underwood, and

Mr. Gifford, one within and the other outside the South Gate of the City upon the main

thoroughfare leading to the south, with the view to their use as sarangs [room for welcoming

guests] for public preaching. Meetings have been opened during the year at Kon-dong-kol by

Mr. Moore and by Dr. Underwood at his South Gate place, which are reported as having been

interesting and well attended by transient audiences. The dispensary for women at Kwan-no-mo-

kol was handed over to Mrs. Underwood upon her arrival upon the field. Two new Sunday

Schools have been opened during the year, and work among the women has been extended. Dr.

Underwood, in addition to his house building, has found time to do considerable literary work.

Our work this year has suffered from a slight setback occasioned by the Tong Hak

disturbances in the spring. But the effects have only been temporary, and the present outlook for

our work seems brighter than ever. Your committee believes that among the most noticeable

features of the year have been the excellent progress made in the language by the new

missionaries and the advance along the lines in the matter of more direct and aggressive efforts at

public preaching to the unconverted. The Mission would seem to your chronicler to be working

along right methods, careful training of helpers, combined with broadcast seed-sowing among the

heathen.

Respectfully submitted,

D.L. Gifford

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven, Report KK)



Seoul, Korea October 19 [?], 1893

Report of the Bovs' School

Samuel A. Moffett

It is with both regret and pleasure that I make this my last report as superintendent of the

Boys’ School. It is with regret because I have become intensely interested in the plans formed

for its development and because these boys have been the object of much thought, prayer and

labor. It is with pleasure because that for which I have long hoped has come to pass, viz. the

arrival and preparation of those whose whole time and energy can be given to the school, so that

it may be developed in ways that were not possible with the attention which I was able to give it.

It is with special pleasure since I have seen the way in which Mr. and Mrs. [Frederick S.] Miller

have undertaken the work. I have found them in full sympathy with the ideas and plans which a

three- year’s experience and study have made me believe to lie at the foundation of successful

school work in Korea. They have entered upon this work with devotion and enthusiasm and in

these 9 months the school has made marked progress along the lines which needed the constant

presence of a foreigner in order to successful operation. My part in the work this year has been

almost exclusively that of counselor while upon Mr. and Mrs. Miller has fallen the woik ot

overseeing the execution of plans formed. The constant presence of Mr. and Mrs. Miller enabled

us to carry out plans long deemed desirable, and consequently important and radical changes

have been made with the approval of the Educational Committee.

The school was disbanded in the summer, all employees and teachers dismissed and all

but 3 of the boys sent to their homes or elsewhere, preparatory to re-opening in the fall on an

entirely different basis.

In September that portion of the buildings formerly occupied by the native superintendent

was entirely shut off from the school. Here we placed a widow with 3 sons, one ofwhom is

employed as gateman and outdoor servant (the other two sons are servants of missionaries). This

woman agrees to furnish good plain food three meals a day at 7000 cash (about $2.00 a month)

per boy. This solves the vexed question of supplying food without requiring the superintendent

to trouble himself with all the details as to price of rice, etc., the preparation of “kimchi”,

“chang”, and other such mysteries of the kitchen. It also enables us to know in advance the exact

cost per year for each boy and thus to deal with each applicant according to his circumstances,

requiring more or less assistance from themselves or their relatives according to their ability. It

also enables us to inspire the boys with an ambition to become self-supporting as they grow older

and become capable of doing certain kinds of work. It has been gratifying to see how eagerly

they are spending the hours outside of study time in whatever work can be obtained for them.

Thus the Industrial feature is assuming shape. In the school work proper a radical change has

been made in discarding the heathen classics and readers, substituting therefore the Bible and

other Christian textbooks while provision is made for instruction in arithmetic, physiology and

geography and special attention is given to en mun [the native script] and writing and

composition.

The experience of the last two years had shown that in proportion as less time was spent

in the study of the heathen textbooks and more given to the Scriptures, the more satisfactory were

the results and so we proposed to the Educational Committee to make this distinctively a

Christian school, using only such native textbooks as are used in the first two or three years
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course of the native schools. These native textbooks with an equal amount in Christian

textbooks form the basis of work in what may be called the Primary Classes, which cover more
ground than is covered by four-fifths of the native schools. The course of study for these first

three years will, we hope, be a model for native primary Christian schools to be established

throughout the country.

When these three years are finished - should the boys leave (9/10ths of Korean school

boys leave their own schools before the end of three years), they will go forth far better equipped

than most boys of their own age and will be well instructed in Christian truth. Those who remain

will be carried through another 3 years of Bible study and more advanced work. Beyond this we

have not as yet planned, desiring first to establish thorough work in the Primary and School

classes before planning a College course. A good school is said to require four things, viz., a

definite aim, capable teachers, good text books, and willing pupils. We have the first and last,

are praying for and preparing the teachers, and are hoping for a better supply of text books.

Instruction is now being given as follows:

By Mr. Youn 2 hours a day

By Mr. Saw 2 hours a week

By Mr. Miller 2 hours a day

By Mrs. Miller 2 hours a day

while Dr. Vinton in physiology and Mrs. Gifford in Christian instruction devote one hour a week

[each] to the work, to the great advantage of the school. We hope soon to command all of Mr.

Youn’s time or secure another teacher equally as satisfactory. The attendance is no larger than

last year but the school is now on such a basis as warrants planning for a few more students. The

enrollment has been 28 of whom 14 are now in attendance. Of these, 3 are supported entirely, 6

partially and 5 furnish their entire support.

During the year there died one of the boys who had been longest in the school. He was a

member of the Church and we believe has joined several others who but for the school, would

not have known the way of life. Several of the older boys have left to engage in trade or other

occupations and we trust are carrying in their hearts and lives the results of their Christian

instruction.

I take great pleasure in recommending that the school be placed entirely in the hands of

Mr. and Mrs. Miller who will have my earnest prayers for continued success in this work so full

of promise. It has been a pleasure to work and plan with them for this school which for three

years has filled a large place in my thoughts and which has helped me so much to gain an insight

into Korean life. The problems connected with school work have been many, very difficult, and

at times most vexatious. They are not all solved yet, but I believe the work done in the school,

imperfect as it has necessarily been, has not been in vain and I am deeply thankful for the

opportunity which has been given to me to have a share in this important work.

[Respectfully submitted,

Samuel A. Moffett]

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven)



Seoul, Korea October, 1893 Samuel A. Moffett

Report of Work in Pveng An Province - Pveng Yang, Eui Ju, Kou Sveng
(Presbyterian Mission (North) Annual Meeting)

In accordance with the appointment of the last Annual Meeting Messrs Lee
,
Swallen and

I started in March to “open and occupy Pyeng Yang city”. A detailed report of that visit and its

results has already been made known to the Mission and sent to the Board. Briefly, I may now
state this - After a few days stay in an inn our helper, Han [Suk-Jin] secured a house and fields on
elevated ground well situated for our purposes. The Methodist brethren who had anticipated our
entrance had one week before secured two houses inside the city. While our negotiations were in

progress the Methodist brethren left and upon their request we occupied one of their houses for a
few days. This unfortunate move identified us not only with houses which had avowedly been
purchased by “foreigners” and over which trouble had already arisen, but also with native agents
for whose actions we were in no way responsible and over whom we had no authority - also with
property upon which we had no claim.

The trouble which arose resulting in the imprisonment of the former owners of the

Methodist houses and an order for the reversal of the transaction, was altogether in connection
with that property for which we were totally not responsible. In order to save the Koreans from
punishment and at the request of the Methodist helper in whose name the property was held and
at the advice of our evangelist Suh, we left the house and continued on our journey towards Eui

Ju. During this trouble it became known that Han [Suk-Jin] was connected with us and he was
then ordered to return the deeds of his house, the purchase of which had been completed. This

was done and I received back ah the money which had been paid as the price of the house. With
reference to our transaction I wish to state very clearly in view of a communication from the

Board and certain newspaper items, that in no respect did we or Mr. Saw or Mr. Han (the only

ones for whose acts we were in any way responsible) violate either law or treaty nor was there the

slightest deception practiced. We did not state publicly what were our plans and purposes nor

was there any reason to do so. The transaction on our part was a bona fide purchase of property

by a Korean according to Korean law. We had furnished the money and when the house was
returned at the order of a Korean official, Han returned the price of the house. The transaction

entailed upon us the loss of $18.31 (silver), the expenses connected with its purchase.

Concerning our plans, I wish to make clear that there was nothing to which official or

moral exception can be taken. We knew we had no right to purchase property in our own names

and no right to reside in the interior. We purposed to have Han secure a place healthful and

adapted to our work where by repeated and protracted visits we might gain the good will of the

people. We hoped in time to allay all suspicions of officials and people and to so gain their good

will by our Christian work for their welfare that they would grant us as a privilege what we could

not claim as a right - viz. the privilege of living permanently among them.

The first reverse did not in the least change our purposes and in May I made a second

visit staying there 12 days in an inn. Deeming Han’s immediate presence with his family a

necessity in carrying out our plans, he purchased a small house and removed his family from Eui

Ju to occupy it. This transaction completed and the hot weather rendering further stay in that inn

inadvisable, I returned to Seoul and to problems connected with the school.
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After a short rest in Fusan this summer, greatly needed after the arduous traveling of the

spring, I made a third visit to Pyeng Yang the 1
st of September. I then attempted to perfect

arrangements for securing a larger house, part of which could be occupied by Han and part by

myself through the coming winter. For this house which Han now occupies and where I stayed

during this visit, we are to give the price of the small house costing $53.38 and some $250.50.

The negotiations are not completed, as the deeds are in the hands of a third party who holds a

mortgage on the house. However, should this fail, I hold the deeds of an adjoining house as

security for the sum advanced and this house will become Han’s and will be available for

occupancy this winter should he not secure the more desirable one. I expect to return after the

Annual Meeting and spend the winter there, going to Eui Ju in the spring, and so on alternate

until it seems best to purchase a more desirable and more healthy location which shall become

permanent headquarters of the Pyeng Yang station when according to our original plan we win

the privilege of residence there.

Now I turn with great pleasure from this business statement to an account of evangelistic

work. It is with exceeding great joy that I have begun to witness the appearance of the first-fruits

along the main road where for three years or more books have been sold and the gospel preached

in almost every town and village. Much more numerous now are the really interested, not merely

curious inquirers and many are the acquaintances who greet me with evident pleasure. One old

man at Kum Tchyen has certainly been bom again and is ready to be received into the church on

my next visit. He has become a marked man in the village because he has given up all demon

worship, prays only to God, and constantly studies and teaches the Jesus doctrine . They say he

is “mad” but it is a madness which fills him with joy and peace in believing. I look for such a

case here and there along this road preliminary to the full harvest which is as sure as all the

promises of God.

In Pyeng Yang something has been done in the way of seed sowing. Books have been

distributed and are being read, wayside talks have been given to groups of men in and around the

city and a goodly number of Nicodemus-like men have sought me privately. Han, since he

arrived has had a Sabbath service every week attended by but a few and he has a class of 5

inquirers meeting regularly for instruction. He is most zealous in using every opportunity to

make the gospel known and has visited a number of villages, although his work in this line has

been restricted because of property and household affairs demanding his presence in the city. He

is continuing his studies under my direction and is ready to be examined on the gospel of

Matthew.

Eui Ju - Owing to the demands made upon my time by affairs in Pyeng Yang and to Mr.

Lee’s sickness my contemplated spring trip to Eui Ju and further north was prevented. In

September after a short stay in Pyeng Yang I proceeded to Eui Ju where I spent 8 days. There are

some very hopeful features in our work here. After repeated efforts to lead our people there to

assemble for worship on the Lord’s Day I think I can now report a manifest improvement while

to one of the members has been committed the responsibility of conducting a Sunday School

which 1 organized. It was my privilege to hold several services, to meet and instruct a number of

inquirers to inaugurate the instruction of the children, to hold a special service for women which

was well attended and which called forth the request for more such services, and it was also my

joy to baptize an old man of 73 who has been under instruction for two years. He has been one
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o the tew regular worshipers who observe the Sabbath and have given up ancestral worship. I

much regret that I have to report the serious illness of our evangelist, Paik, whom consumption
seems to have in its grasp. Nevertheless his illness had given me much joy. For several months
he has been too weak to do more than lie upon his couch in the “sarang” [room for receiving
visitors] and bear witness to all comers of the power of the gospel to sustain and comfort in
affliction, but in doing this I believe he is doing more in his illness than he ever did before, for
there is power in his witness bearing. It was intense joy to find that this illness has brought to
him growth in grace, leading him to greater faith, greater love and gratitude and a more earnest
desire to use what strength he has in proclaiming to others the joy and peace of faith in Christ. If

it is the Lord’s will to spare him as I pray that He may, Paik will be a far more consecrated and
hence a more useful man. The best is yet to come and the report of work in

Kou Syeng gives me most pleasure. I know of no place in all Korea where the gospel has been as

well and fully proclaimed as in the villages round about Sai Chang market town and young Kim
has, next to our evangelist Saw, been most faithful in proclaiming the gospel. Returning from
Eui Ju I arrived in this place one afternoon and until midnight was engaged in explaining the plan

of salvation to eager inquirers who had come in from the villages to meet me and to hear the

central truths of the doctrine. All the next day was spent in the same way - the work culminating

in two services at night - one for women and one for men. I preached to 30 or 40 women -

probably all in the place - and as I questioned them and explained to them the truth of God and
His love in Christ I was rejoiced to find that many of them were praying to the living and true

God only; that their children, boys and girls, had learned to pray and to fear God and were eager

to be instructed in singing. At the service for men I examined and baptized 3 men who had been

under instruction for 2 years. One is a farmer from another town who asks for more books with

which to teach his family and neighbors, one is a school teacher in another village who has been

teaching the Scriptures to his pupils and to others, while the third is the village school teacher

who teaches the Scriptures in his school, has the Sabbath worship in his school-room and who
asks for other Christian textbooks. I had delightful Christian fellowship and converse with the

old man Kim and these men and left them feeling glad at heart over the prospect. Young Kim is

to continue his work in these villages, extend his work into still others, arrange with me for a

class in Eui Ju next spring and as at present, continue his studies in New Testament, Chinese and

in Biblical Theology.

To revert to Pveng Yang , I think I am ready to say that while we have not opened it I am
“occupying” it and am ready to ask that the appropriations for work in that station for 1 894 and

‘95 be made separately with a view to setting it aside as a separate station next May. I wish also

to emphasize a request to the Board to send us a physician for work in Pyeng An province. A
man adapted to an outdoor life, hard traveling, etc. a man with a good digestion, personal

magnetism and the ability to adapt himself to circumstances; a man who can leave his family in

Seoul while he takes frequent tours of from one to three months itineration until such time as he

thinks it well to take his family to the interior; above all, a man of faith and prayer. Such a man

can find a field for work in which he will be more than happy and where he will reap a harvest of

souls to his unspeakable joy.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven, report P)



Seoul, Korea October, 1893 Samuel F. Moore

Report of Session

During the nine months since the last Annual Meeting there are few items on the session records

worthy of especial mention. The Sabbath services have been maintained with good attendance,

both at Chyen Dong and Kou Tong Kol, while other work has been commenced which will be

reported under “evangelistic work”.

Beginning with January 29 when I took charge of the services, the total attendance for the

17 Sundays before our removal to Kou Tong Kol was 945 - or 600 men and 345 boys - an

average of 35 and 5/1 lths men and 20 and 5/1 lths boys. The attendance of women for the same

period as reported by Miss [Ellen] Strong was 31, including children and babies. The evening

attendance at the women’s meetings averaged 15. Since June 1
st
the weekly count has not been

made but the usual attendance is reported by Dr. Underwood.

Two cases of discipline have come before the session. One a former student at the boys

school, Hung Poka, who while in the employ of Mr. Johnson forged a cheque for $20. He did

not know that he was discovered until brought before us when he acknowledged that he had done

wrong but claimed that a Chinaman had suggested it and had forged the cheque while he was

only an accomplice. I may add that the work was not well done and the cheque was not cashed.

After prayer and admonition he was let go and a member of the session was appointed to counsel

him. This member reported at the next meeting that Hung Poka had left the city when sentence

of suspension for six months was passed, which sentence was publicly pronounced in church the

next Lord’s Day. The other case was that of Mr. Song, also in the employ of Mr. Johnson as

teacher. On a trip to the country he had quarreled with Mr. Johnson and conducted himself in a

manner unbecoming a Christian. A member of the session was appointed to counsel him

privately rather than administering public reproof, as the native brethren desired. In accordance

with the action of the session, Mr. Junkm was so appointed.

At the suggestion of Mr. Sa, the pictures of Bible scenes were removed from the church.

Strangers, he said, saw them and went out to spread the report that we were Roman Catholics.

Some advance has been made we believe in educating the church in systematic beneficence.

During the 1 1 months since offerings began to be collected, 22,550 cash has been given. 8000

has been used leaving 14,530 in the treasury. During the week of prayers and self denial for

Foreign Missions the native brethren met daily at the sarang [room for receiving visitors] for

prayer, and their offerings amounted to about 9000 cash aside from this, and unsolicited they

contributed $10 towards rebuilding the sarang.

oj|^2. oh ^1 was suggested by Mr. Moffett and temporarily adopted as the official title

of our church. Mr. Moffett was appointed a committee to prepare rules for admission to the

church and terms to be used in church organization and rules and terms to be reported to the

session and to the Mission. During the eight months the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper was

administered but once when six persons were received by baptism - two boys from the school,

two women and two men. One of the men, Mr. Yi, is a man of unusual promise. His conversion
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is marked and he now daily testifies for Christ. Of the two women received, one has become an

efficient helper in woman’s work at Kou Tong Kol where she is employed as an amah. Four

boys from the school and one [Mr.] Hong were advised to wait further instruction before

receiving baptism.

During the year one member has been dismissed to the M.E. [Methodist Episcopal]

church in Chemulpo and two who gave promise of usefulness have gone to the church

triumphant. Two men were baptized at Onesan [Wonsan] by Mr. Lee.

The mission statistics are as follows:

Ordained missionaries 8

Lay “
1

Physicians, including two married ladies 5

Married female missionaries 9

Unmarried female missionaries 3

Added to the church 1

2

Dismissed from the church 1

Died 2

Native communicants in Korea 136

Boys enrolled in school 28

Girls enrolled in school 18

Pupils in Sunday Schools 35

S.F. Moore

Clerk of Session

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven)



Seoul, Korea October 25, 1 893
(A letter to the Young Ladies’ Mission Band of the First church, Norfolk, Virginia)

My Dear Friends in Norfolk:

William M. Junkin

The subject of this epistle is a recent trip to the South country - our first visit to what we hope to

make our Mission centre in Korea, Chiunju (pronounced Chunjew), in the Province of Chulla. It was a

month’s trip, beginning before the middle of September. This gave us about two weeks in Chiunjiu.

It takes a week’s steady travel to make the journey from Seoul, the distance being 500 li (lee), or 180

miles. Travel in Korea is about what it was in Abraham’s time, and is by pony, by foot, or by cow. I have

seen country people travelling on the backs of cows; they, with their brother oxen, being the farm-horses of

Korea. But I meant to have staid on my pony. Mr. Tate and I sent for these little beasts, a day or so before

starting, in order to be sure that we had good ones. We chose three good ones, and Korean-like, not a one of

them came the morning of our start. Three others came, - of the same color, it is true, but only one proved to

be a good traveller. We charged them straitly (not the ponies) to come around early, but as we expected

them to be late, we were not disappointed. But by nine o’clock, Wednesday, September 13, we were off -

Mr. Tate, his teacher, boy (to cook, etc.), three mapoos [boys to urge the donkeys along], three ponies, and

myself.

As always with travellers, we had a box or basket on each side of a pony and our beds on his back

between them. When we get tired of walking we sit on these bed clothes as a saddle and ride very

comfortably after one gets used to it!

We started in a drizzling rain, which continued (except the drizzling) for about two weeks. Our first

day’s trip brought us to Suwon (pronounced Soowon), the military fortress which guards the southern

approaches to Seoul. A walled city, of course, but having a double gate and tower. Entering one gate, you

find yourself in a circular court, passing through which you come to the city wall proper, and the second gate

over which is the tower. We spent our first night outside the South gate.

A Korean Chumak ought to be called a hostlery, and not a hotel. As you enter the gate (rather door)

to the courtyard, you see rows of pony stalls on one or both sides. At the far end of the court is the an pang

(“inner-room” literally). Near the gate as you enter, is the ma or mal-pang, mal being the Korean for horse,

and pang for room. It is so called from the fact that there is a kettle just in front of this room or at the side,

in which the pony’s beans are cooked, the same fire heating the floor of the room, and usually filling it with

smoke. We slept (?) in the ma-pang our first night. I put an interrogation after the word “slept”, because

four of us, teacher and boy, Mr. Tate and I, were in the 8 x 8-foot room, as was all our baggage. I have never

seen a dirtier place - - as dirty as a dirt floor could make it, roasting one’s back half the night and being cold

the other half. Worse still, it was the headquarters for vermin (yere kaggy’), of every kind. The food here

was in keeping with the room, but the price was about the highest paid.

We left by six the next morning, in a pouring rain, which continued all day. A Korean is an

interesting spectacle on a rainy day. As he thinks more of his hat than of anything he possesses, he wears a

little umbrella hat over it, pointed like a clown’s. It is made of thick oil paper, and folds up fan-like. His

rubber coat is a large sheet of yellow oiled paper which soon becomes saturated, leaving him as pitiable a

looking specimen as the chickens in the barn-yard, or the returning picnickers on the day it rained! (I might

have left this sentence out, as it invariably rains on picnic days.) Nothing interesting came during the day to
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Mr. Tate and the others had the monotony broken for them by the spectacle of a man in mid-air, with

his feet where his head ought to have been. The gentleman had been left there by one of the numerous tricks

of a treacherous Korean pony. Of course he did not remain in that position long, but no bones were broken

when I assisted him in getting up, getting his garments clean, and getting on his pony again. I went over this

same pony’s head on two other occasions during the trip.

At dinner time we were told that it would be impossible to cross the stream a short distance

ahead of us, and here I was treated to a familiar trait of Korean character. Mr. Tate had walked ahead as

soon as we finished our meal, and so knew nothing of the high stream. As soon as our host announced that

we could not cross the ford, the teacher, boy, and three mapoos sat down on the floor and said, kooree

myun utteke hagesoo?
”
which means, “therefore, what in the world can we do? ’ There they sat helpless,

and they seemed determined to stay sitting, despite my remonstrances that we’d not cross the river until we

came to it. The host aroused my suspicions by offering to send our boxes over for a price, so I made the

mapoos put on the loads, and we made a start. When we reached the stream, we found it high, to be sure,

but by sitting straddle a burly Korean’s shoulders, we crossed, with little danger, and no damage to our

packs. It then dawned upon the Koreans in our party that the host had deceived them because he wanted a

few extra cash.

I do not think I have ever seen as bad roads as we had along this part of the trip. Night overtook us

as we were literally wading through the mud between the paddy fields. Several times the mapoos fell down,

and one time one rolled into a paddy pond. The rains had washed all the bridges away, and once Mr. Tate s

pony, in crossing a stream, lost the narrow road, plunged into deep water, and Mr. Tate went over his head.

He came out with nothing worse than a ducking. We lost much time crossing two rivers, - - both broad, and

one of them swift and dangerous. The water here was so deep that we had both times to disrobe and wade. I

don’t think I could have crossed, but for the assistance of a Korean who held me by the wrist. As it was, I

was twice swept offmy feet. I rewarded him when we reached the other side. At the second river, the water

was so deep that we had to unload the ponies and send the loads over, one by one, on the shoulders of a tall

Korean jiggy [a jiggy is a frame for carrying loads on the back] man and one of the mapoos.

We saw Korean bridge building all along the way. First, logs and sticks are built into a kind of

trestle, and then dirt is thrown on until the bridge looks like a part of the road. Of course, oxen and ponies

can break through these dirt bridges, but that makes little difference to the builders.

As we journeyed on, day after day, the scenery was beautiful but monotonous. On the right hand,

and on the left, running north and south, were parallel ranges of mountains. Between them a broad valley of

rice fields, looking much like our wheat fields at home, though the rice, being stiffer, does not wave as

beautifully with wind. Add to this numerous streams winding along the valley, crossing and re-crossing,

and you will have a true picture of southern Korea.

On the way down one meets daily hundreds of people going up to Seoul. Bands of coolies carrying

loads of hempen cloth, bamboo baskets, etc., for merchants; other bands of scholars going up to be

disappointed in getting the quago ,
or rank, by passing the examination in Chinese literature. We could have

sent notes home every day, only the coolies were too superstitious to take them. I succeeded in starting one

to my wife, but it has never reached her. These coolies carry their own rice and cook it in little jars, which

they will place, either on two stones, or upon pieces of sod, building a fire of grass underneath.

There are numbers of blind men in Korea, and a frequently recurring figure was a blind man sitting

by the wayside begging.
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We reached Chiunjiu at 12 o’clock, Tuesday, September 19. We approached the city from the west,

the only easy approach, as it is surrounded on three sides by mountains. We found a walled town of about

50,000 people, half living within and half without the wall. It has four gates answering to the four points ot

the compass. A fine stream of clear water encircles it on the south. The property (a straw-roofed house) we

own is across the stream outside the wall, and about midway between the South and West gates. As our

Korean friend had just moved into this house, he was not prepared to have us with him, so we stayed at a

chumak just outside the West gate.

This proved to be a miserable place. The chickens roosted right by our heads, outside the room, ot

course, but near enough to be very annoying. Insects were abundant. Gamblers in the next room frequently

made the nights hideous. Our rice was served up by a little shaven-pate, whom they called choung

(priest), on account of his short hair. He was covered with sores, and a most pitiable-looking object. Living

thus with Koreans revealed to us the utter depravity of the heathen heart. They seem to be destitute of all

vestige of shame. Their conversation is simply vile, and the things we are forced to see among them daily,

are such as cannot be written. May our merciful God pity their poor lost souls!

Mr. Chiung, our Christian helper, came over to see us the day we arrived, and told us the people

knew we had bought the house he was living in, and they had not made any objection to our coming. We

went over to this house almost every day during our stay, and many of the people called on us. We sold a

number of books, made known to them the reason we had left our own land and come to theirs. It was with

a strange pleasure, perhaps I should say a strange sadness, that we tried as best we could to tell these people

about Jesus. I say this because, while it is our great joy to tell them of the Master, one is, nevertheless,

almost overwhelmed at the dense ignorance of hundreds of thousands of perishing souls around him. We

met only one man on the entire trip who had even so much as heard the name of Jesus. This man was one

who had read some of the tracts of the Catholic Church. He was an old man, very intelligent, but ready, I

fear, to sell his soul for money. He showed us no little attention while we were in the city, and we left him

reading his first copy of the Bible. He came down every day or so to talk with our helper and seemed much

interested.

Next door to our house is a Korean school. The teacher, an intelligent young man, also came to

learn about the new doctrine. We left him reading the New Testament. The Governor of the city sent us a

present of some eggs and chickens, and was very pleasant when we called on him. As the purpose of this

visit was to let the people know that we intended to preach in the city, we were glad to see that the Governor

made no objection to our being there. He asked us our business, and we told him. While we were stoned

several times by mischievous boys (who came to like us better on better acquaintance), the people in general

were pleasant enough, and those in our neighborhood asked us to come and live with them. I have no idea,

of course that the devil intends to let us in as easily as this, but we have so far every reason for

encouragement with reference to this our first station. Mr. Tate starts back next week for a second visit and

will remain until winter.

I was speaking of the change of attitude of the boys towards us. This was brought about, in part, by

our Riving them some picture cards which had been sent us by some little girls in a church in Baltimore, and

bv a children’s missionary society at my home in Virginia. We had written Scripture verses, John 3:16 etc.,

on the backs of these cards, and we trust that God will use these offerings of the children to open some dark

heart for the entrance of His Son.

One day a particularly large crowd of toughs and children followed us through the street, and when
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they could find nothing else to do they began to throw mud, stones, etc., at us. We did not notice them at all

until we were out of the city. Then we waited until they came up with us, and began to talk to them. Of

course we did not allude to their bad behavior. After a little conversation, we gave them some of our

Scripture cards and they returned, leaving us in peace.

We saw our first Korean market in Chiunjiu ^ ]. At regular periods during the year all the

farmers, country merchants and others, who have aught to sell, come in to town with their goods. As we

walked by the river one afternoon, just outside the city wall, we were told that a Chang would be held there

the next morning. We thought it strange that no preparations were being made; but early the next morning

we found several hundred booths up and doing a brisk business. Oxen, dried and fresh fish, clams, crabs,

and delicious hams (I believe I told you that these are a kind ofpersimmon for which Korea is noted). The

silk display was creditable. But what was most curious to me was the dog market, where dog steak, roast,

and soup-bone could be had. Unfortunately, they have not learned to make sausage. It is a fact that most

Koreans are dog eaters. There’s a dog market not far from our house in Seoul. My teacher told me that he

had stopped eating it because it was so indigestible. Our physicians have frequently to treat people who are

made sick by a dog’s flesh. The dog’s head is boiled and the soup given to Korean babies as a cure for

small-pox.

The children may be interested in a novel way of catching fish which we saw while taking a walk

one afternoon. A number of men and boys banded together and took large bundles of grass and weeds with

which they made a kind of dam. Rolling this over and over, they enclosed the fish. Small boys with scoop-

baskets then entered the ring and scooped up the fish as they would try to run under the grass dam. We were

surprised to see them catch a large basketful in this crude way. We bought five of the largest for about a

cent and a quarter apiece; they sending a boy to carry them for us.

On the way home, we saw a number ofwomen sacrificing to the spirit of the guide posts. Guide

posts in Korea have a man’s face to point out the direction, instead of the hand as with us. The Koreans

point out objects with the face, motioning with the chin instead of the hand. These poor women had brought

rice and other food, and were doubtless worshipping the images themselves. It is a sad fact that most of the

prayers made by Koreans are made to demons either through fear or for the hope of gain.

We set forth on our return in a soaking rain. We did this in order to avoid having to spend two

Sundays on the way. Our helper insisted on going with us to the outskirts of the city, and though his white

clothes were sadly bespattered, we could not drive him back. As we parted he said, “For the past two weeks

we have been three friends in one little boat together, now you are leaving me to row alone.” We told him

that though we were leaving him alone Jesus was still with him, and would be his safest and best guide.

Though I was touched with his figure, I could not but wonder if the quantity of rain that was falling

suggested the marine figure of speech.

Solomon has said that, “A continual dropping in a very rainy day, and a contentious woman are

alike he that stoppeth her stoppeth the wind.” Solomon had doubtless seen this exemplified. And we had

an opportunity of testing the truth of the proverb, the Sunday we spent on our way home. We had them both

under the same roof. The rain stormed without and the woman within. Mr. Tate had a bad headache, and so

had to endure the inner storm. As for me, I sought the storm without as a peaceful shelter from a woman’s

rage She did everything except beat her husband, and did beat her little daughter, and scold her shamefully.

I suppose this woman would have tried to justify her conduct upon the ground that she was supporting her

husband, and therefore had the right to scold him.
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We returned by way of Chiung jiu
[
ot] in Chiung ChoungDo [£ o^^], selling books and

preaching as we had opportunity. Three days’ journey from home, at dinner time, my mapoo [pony boy]

suddenly disappeared. The others said he was smitten with a sudden malady. I had my first and I trust my
last experience of trying to travel alone on a Korean pony. This was a lazy fellow, and came so near going

to sleep on the road that when I succeeded in getting a new mapoo ,
the first thing the pony did was to

stumble over his front feet and fall flat in the road.

Our last night out was in Sou Wen again, but we stopped at another chumak. Not a very fashionable

hotel I fear, as we found that the chuin [Lord of the inn] had ejected two chair coolies to make room for us.

Then, too, another man, besides teacher and boy, slept in the same room with us.

I was awakened about 4 a.m. by Koreans talking, which proved to be the teacher preaching to this

old man. I heard him ask him “how he made his living;” he replied that “his business was to sit by the road-

side and request modest donations from the benevolent public.” In less polite phraseology - a beggar.

As we had not sat in a chair, nor slept in a bed for a month, it was a luxury to get home again. But

I’ll confess that my heart was so full of wife and baby, that I did not think very much about these things.

I have already written too long a letter, so will close with Christian greeting to all.

[unsigned, but from

William M. Junkin]

(from a letter printed in The Christian Observer
,
Louisville, Kentucky, in two issues; the first half in the

December 27, 1893 issue; the second half {separated above by a line drawn in the middle}, in the January 3,

1894 issue of the same journal, but continued here as one letter, which, in fact, it was)



Seoul, Korea Oct. 28, ‘93 Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

According to Mission instructions I wish to make the following statement in regard to

salary.

As a single man I am perfectly willing that my salary should be cut down one hundred

dollars [gold] for I think I could live well on eight hundred dollars [gold] per annum.

In regard to the salary of a married man I can say nothing as I have had no experience.

Let me say this though that whatever action the Board may take in regard to salary will be

accepted most willingly by me.

Sincerely yours,

Graham Lee

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #63)



Seoul, Korea October 28, 1893 Horace G. Underwood

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

On my return to Korea I found a number of matters in abeyance, among which was start of a hymn-book.

When I was starting on my way to America I had a small hymn-book underway and this was turned over to a

committee. When I got back, nothing had been done, we had no hymn-book, [and] were singing from scrolls, all

with varying hymns and varying tunes.

Mr. Moffett asked me to take up the matter. The Methodist member of the committee was in China and as

committees generally delay matters I was urged by Mr. Moffett, because a hymn-book was needed at once, to push

the matter stronger alone.

The term question exists in Korea as in China. The most common term for God used here is Hananim - or

literally, Honorable Heavens, [editor’s note: suggests, rather, “Honorable One”] This I used when I first came but

gave up before I went home. I cannot conscientiously use this term. The question naturally arose as to what to do

in the new hymn-book. I could not use the terms they wanted (and there are others who believe with me). I could

not ask them all to use the term I desired, so I did not use any of the disputed terms at all but contained myself in

the hymns only to terms that we all could use in reference to the deity such as Lord, Father in Heaven, Almighty

Lord
,
and the use of God’s name, Jehovah. I had been considerably exercised as to what to do and after much

prayer had been led to this decision. I thought I was led of God to it, in the interest of harmony. I thought that we

had found a way by which, despite our differences of opinion on the term question we could have one hymn-book

in Korea. In no other way could this be done. I therefore eliminated from the old hymns the disputed terms and

thought that all would rejoice with me. I carried on the work. God has given me a gift in the hymn line in Korean.

Almost all the old hymns were my own. As I went on with the work the spirit of song seemed in me and I was able

to add almost fifty more hymns so that I had a book of 106 hymns, most of which were my own translations. Mr.

Bunker, an expert on music, has helped with this at times. I did this, working almost night and day when the other

members of the Mission were enjoying their vacations.

Knowing that there were no funds for the printing I determined to bear the whole cost myself and to make

the Master a donation to the Mission work in Korea, of course leaving the churches and missionaries to accept or

reject when it came out. The Methodist Mission have confidence enough in me to order their committee on hymn-

book to stop and, although I offered to send them proof sheets, they declined and they knew it would be alright and

they have determined to introduce the hymnal as the hymnal for their church. The cost of printing music is high

and I am paying $250 silver per page per thousand copies. I did not hide anything. I gave round copies of the

revised hymns, no one objected, and the first thing I knew without a word having been said to me, I was ordered to

present the hymn book to the Editorial Committee. The resolution was very carefully worded. It was ordered to be

referred to the Editorial Committee to receive its adoption as a Mission hymn-book. I moved that the resolution be

adopted, supposing it to mean when the whole thing was done. The resolution was somewhat changed in the

minutes, but you will see it there. I was quite surprised when I was asked for proof sheets and said they could

hardly decide on that. I sent them, however, the proofs I had which were uncorrected first proofs. In all this not a

word more was said to me. I did not know that the whole matter was being generally talked over in the whole

mission and that I was being represented by two or three members as bringing discord into the mission. I found out

simply through one member and the difficulty was that I had not used the distinctive terms for God they preferred;

that I had eliminated the terms that I believe to refer to heathen gods. No objection was raised that I was using

terms they could not accept but simply that I had not used their terms. No one of the parties objecting said a single

word to me; but the Editorial Committee consisting of Messrs. Gale and Moffett and Mrs. Gifford, brought in a

resolution appointing a committee on hvmn-book to report next year, and asking me to serve as chairman of that

committee; secondly, forbidding the use of the hymns in their altered form pending the action of that committee.

I did think that it was, to say the least, rather out of the way, when I had gone to the expense of printing a

hymn-book, when I had done it for the cause of Christ alone, to first strive to kill that by forbidding its use and 2
nd
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I did think that it was, to say the least, rather out of the way, when I had gone to the expense of

printing a hymn-book, when I had done it for the cause of Christ alone, to first strive to kill that by forbidding
its use and 2

n
to ask its _author to serve on a committee to get out another hymn-book which was to be in

opposition to his own. I at first refused. 1 did not consider that the Mission has the right to restrict any
minister in the use of terms and the wording of hymns in his services. Of course he has no right to teach

heresy but this was not in the count. You, I think, know me as blue of the blue, orthodox of the orthodox and
yet upholding that liberty in detail which 1 believe is the right of every minister in the Presbyterian Church.
They told me that they could have no hymn-book for the Mission did I not take up the work, that there was no
one else in the Mission who seemed to have this gift. I do not know whether this is so, but as it would very

materially hinder and retard the work of the Presbyterian Mission to have no hymn-book I consented in the

interest of harmony to serve on that committee if the second clause was changed to read: “That we recommend
that ministers in charge of chapel and church services of the Mission be urged not to introduce these altered

hymns without the sanction of a majority of the Church Session” . This, after discussion, was agreed to but it

puts me in this position. The hymn-book has been contracted for with the printers and must come out or forfeit

a heavy penalty. It is almost all set up. I am under contract with the Methodists to get this out as soon as

possible. The present hymn-book must then be published. The Methodists will use the hymn-book prepared

by a Presbyterian; the Presbyterians will be without a hymn-book for at least a year and a half and then the

Board will be asked to appropriate money for its publication, for I hardly think the Mission will ask me to bear

this expense then. I shall of course do all I can for the new hymn-book, but at present I cannot go at the work

with the same heartiness that I went at the other.

When this was done another clause came up and with scarcely any discussion was passed. The

committee’s report read: “We recommend that all publications for general use be first referred to the Editorial

Committee”. I have copied this from the minutes. Our standing rules before this and up to this time read.

Sec.E II. All books and manuscripts which require mission sanction proposed for printing shall be examined

by this (Editorial) committee, etc., etc. Now this is alright and very proper but the adoption of the above

recommendation makes virtually another rule. The Mission adopted the recommendation and the rule then will

read “all publications for general use must be first referred to the Editorial Committee”.

To this clause I protested and entered notice of my appeal to the Board. Such a clause goes altogether

too far. The Mission have the right to say what publication shall be published with mission funds and they do

this through their Editorial Committee. The Mission have also the right to oversee and have under their

direction “the work of the individual missionaries in general” (Board’s Manual). This they do through their

apportionment Committee and their reception of the individual reports of the missionaries. So far - and so far

only, can they go, and they have no right to pass any laws or any rule that would restrict the missionaries’

personal liberty in detail. As a minister at home, the Presbytery does not ask to see what I may publish at my

own expense before I am allowed to publish. If I publish anything to which I [probably means “they”] take

exception, then they have the right to deal with me according to church law.

I will send my formal protest in detail next mail. The law, although in a general form, is particular in

that it affects in fact but one member of the Mission. If the Mission have not confidence in me as this seems to

indicate, I should be glad to know it.

But I must close. I regret that this has to come, that as soon as I get back I have to appear as an

element of discord, but dear Doctor I feel that I must protest against this action. I will write about other

matters by next mail.

Yours Sincerely,

H.G. Underwood

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea Correspondence,

microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #61)



Seoul, Korea Oct. 29, 1 893 (Rec’d Nov. 28th) Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

At our Annual Meeting just finished the Mission decided that I should remain in Seoul

for the present pending such time as I could move into Pyeng Yang. The Mission also voted that

I should return to America immediately to get married. 1 hope to leave Gensan on Nov. 15th for

America. If you wish to write me send letter to Mrs. Margaret Webb, #15 Jefferson Ave.,

Evansville, Indiana.

Shall return to Korea just as soon as I can. Will you kindly ask Mr. Dulles to forward the

balance of my outfit money to Miss Blanche Webb so that I may have it to use as soon as I reach

Evansville.

The Mission instructed me to write you in regard to site for dwelling house purchased by

Mr. Gale in Gensan which I will do on a separate sheet.

I do not wish to go to New York and will not do so unless you write for me to come. I

trust this has been done in accordance with your wishes in the matter. It certainly seems to me

best that I should go for Miss Webb now.

Sincerely yours,

Graham Lee

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #35)



Seoul, Korea October 30, 1893 William M. Baird

My Dear Brother,

The meetings of the Mission have come to a close. Moffett tried to get me elected

chairman again, but failed, he being elected by a majority of three votes. We had some most

difficult questions. There are always such on the mission field. Personal elements enter in out

here in a way which cannot be readily comprehended at home.

When we come as missionaries we surrender to the Mission a great many rights which we
have as individuals and as ministers in order to facilitate the best interests of the work. Our work

is so united that we must work as an organization rather than as separate individuals. This is all

right in most instances, but there seem to be always a few individuals who are willing that

everyone else should make the surrender except themselves. As to themselves they want to be

unhampered by common rules or agreements. Sometimes this can be winked at if the person is

one of good judgements and therefore has the full confidence of his brethren.

In the present instance, Mr. Underwood is the one not in sympathy with the rest of the

Mission. Three years ago just before he went to America he helped draw up rules to govern the

mission policy. It is our custom in case anyone violates these rules to call him back into line

during the Annual Meetings. Underwood exercised this right most freely and rightly during the

sessions of the mission and no one objected to the decisions of the mission. Near the close of the

meetings a permanent committee of the mission called his and the mission’s attention to a rule

which he has been violating, and it was thought to be of very grave consequence. He is a sort of

fire brand himself constantly violating many rules to the general detriment of the work, but the

mission saw fit to mention only one point as serious. He refused to submit to the rule of the

mission on the subject though he had helped to make the rule and though the rest of the mission

were unanimous in their opinion, and so he said he would appeal to the Board. The real point at

issue is a deeper one. Shall one man run the mission as a bishop, or shall the deep convictions of

twenty to twenty-five other persons (and the southern Presbyterians as well - for they all agree

with us) be regarded as having some weight in mission affairs? The Board, and the American

church too, I suppose, regard Underwood as a sort of bishop in Korean affairs. His fellow

workers regard him as very erratic and unsafe to follow in his wild views and they object to

having these views driven down their throats against their unanimous consent. You may have

suspected something of this state of things from reading the article in the Truth
,
written by an

outsider.

As Underwood has appealed from the mission a committee, of which I am one, has been

appointed to lay our side of the case before the Board, and so we shall have to bother with such

business for awhile. If possible we shall induce him to withdraw the appeal, but if not the case

must go on.

We regret this exceedingly and have done everything in our power to prevent this except

to yield up our individuality. Perhaps you have read of the discussions, long and bitter, which

have raged in China over the proper term to use for God. We have congratulated ourselves in
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Korea that that discussion would not arise here. There is less need for it than in China because of

the existence of a more fitting term in addition to those used in China and we have hitherto been

united in our use of this term. Now Underwood comes to Korea determined to introduce another

term. I don’t know what the result will be, but we all wish very much that such questions should

never rise.

I shall close now. We go to Fusan in a few days. I sent you an order for $50 in my last

letter and now I send an order for $100 in payment of part of the principal. Please let me know at

once whether you got it.

I may write you again by this mail from Fusan though that will depend upon how busy I

am after I get there.

Your brother,

W.M. Baird

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea Oct. 30, 1893 S.F. Moore

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

The members of the mission who desired were instructed to send to you communications

as to their views on the reduction of salary.

As for myself while I have gotten into debt my first year I cannot ask that the salary be

reduced.

Babies I find to be expensive luxuries.

Had I not a mother & sister partially dependent upon me I could live on less. It seems

needless to try to explain to you the cost of living here as compared with other countries which I

leave to those better acquainted with the facts.

We are all rejoiced at the thought of your being so soon able to take up your work.

May God bless you richly is our prayer.

Truly yours,

S.F. Moore

Kon Tong Kol

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #62)



Seoul, Korea Nov. 1, 1893 Samuel Austin Moffett

To The Board of Foreign Missions

53 Fifth Ave.

New York

Concerning salaries of missionaries in Korea, I desire to say that I deem $800 Gold a sufficient

salary for a single gentleman, and am perfectly willing to receive that sum as my salary for the

year 1894-95.

One can live on less but I do not think it wise to ask one to do so.

One can use more to advantage and during these years that I have received $900 Gold I have

appreciated the privilege of receiving more than absolutely needed and have been able to use it

to advantage, as I believe, in the Lord’s work here. I do not believe that cost of living

considered the present salaries in Korea are larger in proportion than those in Japan tho I judge

they are slightly larger than in China. However our only concern is to settle what is a just salary

for Korean missionaries.

Sincerely yours in the work,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #64)



Seoul, Korea Nov. 1st, 1893 Samuel A. Moffett (for Committee)

Rev. F.F. Ellinwood, D.D.

Dear Brother:

We, a committee of the Korea Mission, were appointed to state to the Board the

Mission's views regarding an appeal which Dr. Underwood has taken from a certain action of the

Mission. As will be seen from the minutes and the reports, the mission during its session several

times exercised its duty of oversight over the various members. Each committee, according to

its duty as laid down by the Bylaws, reported on the lines of work coming naturally under its

province. The committee on Education made several changes, the committee on the

apportionment of work changed the duties of several members, even definitely prescribing the

number of hours of work in some cases; and the report of the committee, which was written by

Dr. Underwood, then chairman, more or less affected the details of the duties of each member of

the mission. In all these cases and in many others the same principle was recognized and was

never questioned by any member. It seemed to be the opinion of all that we had agreed to work

together surrendering certain individual rights in accordance with the promise made to the Board

before coming to the mission field, "We agree to try to submit our individual preferences to the

will of the majority."

Dr. Underwood sees fit to appeal from the action of the mission on the clause in the

report of the Editorial Committee which reads, "In order to prevent misunderstandings we

recommend that all publications for general use be first referred to the Editorial Committee."

With the exception of Dr. Underwood the mission unanimously understand this clause to be

merely the interpretation of the Mission's Rules and Bylaws, Art. E, Sec. I, IV and Art. G, Sec.

VII - Paragraph (4), and of the Board's Manual, Sec 35. Certain misunderstandings having

arisen regarding independent publications, it was thought best to call the whole mission's

attention to the rules already existing. This was done entirely with a view to harmony in our

work and to prevent misunderstandings. The committee was given no powers in addition to

those which are given it by the Bylaws and we do not understand that the mission in adopting the

report was exercising powers except those plainly given to it in Sec. 35 of The Board Manual.

This power has been recognized and exercised by the mission in almost every important action

of this session. The principle underlying it, viz., that the mission should direct the work of

individuals to the best accomplishment of our common aims, has never been questioned to our

knowledge. Since the adjournment of the mission our committee has talked very fully and freely

with Dr. Underwood on the subject of the appeal. He expressed himself as willing to withdraw

the appeal provided that such words were used as, "We recommend that those having charge of

literary work be urged or he recommended to refer all publications for general use to the

Editorial Committee", instead of the words of the report which he understands to mean "all

publications must , etc." The discussion in this final conference brought out clearly the

difference between us which is this, - Has the mission the right to say "must" in matters

important or unimportant, or shall it only say, "we suggest", "we urge"?

If the Board decides that the latter view is the correct one it will change the opinions

hitherto uniformly held in this mission and will make each missionary virtually independent of

the mission. The result would soon be that each would be working along separate and

independent lines. Of course the mission cannot entertain for an instant the idea that its rules

and those of the Board are binding only upon the majority and not upon certain individuals. To
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free any individual from the operation of existing rules would be, as we understand it, to dissolve
the mission and to place missionary work upon the basis of individual responsibility to the

church at home without mission oversight. There is no alternative between complete
independence and mission control, unless we have episcopacy, which as Presbyterians we have
no mind to adopt.

Having stated thus strongly the principle and the only principle at issue between the

Mission and Dr. Underwood, the principle from which he appeals - viz. - the right of the mission

to say must in matters which it deems to be of sufficient importance to require such actions, - we
state just as strongly that it is not the wish of the Mission to limit the liberty of any one

individual. This is shown by the fact that:

(1) The clause in the report to which objection was taken applies equally to all members
of the mission.

(2) The clause reads, "All publications intended for general use , etc." This is certainly

no more comprehensive than Sec. 35 of the Board's Manual and Art. E. Sec I and IV of the Rules

and Bylaws: and the discussions both in the Mission meeting and in the conference of the

committee with Dr. Underwood showed plainly that by the words general use was meant text

books, hymn books, work on the language, church standards and such publications as from their

very nature would require a consensus [sic] of opinion and of use.

(3) This clause of the committee's report does not prevent the publication of any book

whatever but only requires that, in order to prevent misunderstandings and contentions,

publications of a certain character shall be referred to a Permanent Mission Committee. We
understand this to be exactly in accordance with Bylaws, Art.E. Sec. IV, "Any member
appointed by the mission to do special literary work shall report to this committee, etc." and

Bylaws Art. G. Sec. VII - Paragraph (4),
"
Editorial Committee :

- This committee shall have

charge, etc. + + and supervision of the literary work." We understand that the power to appoint

includes the power to supervise , and supervision could not well mean less than the referring of

the publications to the proper committee. This is no infringement on individual rights and is

certainly as little as the mission could ask of its members in order to secure cooperative

efficiency on the very important line of work.

The Mission asks of The Board for a decision upon the one question involved and not

upon side issues. A decision against the action of the mission will necessitate the rescinding of

actions already taken relating to every department of work and to the individual work of each

member of the mission.

Committee: S.A. Moffett, Chairman of Mission

C.C. Vinton, Secretary of Mission

W.M. Baird

Graham Lee

P.S. If the Board wishes further light upon this question the committee would suggest that they

confer with Mr. Lee during his stay in America.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. #8, letter #38)



Seoul, Korea Nov. 2, 1893 H.G. Underwood

To the Board of Foreign Missions;-

The Korea mission of the Presbyterian Church near the close of its annual meeting just

adjourned, brought in a ruling that was passed almost without discussion, which I believe to be

injurious to the mission, and the welfare of the work and to which I now desire to formally enter

my protest and my appeal to the Board.

And just here I would ask of the board in order to fully understand the status of affairs that

they would refer to my letter to Dr. Ellinwood on this subject because only in the light of these

facts can the action of the mission and this appeal be fairly viewed.

It is essential on the Foreign field if we would have union in our work, that we make

mutual concessions to the wishes of each other and that we draw up rules and by-laws for our

guidance. But as the late lamented Dr. Mitchell told us when here, they must be such rules as will

determine the general policy of a mission, not such as will interfere with the individual liberty of

each as to detail , or as would hamper us in our work. As has been well said “we need red tape but

only so much as will bind together, not what will hamper or hinder. The mission in Korea is

young, as you know, and, in its zeal for the work and desire for union, has been of late years, in my

judgement, multiplying red tape so that in many instances the valuable time of sometimes all the

members of a station, is taken up in trying to undo the snarls instead of direct work for Christ

which might otherwise be done. It is, I believe, this same tendency which led the mission at its last

meeting to pass the rule objected to.

It was brought up, I objected to it as unconstitutional and too far reaching, and expected to

hear some reasons for its adoption. None were given, the vote was about to be taken and I at once

rose stating again that it was unconstitutional and that if passed I could not abide by it. This called

forth a reprimand from the young chairman for “attempting to influence the vote”. The motion was

put, the recommendation was adopted, and it became a law, “that all publications for general use

must be referred to the Editorial Committee before printing” whether Mission publications or not.

I at once gave notice of appeal.

First: - 1 appeal from the rule as it stands, as it goes altogether too far. “All publications for general

use” certainly would include nearly everything. But the mission appointed a Committee of five to

explain to me the meaning of the clause. It does not appear to me such an intricate clause that it

ought to need explanation, and the first ground of appeal that I would make, is that on the

confession of the Committee of five of the mission, the rule does not express the intent of the

mission. True the committee themselves were not of one mind as to the meaning of the rule. As

many as three different interpretations were offered and a rule that does not express the will of the

mission, and which allows of three different interpretations ought not to stand. The whole

difficulty is that the rule was made to affect a particular instance, namely the hymn-book referred

to above, and they tried to make it general.
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There are special Com[mittee]s. for the publications of the Tract and Bible societies, and

our mission has representation on these corn’s, but the present rule as it stands would require that
all the work of the members of our mission must first be referred to this Presbyterian Editorial

Comfmittee]. But the Editorial Com. of the Presbyterian Mission can only have jurisdiction over
the publications of the Mission.

Secondly: The Committee tell me that I have mis-understood the intent of the mission. It was a

little hard to gather what their intent was as three different ideas were expressed but putting them
all together, the Committee’s understanding of the words “for general use” was “such books as

from their very nature they would be forced to use” or “such books as would come into general use

in services”. As far as I could gather, in the opinion of the Committee the above construction

covered the intention of the mission. Even then, I claim, that it goes too far, and that its adoption

will very materially hinder the work and delay the spread of the Gospel in Korea. Certainly the

Bible would be a book that from its “very nature”, they would “be forced to use”, such a book as

would certainly “come into general use in the services,” and this rule AS INTERPRETED BY
THE COMMITTEE —would necessitate the handing over of the books of the Bible to the Editorial

Com. of the Presbyterian mission. But the matter of the publication of the Bible is in the hand of

the Korean Permanent Bible Com. and the Bible Societies; and a change from this the Mission

never intended. I do not pretend to say they did, but according to their interpretation, ifwe
eliminate the books that they did not intend, we are forced to conclude that it was intended to cover

but one book, and to compel me to stop the publication of the hymn-book which was in the press,

and which I was bound in honor to publish as soon as possible, as the Methodist mission had

stopped the work of their Com. on the hymn book because they knew that mine was in the Press.

Our mission made no objection to the doctrinal or literary style of the hymns but simply

complained that in them I had refrained from using certain terms for God, which they were using.

The proper term for God is still a mooted question. I could not use the term “Hananim” (which all

acknowledge to mean honorable heavens literally) so I refrained from using their terms, and also

refrained from using the term that I believe to be the true term for God, because I knew that some

did not agree with me. It must be remembered that I had not used a single term they could object

to but only such as had been accepted and used by all. True, it was said that there were other

material alterations in the hymns but when I returned to Korea I found the Koreans singing:

“Jesus loves me this I know Oh Bible please say so

Little ones to him belong, Jesus will buy the blood (acus)”

or, in

“Nearer my God to thee”, a typographical error had crept in and changed the

first verse so that it read

E’en though it be a cross that I hear”.

I corrected these and similar mistakes and it should be bom[e] in mind that the bulk of the hymns

in which the terms for God were changed and words like Jehovah, Lord, Almighty
,
etc substituted,

were my own translations. I held that the rule even as construed by the Com. interferes with the

individual liberty of every missionary on the field along the line of the details of his work; as the

Board Manual says (sec 33) “the work of individual missionaries is IN GENERAL to be under the
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direction of the Mission but the mission cannot stoop to direct the minute details of his work.

“Literary work (sec 35) should be undertaken only with the consent or by the appointment of the

mission”. As the mission appointed me to Lit. work before I went home, I went on with it when I

came back. I have not neglected any of the mission work for the hymn-book but despite the fact

that I have house-building on my hands I have been enabled to do more evangelistic work since my
return, than any other member of the mission. I do not say this as of any credit to myself, it was

simply because I could not help it for God has given me a woe is me if I preach not the Gospel and

he has added to me a constitution and frame that is able to endure much. Through most of the time

that I was working on the hymns I conducted 17 Gospel services a week despite the fact that the

thermometer ranged from 90 to 100. Brethren I do not say this in the way of boasting but simply to

prove that I have abided by the manual of the Board and the Standing rules of the Mission.

The new rule adopted, from which I appeal, becomes (in the opinion of Mr. Moffett,

chairman of the mission and of the Com[mittee to confer with me) practically an amendment to the

standing rules; but in the opinion of Mr. Baird, a member of the Com., it is simply an interpretation

of the Board’s Manual and of the Standing rules of the Mission. I appeal from it as an

interpretation, because it goes further than either Manual or Standing rules; I appeal from it as an

amendment because it is an additional piece of red tape that would hamper and hinder the

missionary, because also it is unnecessary and because still further it goes beyond the powers of the

mission, interfering with a man’s natural rights. When the Com. were urging me not to appeal, Mr.

Moffett stated that it was a rule passed by the mission this year, that it was practically only for one

year and that it could be abrogated at the next annual meeting. My reply was that whether for one

or two years or for all time, if it were exceeding the powers of the mission it ought not to stand. I

can see how at times confusion might be avoided by notifying the Editorial Com. of the probable

publication of works for general use but to say that all publications for general use MUST be

referred to the Editorial Com. before printing is exceeding the powers of the Mission. In the case

for which this rule was made, had proper methods been used there was no need for confusion. I

renewed the work on my hymn-book at Mr. Moffett’s suggestion; with his concurrence because of

the need of something at once and because as he stated, committees generally delay matters, I

pushed the work through without consulting as to details the Methodist member of the Committee

who had been appointed with Mr. Moffett to prepare a hymn-book. I made no secret of the

changes instituted, I had copies written off at my own expense for any who wanted them and not

one word was said to me personally, not one objection was mentioned until after the matter had

been talked over among the rest of the missionaries by one or two, & the hymn-book which was

not a Presbyterian book, which was not a mission affair, was ordered to be referred to the Editorial

Com. of the Mission, and the present rule brought in to meet the case and to stop its publication.

I object to this rule in its intent, secondly, because oft-times it would very materially retard

and delay work that should be pushed through. One member of the Com., Mr. Gale, is in Gensan,

a long way off and without good communications; and on the examining Com. of the tract Soc. he

is spoken of as notoriously slow. The second member of the Com. is Mr. Moffett who is now to be

in Ping Yang, and the third member is Mrs. Gifford, who in matters of the language works very

slowly I as Sec. of the tract Soc.[iety] have known small tracts to spend more than six months
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I object to the rule in the third place because it is unnecessary. The rules as today existing

in the Manual of the Board and in the Standing rules of the mission, thoroughly cover all that is

needed in the line of safeguards in the matter of the publications of the mission.

The Com.[mittee] that conferred with me state that this rule is only on a par with all the

other rules of the mission. However, it seems to me to differ most essentially in that it comes down

to directing the details of a man’s work, while all the other rules are simply general and determine

the mission policy.

In the matter of appointments to work, the employment of helpers, the conducting ot

schools, the taking of tours, etc. the mission have laid down rules but they do not decide the details.

A man is appointed to take charge of certain chapel services but the details of that work must be

left to him and so too in all work.

It is urged that if you sustain this appeal you will nullify the authority of the mission. I

cannot see it in this light. Has the mission all power, are there not some limits which it cannot

pass, and when it tries to direct all the details with regard to each individual missionary and lays

down the “must” with reference to all his work I hold that they go too far and therefore I appeal to

you.

Yours in the Work,

H.G. Underwood

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, letter #65)



Seoul, Korea Nov. 14, 1893 (Rec’d Dec. 23rd) Samuel A. Moffett

Rev. F.F. Ellinwood, D.D.

53 Fifth Ave. New York

My Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

It has been some time since I have written to you but since the conclusion of our Annual

Meeting two weeks ago I feel a desire to have a short talk with you concerning the past work and

our plans for the future.

I wrote you nothing at the time in reply to the Board's letter and newspaper clipping

referring to our work in Pyeng Yang - as I preferred to wait until I made my otficial report to the

Mission. I ask now that particular attention be given to that report as I think it will give you

accurate and thorough information and also show our time, position, purpose and actions. I

greatly regret the ease with which incorrect news finds its way into the newspapers as credence

is so often given to false reports rather than to true ones. However, I realize the practical

impossibility of your always having before you an accurate view of the situation Sc condition ot

things on any mission field. Certain it is that many a time have I longed for your presence here

for a few weeks that by personal contact with each Sc all of us in our work you might come to

know the inns (sic) and outs - the peculiar difficulties Sc trials, the delays and hindrances, and the

whys and wherefores of this and that. Many things would be clear to the Board could you thus

occasionally get such a look into the inner life and experience of the Mission as it deals with

questions - extremely delicate yet important and far reaching.

You cannot get this from mere correspondence for there are many things which cannot be

written without giving more cause for misunderstanding and misinterpretation than is occasioned

by passing them over in silence. Yet I can see from the Board's letter that very many of the

causes and reasons which lie back of Mission action are not at all clear to you. Our most

difficult problems have to do with work in its relation to the personnel of the Mission but were

we to attempt to inform you fully on these lines - we should be mis-understood - others would be

unfairly represented - letters would be too personal and the Board would obtain erroneous views

of the Missionaries. Several times have I been tempted to write to you as I should like to talk

with you about the personnel & work of the Mission, but I have feared being misunderstood or

of leading you to misunderstand others - who with certain peculiar faults or traits, disposition or

abilities necessarily taken into consideration in the Mission’s actions - are yet marked by other

traits which make them useful men on the field. I have not felt called upon to sit in judgment

upon my fellow-laborers and yet I wish you could get a consensus of the judgment of the

Mission upon each of us. It is far easier to write of those things which commend themselves to

us than of the opposite.

From its earliest history the Korea mission has had most delicate Sc difficult problems to

face placing it in most perplexing & annoying relations. The early minutes of this mission are a

shame and I wish they could be destroyed. We shall probably always have difficult questions to

meet but I am thankful for the spirit which now characterizes our meetings - and that although

we differ decidedly and have strong convictions characteristic of Presbyterians - yet we have had
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the Spirit's presence and there has been no anger, nor malice, not bitterness, nor any evil

speaking.

There are many things in my mind of which I cannot write but I have written thus to call

your attention to the fact that mere correspondence does not always lay bare what it would be

well for the Board to know.

Now with reference to the Mission's requests - we have asked for large appropriations -

but the increase is largely for new houses. Probably you cannot grant all of these this year but

please do not cut the appropriations for our work . Two of these houses while needed - are not

imperative - viz. - the one asked for Pyeng Yang and the one for Fusan Station - the others we

need at once if at all possible. I hope we shall want the funds for the Pyeng Yang house before

May 1st 1895 and they should be available - but if not, Lee & Dr. Irvin can do for two years as I

have done - go & come until their place is prepared for their wives. I was about to write you a

strong plea for a physician for Pyeng Yang but to our great surprise & joy Dr. Irvin & wife

dropped in on us last week and already they are talking & planning for Pyeng Yang. Thus with

greater determination than ever I leave tomorrow to

[last page missing]

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #39)



Seoul, Korea November 17, 1893 Sallie Willison Fisher Swallen

My dear Jennie:

Your letter of September 26 came last week. It made me glad and I wish that I could be

at home so you could help me fix the baby’s clothes. Well, you don t know how thankful 1 am

for your kindness. I thank you many times now and will thank you again when the things get

here. It was my fault - 1 ought not have said that I would send for more, but I found I could buy a

number of things here so I got them. A Chinese merchant from Hong Kong came here and has

quite a nice lot of English goods which are cheaper than American but the trouble is they don t

know what to order and have a lot of things on that we do not want. Little by little they aie

finding out and are sending for things which they can sell. Last spring they got on some English

carpets which were much cheaper than we could get at home and were veiy pretty. 1 am so

anxious for these things to come - you know what a treat it is to open a box from home but here

boxes don’t have any of Ma’s good chicken, cake, apples, etc. in them. They are very acceptable

anyway and I am glad and thankful for everything.

I wish you could see Olivette RoAnna now. She is three months and seven days old and

weighs 14 pounds. Her eyes are turning brown and her skin is smooth and very white. She is

indeed a pretty child. She certainly has a gentle, good disposition. She does not wake crying but

laughing. I can wake her out of a sound sleep and she will laugh over it. She will be quiet,

laughing and cooing for sometimes three hours. I call her a clock baby. She nurses by the clock

and it is a splendid thing for me. I always bathe her between nine and ten each morning and she

loves the bath. Then she nurses and usually sleeps while I study from eleven till one. Between

two and three I feed her again, then about seven she takes her supper and I put her to bed for the

night. I do not rock her to sleep. She always goes to bed awake and sometimes she cries herselt

to sleep but that is what makes her good. Not often but sometimes she sleeps until five and six

the next morning. She did last night. Usually she wakens about two in the night. She eats and

goes right to sleep again, then about six she takes her breakfast and a short nap then is awake

until she has her bath. That is her daily program. I try to be here always at those times so she

can eat and not cry because she is hungry. Now while I am writing she is snoring like Pa not

quite as loud, however. I am getting along very well with the clothes that I have. I have

crocheted two sets of booties, the first ones she can not get on. Her little shirts are too sma 1.

have had to make new ones. I got some German flannel, knit cuffs and knit around the neck so

thev fit up close. I like them quite well. Her clothes are all very plain but I think very

comfortable Mrs. Underwood sent me two little flannel night gowns which I think are nice,

will be so glad for her cloak and hood. I haven’t had her out any yet but will want to take her a

little when the weather is nice. One of the ladies, Miss Davis, is teaching me how to crochet a

hood I will now get along with what I have and make the goods which you send in short clothes.

It will not be very long now until I will be putting short clothes on her, yet her dresses are short

compared with baby dresses a long time ago. I only made them a little over thirty inches long

and I like them. I never would make those long dresses.

I had her vaccinated two weeks ago today and it has taken beautifully. She was a little

sick from it but is better now. We want to have her picture taken but the Jap has broken his
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instantaneous process and is repairing it so just as soon as we can we will have it taken. I am so

sorry that I haven’t the Christmas things ready to send but it cannot be helped. Some little things

will be coming by and by. I wish I could send every one of our folks something but the sending
them is the trouble. On those few things we sent we paid almost as much duty as they cost. If

we send by mail the postage covers the duty but on a large article the postage is so much.
Everything we get from America we have to pay a big duty. On our groceries the freight and
duty costs almost half what the groceries cost in America so you do not wonder that we want to

live as much as we can off the country.

At the Annual Meeting the mission appointed us for Gensan, a town in northeast Korea

on the Japan sea. Will went there the next week after the meeting closed to rent a house and buy

land on which to build our house. He had our house all planned and ready to send to the Board

before he went so it may be our house will be built next summer. We will go there in the spring,

I suppose. I expect Will back next week, then we will know.

The new doctor for Pyeng Yang came last week. He is a fine-looking man. Mr. Moffett

has gone there to stay all winter. There is not another foreigner there. He will quietly work there

with his evangelist and after while get that place opened for work. I made him a big fruit cake to

take along and wished that I could do more for him. His cook will prepare him American food

but can not bake anything for he will not have a stove. I wish you could know Mr. Moffett. He

is a lovely man. I wish he had a good wife. He will go to America in two or three years and then

I presume will bring one out Mr. [Graham] Lee is now on his way for America to get married.

He will return in March with his wife and her mother. The mission still kept him for Pyeng

Yang. I am so thankful that we can go to Gensan. It is a treaty port and we won’t have to be

getting passports all the time. It would be nice to live in Seoul for many reasons - here we see so

many foreigners and every Sunday hear a sermon in English. Of course Seoul is the centre of

Korea. Koreans are always coming here. Every missionary who has left Seoul say they would

not come back. They like the work so much better in the country.

On the sea shore will surely be a delightful place to live and Gensan is only about 300

miles from Vladivostok, a Russian town in Manchuria. They tell us that it is just like a western

town large buildings, street cars and it is from this place that the railroad starts to cross Siberia.

They have it already built out a great many miles. Steamers run direct from Shanghai, China to

Gensan. So we will not have any trouble in getting what we want. We are both glad and very

happy over the appointment.

Last Saturday we had an opportunity of seeing the Korean King in all his royal

paraphernalia. I was only about ten feet from him so had a splendid view. I would only be too

glad if I could describe this whole affair but I don’t believe any kind of a picture could be given.

Saturday afternoon I began to describe it but haven’t time to finish it in this letter.

This morning just after breakfast Will came. He traveled about fifteen miles this

morning. I was so glad to have him come home. I hope he will stay awhile now. He did not

succeed in renting a house but perhaps Mr. Gale can get one after while. We are in quite a
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predicament just now. Winter is upon us and there is a coal famine. We are not able to buy one
bit of Korean coal. The report is that the king has ordered all to be sent to the palace. Will
ordered two tons of Japanese coal today at $9.50 per ton. There is American coal at Chemulpo
[Inchon] so we will send down there for two or three tons. We ordered our coal about four

months ago but here we are without any. I am quite sure we won’t freeze but it may be a little

inconvenient for us.

Will is well pleased with Gensan and is ever so glad to go there.

Supper is ready and we must send these to the office, so I can not write more this time I

wish you would tell me why Etta don’t write to me. I think it strange. Write just as often as you
can.

Will joins me in sending our love to all!

Lovingly your sister,

Sallie F. Swallen

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea Nov. 22, 1893 William Swallen

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

The salary question has come up and since the salary is determined by the Board through

correspondence with the missionaries on the field, I enclose a few facts about the matter from
my own experience and from my knowledge as received from the field.

The first year’s experience here in Seoul has led me to believe most firmly that no
reduction of the salary ought to be made - 1 speak only for the married men - Those who have

taken the pains to tabulate the actual cost in this and other fields have I presume sent their results

to you and they speak for themselves. From them, however, it is clear how much more is yet

needed here than in other fields. And those very articles that are so expensive here we need most

of, such as fuel, where we have long winters as against short winters in Japan. But I will not

particularize. I think the salary not too high.

Now since we have been transferred to the Gensan Station I speak only in behalf of that

station - and that is only from what I could learn as to the actual cost of living there, namely that

it is much more costly than here at Seoul. And accordingly conclude that as for our salaries at

Gensan since the $1400 is not more than what it ought to be for a married man in Seoul, if any

change be made it ought the rather be made more than less.

Your Obedient Servant in the Work,

W.L. Swallen

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol. 4, Letter #70)



Pyeng yang, Korea November 24, 1 893 Samuel Austin Moffett

My Dear Gifford:

Arrived all O.K. on Wednesday and the machine is set up and in running order. The stove and
Kum Toli are treasures and I am getting along swimmingly, that is - so far as is possible under the

circumstances. These Korean rooms are pretty hard to heat - when the door you have opened 100 times a

day - opens up all outdoors for you. However by pasting up windows and cracks, shutting off half the

room by a curtain of muslin and by burning plenty of wood - think the prospects are good for a

comfortable winter. I think I have only about 25 or more requests to make of you - so here they go.

1 . Sent by mapoo from Ko Yang a note & tract which may or may not have reached you. In case it did

not please get at Stewards a 350 (or thereabouts) boys pocket knife and send with my December load

through Dr. Vinton.

2. Of the tracts which Hulbert turns over to you, 820 in all, please give four to the Tract Society

Examining Committee - that they may examine and pass on it. Send 600 of them to Baird and the balance

to me through Vinton. Take out however a few for you, the ladies at school, Miller, etc. to use if you so

wish. It is a fine tract - the best we have I think to put first into anyone’s hands.

3. If the Chemulpo shoemaker presents a bill for $5.00 for a new pair and $— for repairs on an old pair

of shoes - please pay him.

4. As requested the last of November please give Kum Toli’s brother 5000 cash and when Vinton asks

for it give him whatever he needs for sending my loads to me - and for any other expense he may be put

to in reference to my affairs.

5. I sent this morning an order for 85000 cash - $25 or more, and will probably send another soon for

100,000, about $30. (Later - send today order No. 2). Should I send in orders which reach you before I

can send by courier a check on bank to cover same - please do not refuse to pay them, but make a

desperate effort to raise the amount. I will try however to anticipate all orders.

6. I enclose check for $50 which however you will not be able to cash until amount of my November

order is deposited in bank.

7. The old Session gave me powers of Session in this section of country. Will you ask the new Session

to extend to me the same privilege if they so see fit?

8. You probably remember that last Christmas when the native Church elected Saw [Sang-Yun] and

Hong as temporary deacons (if you call it so), it was for one year only they were elected. I call your

attention to it that the new Session may take what steps they see fit.

9. When Underwood’s Song Book appears please send me a copy by the first load Vinton sends me.

Also kindly send me 5 copies each of any new tract issued by anyone, publicly, privately or otherwise.

If I can drum up some more commissions for you, will add them in a post-script. In advance

accept my sincere thanks.

Sincerely yours,

S.A. Moffett

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyeng Yang, Korea December 1 4, 1 893 Samuel A. Moffett

My Dear Gifford:

Thanks for your kindness and also for your note concerning things in general and

particular. I do not exactly understand Moore. He seems to have two streaks in him of

opposite kind. I tell you a man's first two years are trying ones and call out all the

meanness there is in him. After that I think he begins to long for a right spirit - especially

so the more he gets into direct work for Korean souls.

Don't be at all discouraged over the "Training Class". In the readjustment of things

with 4 stations instead of 1, the parent station necessarily suffers in many respects for a

short while. With a little more country work on the part of all in Seoul -
I doubt not you

will soon have more wanting to come than you can accommodate. Steady earnest work

on what the Lord sends us always results in good and in an enlargement of opportunities.

I shall not attempt to have a class here this winter. The time is not ripe for it - as I

want first to do some preliminary seed-sowing and instructing of some men here in the

city who are hopeful cases. Had 10 at prayer meeting last night and a few more at

Church service last Sunday. I begin to feel as tho this were headquarters. Han [Suk Jin]

and I go off tomorrow for a little tramp to neighboring villages. Had a nice snow last night

- weather cold and roads will be good. Have enjoyed seeing Dr. Hall here & got my hair

cut by him. Hall is a fine man - certainly - and of course I was not surprised in talking

with him to find out that he is a Scotch Irishman from Presbyterian stock.

Am kept pretty busy every day - talking with people and except in early mornings

can have little time to myself. As I write this three men sit in front watching my

movements - and so it is every day. Just how much of this kind of life I can stand I don't

know but the Lord gives grace for whatever he leads us into.

Vinton gave me a sort of a resume of the Board's letter. Give me your ideas of

things as they come out. What is the Mission to suggest as to Vinton's work beyond its

action of the Oct. meeting?

Have written another order, No. 3 - for 100,000 Seoul cash, which will reach you

in time. Think you have more than enough on hand to meet it.

My kindest regards to Mrs. Gifford and wishes that you may all have a most Merry

Christmas.

Sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Typed copy in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Pyeng Yang, Korea December 28, 1893 Samuel A. Moffett

My Dear Gifford:

First of all I want to thank you and Mrs. Gifford for giving me a share of “Santa Claus on

Christmas day for I opened the package you had given me with pleasure only equalled by some ot my
childhood Christmas days. It did seem rather queer to be spending the day as this one was spent - but by

making it a bright day for Han’s [Han Suk-Jin] two little ones, romping and playing with them I managed

to get considerable Christmas cheer out of the day.

By Dr. Hall I think it was, I sent you another check for S50 which with 60,000 Seoul cash which

he is to pay over to you, will probably enable you to pay the last order for 200,000 cash which I sent a

few days after Dr. Hall left.

Will probably not send another order until near the middle or last of January before going to Eui

Ju, and will send another check before that.

Was glad to hear of the Training Class and your South Gate work. If we preach and teach, results

are bound to come - though I don’t agree with the Independent’s remarks on Dr. Pierson s position. One

of the converts here is still having a hard time and only saved himself from a beating the other day by

setting up the kouksyou [noodles] (and I think also wine) to a crowd. Poor fellow, he does not know just

what to do and needs help very much. I know the Lord will help him if he will only look to Him tor help

and to this end I exhort and pray.

Had a good prayer meeting last night, a dozen men were in - most of them regular attendants.

Please get a copy in En Mun of the rules which the native council adopted tor those entering the

church and send to me with the next load. Youn had the official copy.

Kindly let me know about my checks for November and December orders. I suppose they were

sent to you and have been deposited with the bank. I can then figure my accounts with certainty.

I engaged a teacher today for a month and am going to try to do a little literary work. I have so

far been so busy talking to inquirers that little study has been done. However I am always glad to drop

the study for evangelistic work - but think I can make good use of a teacher in doing some literary work

and in revising some already done.

Your work is in constant remembrance as I feel sure nine is with you before the throne. All is in

vain without that.

Send me another letter of general jottings when the January load comes.

Kindest regards to Mrs. Gifford -

January 1, 1894 —
credit.

Sincerely yours,

S.A. Moffett

Happy New Year with every blessing. Enclosed a check for $100. Place to my

S.A.M.

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Fusan [Pusan], Korea

Dear Dr. Ellinwood,

Dec. 29, 1893 William M. Baird

In your letter of Oct. 13th to the Mission you express a feeling of disappointment that the

Government hospital has not seemed to fulfil the promise of earlier years. The Government

hospital is one of the enigmas of Korean mission work. We look to Dr. Avison with much
expectation and await the result of what must either prove the death struggle of a lingering

experiment or the beginning of a much hoped-for success. But both for Dr. Vinton’s sake and

for Dr. Avison’s sake in case he does not realize all that he hopes, I think this is an opportune

time to call your attention to the career of some other institutions’ failure of Government

enterprises commenced by the Korean government aided by foreigners.

1 . You know of the Korean Post Office which was just ready to be opened when the

bubble burst and we still have to depend upon the Japanese postal system. 2. Two attempts have

been made to start government mints on foreign style. Although thousands of dollars have been

squandered, much of it finding its way into the pockets of innumerable officials, yet not a coin is

in circulation or probably ever will be from these mints. 3. A Government College was started

several years ago with several gentlemanly and efficient foreign teachers. Their number has

decreased until only one is left. Though he is held in esteem, as is shown by the rank recently

given him, yet at the time of my last information (Nov. 1st) the Royal Korean Government

University was closed for lack of funds. It is not supposed that the numerous middlemen

between the Royal Treasurer and the foreign teacher are in any more straitened circumstances

than usual.

1 might write a similar account of the Korean Royal Mulberry farms for silk culture, etc.

etc. and close each with “defunct or nearly so”. That the Government hospital is not dead is

probably due to outside circumstances. The services of the physician has of course been no

expense to the government. Dr. Allen enjoyed the first blush of prosperity. I am told that Dr.

Heron supplied the medicines for the Hospital from the proceeds of his private practice among

the foreign residents. Dr. Vinton has had neither of these advantages. Dr. Avison can probably

succeed if anyone can, but it will be no great surprise and no reflection on him if he does not.

I regret that you have had anxiety regarding the Korean work. No doubt a great burden

rests upon you in having the care of the churches. We here on the field often feel burdened with

solicitude regarding the work here, both that for which we are directly responsible and that for

which we are not. Sometimes we feel that we are just in our prime and able to do our best and

yet that we are not really doing what we came to do. Often when I feel that I wish I were

building the house I realize that I am only clearing away the bushes on the surface in preparation

for digging the foundation. I am not sure that anything which I can say will relieve your minds

of anxiety, however much I may wish to do so. I should like to be doing a larger work and to be

reaping results, but as those things are in God’s hands I do not think I have any reason for

disappointment or for a change of mind since coming to Korea. A friend wrote me before I

came to the field, “There is no boom in missions here. It is a long hard pull, etc.” This I have

found to be true and knowing it was to be expected from the first, I have worked with that in

view. Still it requires a stronger faith than we have at times to work on patiently in expectation
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of results long delayed. Koreans are unusually suspicious and slow to accept the truth. I have
seen few of them whom I thought were really interested in the Gospel from disinterested

motives, though there are a few cases of Christian manhood among them. But I have no doubt of
the ultimate outcome, since it is all God’s work. The conditions on the field have not materially

changed. The government is just as weak, corrupt and contemptible as ever and the poverty and
ignorance of the people grows worse rather than better. The antipathy to Christianity and to God
does not grow very markedly less. Nevertheless I see grounds for much hope in the preparations

which have been made and in the character of most of the new missionaries which you have sent

out. I think that both the Mission and the Board should prepare themselves for a “long hard

pull” together in the good hope of ultimate success. We should not hope for the impossible or

the improbable and then be disappointed if it does not come. The time has not yet come in

Korea when we can reasonably hope for such large ingathering as we read of in India and other

fields and such as Mr. Ross led us to hope might be gathered in North Korea.

I sincerely hope that both you and we may have cause to rejoice together over substantial

progress made in all parts of this land.

With kindest regards to you, I am

Yours most sincerely,

W.M. Baird

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 4, letter #81)



Rock Island, 111.

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Dec. 30, 1893 Graham Lee

I am here at home for New Years and expect to return to Evansville next week. We are

to be married on Jan. 10th and are to start for New York immediately stopping at Madison, Ind.

on the way to see Mr. Moffett’s mother. We hope to reach New York on the 13th and if not

then, the following Tuesday.

Both your letters sent to Evansville I have received. Will do my best to give you a clear

idea of things in Korea. This year Mr. Gifford was committee on narrative. If you look up his

report on narrative it ought to give you the summary of the work you desire.

Tomorrow morning I speak in our home church on Korea.

Sincerely yours,

Graham Lee

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #36)






